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ABOUT

Welcome to the first ever Four Bases annual!
Run by two guys from London, England with a passion for home runs, beer and finding the best chicken tenders in America- Four
Bases is a completely unique British take on baseball. What started as an after-work pint of beer in the Sherlock Holmes pub in
November 2014 quick transformed into an annual trip across the pond to take in new ballparks, new teams and most importantly –
new Chicken Tenders. We’ve now visited 10 Major League Stadiums: Yankee Stadium, Citi Field, Fenway Park, Guaranteed Rate Field,
Miller Park, Busch Stadium, Wrigley Field, Ballpark in Arlington, PETCO Park & Chase Field together plus a further 7 individually, we
can safely say that we live the dream when we chase the Tenders.
If you want to give us a follow-on social media our handles are @BenFourBases & @JoelFour Bases.
In Aid of Princess Alice Hospice:
This is a completely free publication with the hope of getting you excited for the coming Major League season. As the boys of summer
get ready to don their cleats and gloves – I would love to take the time in raising awareness of Princess Alice Hospice. My (Joel) mum
is a hospice nurse at the PAH and she is my absolute hero? Heroine? The courage shown by not only her but all hospice nurses in
going to work with the one aim of being kind and caring for people in their hour of peace.
Princess Alice - Many people think that hospices are all about dying. We disagree. We believe that end of life care is about helping
people live every moment to the full in comfort and dignity. It’s about creating a space whether in our Hospice or at home where
families can enjoy special moments and create precious memories together.
If you find this publication of use, then both Four Bases and my Mum would be incomprehensibly grateful if you donated to the just
giving page below. No matter how big or small the donation, we can help Princess Alice Hospice look beyond excellence. We
understand that even small changes can make a huge difference to a person’s quality of life or a family’s ability to cope.
We hope you enjoy reading this as much as we enjoyed making it.
Four Bases x
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WHAT TEAM SHOULD I SUPPORT?
As a Watford fan you’re packed full of
potential but seemingly never quite
manage to contend
A good up and coming side with a
young core. Poised to breakout in the
coming years

Known for being tough to beat.
Punched above their weight and
got into Europe. Gritty.
Mediocrity. Tough place to go but
we all know they will never do
anything of any note.

You pay A LOT of money for long balls

The only team you’ve heard.
Money is always the answer

Didn’t win for a long time. Funny how
that’s change once the wallet has been
opened.

Good on paper. Something always
goes wrong, however. Imagine if
Carroll played a full season?

The little brother of the city

Attractive to watch, do things on
a budget. Likeable.

Franchises steeped in tradition, not
winning and remembering the good
old days. Bright young cores now.

Sacrificed a decade up for a run at
glory. Sleeping giant gradually
waking up

Seemingly spend a lot of money on
very little. Zaha & Votto are good
though.

In the middle of nowhere, play in
yellow and generally gritty.

Admirably competitive on a budget
but really struggle to win something.

Occasionally spends big, probably
think you deserve to be better
than you are. Similar weather
(not.)

Nice stadium. Good roster. Attractive
tactics. Win anything? Nope

Surprise success, very shrewd
operators. Likeable

Big team stuck in a rut. The glory will
return.

Little bit edgy. Little bit out there.
Been through the doldrums.
Known for a rogue contract

The fashionable team to support.
Young core of controllable elite talent
Remember those days when we were
good?

Classy historical team. Everyone
likes you (Except Liverpool/Cubs)
If only you kept all those players?
Grow them and sell them is the
business plan…

The misfit brother of the city.

Bullied a bad division for years.
Think you’re a lot bigger (&
better) than you are

Gorgeous uniforms. Galatico’s.
Hollywood sport.

You’re literally in another country

Not very good. Bright young core
however

Recently put on the map. Money
is usually the answer
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TEAM WINS
Every off-season Four Bases look at the acquisitions and losses of all 30 teams. Considering several criteria (Runs added, Runs lost,
WaR, BABIP, xFIP and the % of hard contact for pitchers) we aim to predict the number of games a team will win in the coming
season. The number of games that we project each team to win in 2019 is shown in the column labelled 4B. Est Wins. Of course, we
like to back ourselves and our ‘model’ and try to beat the Vegas bookmakers with it. Looking at 2019 the 4 over/under that we really
like are:


Washington Nationals OVER 88.5



Colorado Rockies OVER 84.5



San Diego Padres UNDER 77.5



Houston Astros OVER 96.5

Oakland Athletics
Houston Astros
Boston Red Sox
Tampa Bay Rays
New York Mets
Chicago Cubs
Milwaukee Brewers
Washington Nationals
Colorado Rockies
St. Louis Cardinals
Pittsburgh Pirates
Atlanta Braves
San Francisco Giants
Los Angeles Angels
New York Yankees
Texas Rangers
Philadelphia Phillies
Minnesota Twins
Cincinnati Reds
Detroit Tigers
Toronto Blue Jays
Seattle Mariners
Miami Marlins
San Diego Padres
Los Angeles Dodgers
Cleveland Indians
Kansas City Royals
Arizona Diamondbacks
Chicago White Sox
Baltimore Orioles

2018
Wins Wins
4B Est.
Vegas vs
Wins
Lost Gained Vegas
Net +/- Wins
4Bases
% Difference
97 10.4
7.3
83.5
-3.1
93.9
10.4
12.46%
103
4.6
7.8
96.5
3.2
106.2
9.7
10.05%
108
6.4
3.1
95.5
-3.3
104.7
9.2
9.63%
90
6.6
9.1
84.5
2.5
92.5
8
9.47%
77 0.86
16.8
85.5
15.94
92.94
7.44
8.70%
95
2.8
2.9
87.5
0.1
95.1
7.6
8.69%
96
9.3
6.3
86.5
-3
93
6.5
7.51%
82
3.9
15.6
88.5
11.7
93.7
5.2
5.88%
91
3.7
1
84.5
-2.7
88.3
3.8
4.50%
88
2.6
6.8
88.5
4.2
92.2
3.7
4.18%
82
3.4
2.4
78.5
-1
81
2.5
3.18%
90
6.9
4.4
85.5
-2.5
87.5
2
2.34%
73
0.7
2.5
73.5
1.8
74.8
1.3
1.77%
80
0.8
4.5
82.5
3.7
83.7
1.2
1.45%
100 14.2
12
96.5
-2.2
97.8
1.3
1.35%
67
3.8
7.48
70.5
3.68
70.68
0.18
0.26%
80 10.1
18.5
88.5
8.4
88.4
-0.1
-0.11%
78
0.1
4.7
84.5
4.6
82.6
-1.9
-2.25%
67
2.1
11.8
78.5
9.7
76.7
-1.8
-2.29%
64
2.8
4.4
67.5
1.6
65.6
-1.9
-2.81%
73
3.8
3
74.5
-0.8
72.2
-2.3
-3.09%
89 23.6
4.46
72.5
-19.14
69.86
-2.64
-3.64%
63
6.6
3.3
63.5
-3.3
59.7
-3.8
-5.98%
66
2.7
8.3
77.5
5.6
71.6
-5.9
-7.61%
92 13.8
7.5
93.5
-6.3
85.7
-7.8
-8.34%
91 10.7
3.1
91.5
-7.6
83.4
-8.1
-8.85%
58
-0.1
0.8
69.5
0.9
58.9
-10.6
-15.25%
82 22.08
4
75.5
-18.08
63.92
-11.58
-15.34%
62
3.4
3.2
73.5
-0.2
61.8
-11.7
-15.92%
47
0.4
0
58.5
-0.4
46.6
-11.9
-20.34%
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THE COMPETITIVE NATIONAL LEAGUE
-

Bat Flips & Nerds

You can find Tom, Darius and John writing and podcasting at batflipsandnerds.com or on twitter @Batflips_nerds
The National League came to a thrilling regular season conclusion in 2018, with two of three divisions decided by a 163rd
game, as 162 simply wasn't enough to separate the Brewers and Cubs, or Dodgers and Rockies. If you're relatively new to
baseball, I'm not going to lie to you and say that every season ends that way, but the final days are often filled with far
more drama than you might expect.
The NL once again looks like an advertisement for parity. John has already told you about the appeal of tuning in to a Reds
game, and they'll be aiming to challenge defending NL Central champions Milwaukee, led by MVP Christian Yelich; the
ever-competitive Cardinals, who acquired one of the league's best players in Paul Goldschmidt; and the 2016 World Series
champion Chicago Cubs, who underwhelmed in 2018 but feature such elite talents as Kris Bryant, Javier Baez and Anthony
Rizzo. This division is so tight that the Cubs are projected to be both first and last, depending on which system you ask.
The Pirates seem almost an afterthought, except they too were over .500 last season and can call on such luminaries as
All-Star centre fielder Starling Marte and breakout starter Jameson Taillon.
80 percent of the NL East spent the offseason gearing up for a huge battle. The Phillies
made the big splash everyone expected by finally landing Bryce Harper, but they were far
from the only busy club, with Harper's former team landing slider maestro Patrick
Corbin and new Mets GM Brodie Van Wagenen shaking up the roster with multiple
moves, including trading for Robinson Cano and electric closer Edwin Diaz. I haven't even
mentioned the 2018 division-winning Braves, who brought in former AL MVP Josh
Donaldson and will get a full year of 20-year-old phenom Ronald Acuna.
The Dodgers come the closest to ruining this picture of parity, with six straight division titles and back-to-back NL
pennants. They still haven't won the World Series for 30 years, though, and it took that 163rd game for them to finally
dispatch the Rockies. Colorado seem to have finally discovered some pitchers who can survive at the problematic altitude
of Coors Field and now have their two main offensive stars signed long-term in Charlie Blackmon and Nolan Arenado. San
Diego swooped in to sign Manny Machado and accelerate their rebuild, with a
staggeringly good collection of prospect talent on the way, as Tom will tell you. It's easy
to forget that Arizona led the West for much of 2018, so although they took an apparent
step back, they're also an excellent indicator of the varied competition the NL has given
us recently.
With this many teams in contention, it's great news for the neutral who wants to see
races that go down to the wire, and fans of all but two or three clubs who are dreaming
of a postseason berth. It's also very encouraging for a game that features all-too-regular
accusations of tanking. It goes beyond that too. Much of the pleasure we get from sport
is derived from the unexpected. The National League is perfectly set up for twists and
turns, for an underdog to surprise or multiple September races for both divisions and
wild cards. Anything could happen, and what better reason to watch is there?
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A LOOK TO LONDON

“The Boston Red Sox and the New York Yankees lay claim to one of the most heated rivalries in professional sport and for
one weekend only, these two giants of baseball are coming to London.
On June 29-30, history will be made as two regular season MLB games will be hosted in Europe for the very first time.
London Stadium, one of the capital's most iconic sporting venues, will be dramatically transformed into a 60,000-seater
ballpark and play home to the Red Sox as they look to settle old scores against their most formidable foes, the Yankees”
This summer the Yankees and Red Sox roll into London ready to do battle at West Ham United’s London stadium. It’s a
testament to the rise of baseball in the UK and the hard work of MLBUK that the two greatest teams in the history of the
sport with two of the best rosters, the best rivalry and the two best all round brands in baseball are the experimental guinea
pigs testing the water for an annual international series in London like both the NFL and NBA.
With rosters boasting names like Giancarlo Stanton, Mookie Betts, Aaron Judge and JD Martinez to name just but a few,
what better way to grow the sport in the UK. Bringing the game to London, makes real of a sport alien to most of us. For all
know the games we stay up to 4am in July watching may as well be being played on Mars. Heck- they may as well be
PlayStation games for the influence and locality to us. It’s our sport, our retreat.
The International series is an odd spectacle. UK fans of the 28 of the 30 other franchises will go along to celebrate their
sport, not for the Yankees, not for the Red Sox but purely to enjoy a sport they love so dearly. A sport which is relatively
foreign to the masses and only consumed via a MLBTV package will become real this summer. Fans will hear the venders
selling hot dogs, fans will hear the crack of Stanton’s bat, fans will heckle the umpire over a bad call in person rather than
from the sofa, fans will see their heroes.
I think I speak for the majority, when I say roll on the summer.
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LONDON: THE TEAMS

Boston Red Sox
Pos. #
Name
P
32 Matt Barnes
70 Ryan Brasier
72 Colten Brewer
17 Nathan Eovaldi
37 Heath Hembree
80 Darwinzon Hernandez
61 Brian Johnson
22 Rick Porcello
66 Bobby Poyner
10 David Price
57 Eduardo Rodriguez
41 Chris Sale
47 Tyler Thornburg
76 Hector Velazquez
64 Marcus Walden
44 Brandon Workman
35 Steven Wright
C
3
Sandy Leon
23 Blake Swihart
7
Christian Vazquez
INF 2
Xander Bogaerts
11 Rafael Devers
40 Marco Hernandez
12 Brock Holt
5
Tzu-Wei Lin
18 Mitch Moreland
36 Eduardo Nunez
25 Steve Pearce
15 Dustin Pedroia
59 Sam Travis
OF
16 Andrew Benintendi
50 Mookie Betts
19 Jackie Bradley Jr.
28 J.D. Martinez

B/T
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
L/L
L/L
R/R
L/L
L/L
L/L
L/L
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
S/R
S/R
R/R
R/R
L/R
L/R
L/R
L/R
L/L
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
L/L
R/R
L/R
R/R

Ht
6'4"
6'0"
6'4"
6'2"
6'4"
6'2"
6'4"
6'5"
6'0"
6'5"
6'2"
6'6"
5'11"
6'0"
6'0"
6'5"
6'2"
5'10"
6'1"
5'9"
6'1"
6'0"
6'0"
5'10"
5'9"
6'2"
6'0"
5'11"
5'9"
6'0"
5'10"
5'9"
5'10"
6'3"

Wt
210lbs
225lbs
230lbs
225lbs
210lbs
245lbs
235lbs
205lbs
205lbs
215lbs
220lbs
180lbs
190lbs
180lbs
195lbs
235lbs
215lbs
225lbs
200lbs
195lbs
210lbs
237lbs
200lbs
180lbs
155lbs
230lbs
195lbs
200lbs
175lbs
205lbs
170lbs
180lbs
200lbs
220lbs

New York Yankees
Pos. #
Name
P
68 Dellin Betances
53 Zack Britton
85 Luis Cessa
54 Aroldis Chapman
63 Domingo German
57 Chad Green
34 J.A. Happ
61 Ben Heller
56 Jonathan Holder
48 Tommy Kahnle
67 Jonathan Loaisiga
47 Jordan Montgomery
0
Adam Ottavino
65 James Paxton
52 CC Sabathia
40 Luis Severino
19 Masahiro Tanaka
71 Stephen Tarpley
C
66 Kyle Higashioka
28 Austin Romine
24 Gary Sanchez
INF 41 Miguel Andujar
33 Greg Bird
18 Didi Gregorius
26 DJ LeMahieu
25 Gleyber Torres
12 Troy Tulowitzki
45 Luke Voit
14 Tyler Wade
OF
22 Jacoby Ellsbury
77 Clint Frazier
11 Brett Gardner
31 Aaron Hicks
99 Aaron Judge
27 Giancarlo Stanton

B/T
R/R
L/L
R/R
L/L
R/R
L/R
L/L
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
L/L
S/R
L/L
L/L
R/R
R/R
R/L
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
L/R
L/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
L/R
L/L
R/R
L/L
S/R
R/R
R/R

Ht
6'8"
6'3"
6'0"
6'4"
6'2"
6'3"
6'5"
6'3"
6'2"
6'1"
5'11"
6'6"
6'5"
6'4"
6'6"
6'2"
6'3"
6'1"
6'1"
6'1"
6'2"
6'0"
6'4"
6'3"
6'4"
6'1"
6'3"
6'3"
6'1"
6'1"
6'1"
5'11"
6'1"
6'7"
6'6"

Wt
265lbs
195lbs
210lbs
212lbs
175lbs
210lbs
205lbs
205lbs
235lbs
235lbs
165lbs
225lbs
220lbs
235lbs
300lbs
215lbs
215lbs
235lbs
205lbs
220lbs
230lbs
215lbs
220lbs
205lbs
215lbs
200lbs
205lbs
225lbs
185lbs
195lbs
190lbs
195lbs
202lbs
282lbs
245lbs
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THE KIDS OF AMERICA
-

Bat Flips & Nerds

You can find Tom, Darius and John writing and podcasting at batflipsandnerds.com or on twitter @Batflips_nerds
One of the most exciting things about a new baseball season, is the crop of new talent that have been hyped up over the
previous years. Unlike the other major American sports, in baseball we must wait three, four or five years and more, to
see those guys drafted finally reach the Major Leagues. Sometimes these players get pushed into the Major’s earlier, but
this is all dependent on the team’s situation and if they are willing to lose years of “team-control” due to service time
limitations (We won’t cover that here, but please Google it).
This year once again brings a fresh crop of exciting individuals from all over the baseball world. I’m here to tell you about a
few of those to look out for in the coming 2019 season.
Vladimir Guerrero Jr. 3B - Toronto Blue Jays
Son of the Montreal Expos, Los Angeles Angels, Texas Rangers and Baltimore
Orioles hitting machine — Vladimir Guerrero —, Vlad Guerrero Jr. has flown
through the Toronto Blue Jays system. Through 61 games for AA affiliate —
New Hampshire Fisher Cats — last year, he hit .402/.449/.671 with an OPS of
1.120. He was soon in AAA Buffalo producing just as easily (.336/.414/.564 and
.978 OPS) in 30 games. At only 20 years of age, the 6’2” 113kg Vlad Jr. is ready.
Or is he?
The Blue Jays have just demoted Vladdy back to AAA after he suffered a grade
1 strain of his left oblique. Is this the Blue Jays playing the system and holding
onto Vlad Jr’s rights for another year? Or is this genuine? Either way the Blue
Jays aren’t expected to compete this season, so for them to bring him up now
— as great as it would be for baseball — it’s almost wasted effort.
If all goes well for Vlad, expect to see him appearing for the Blue Jays around May time.
Fernando Tatis Jr. SS - San Diego Padres
A throw in piece from the Chicago White Sox during the now infamous James Shields trade of June 2016. The Padres were
happy to move the Shields contract, but was getting Tatis Jr. thrown a stroke of A.J. Preller genius? We may never know.
Tatis Jr. — along with multiple other prospects and new free agent
signing Manny Machado — has reignited a dormant Padres fan
base. He has shown strong athletic ability and incredible bat speed
when hitting home-runs in the minors, reaching AA San Antonio in
2018. He has also become a bit of a cult hero during the winter of
2018/19, due to his bat launches (bigger than flips) after hitting
monster home runs in the Dominican Winter League. These dingers
led to multiple viral videos unleashed on Twitter for fans of the
Padres to salivate over and the White Sox fanbase to wonder what
could have been.
Tatis Jr., like Vlad Jr., is expected to begin the year in the minors
(AAA El Paso), before receiving a big-league call-up depending on
9

how the big-league team are doing. If the Padres start well and hover around .500 come the end of May, expect A.J.
Preller to promote his biggest theft of talent since...well, ever!
Forrest Whitley RHP - Houston Astros
Whitley was drafted by the Astros back in 2016, their 1st round pick who dropped all the way to number 17. Taken right
out of high school, in 2017 he averaged 13.9 strikeouts per nine innings and joined such names as Zack Grienke and
Clayton Kershaw as the only high school first-rounders this millennium to pitch in Double-A during their first full pro
season. Not bad company eh?
In 2018 however, his workload was vastly reduced due to a 50-game suspension for violating the Minor League drug
program and a collection of injuries.
Despite this knock in last year’s innings count, he’s still the
top-rated right-handed pitcher in the excellent MLB
Pipeline rankings and the 7th overall prospect going into
2019. The scouting reports are very complimentary of his
stuff and many expect Whitley to be a dominant number 1
starter by the time he makes it to the Major League level.
The reduction in the workload for 2018, may mean a delay
on Whitley’s promotion this season. Also, with the depth of
the Astros rotation, it could mean a couple of injuries will
be required at the big-league level for him to see an early
call-up.

——
These are just three of the huge lists of talent waiting to jump up to “The Show”. If you want to keep an eye out for these
players, or find out when they could be called up, I highly recommend you follow the official Minor League Baseball (MiLB)
podcast Show before the Show “and get the MLB Pipeline page added to your bookmarks.
Here’s to another exciting season, let’s hope October doesn’t arrive too soon!
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RED ALL ABOUT IT
-

Bat flips & Nerds

It's 18 months since Scooter Gennett hit four home runs

cavalier, bloody minded and mission driven presidents

in a game against the Cardinals. A magnificent feat for-

could have the audacity to double down like this.

ever tarnished by the fact it was achieved in a camo uniform. Imagine showing the grandkids your proudest moment - something even the greats of the game failed to
muster - and having to explain the binding nature of US

This is a huge risk. Kemp, Wood, Roark and Puig are oneyear additions to the roster. Gray has inked a contract
extension but needs significant fixing.

sport's association with the military and it's I'll started

This is all or nothing. And in a league where the Brewers

impact on fashion, before you can even boast, recollect

are ascendant, the Cardinals have improved significantly,

or reminisce.

and the ultra-talented Cubs are still merely three years

'Hang on Grampa, what is that you're wearing?'
'Well their young Scooter the Third ('Murica), let me tell
you a little about the militaro-politicisation of Western
society...'
Maybe not.
Asked to recall literally anything in the recent history of
the Cincinnati Reds the average baseball fan would

out from World Series triumph.
I dare you to look away. There are amazing stories
everywhere at Great American Ball Park...
How will a single club manage the twin titan
personalities of Puig and Votto?
Can super prospect Nick Denzel make centre field his
own, and fulfil his Trout level promise?

probably cast around a few Joey Votto fan interaction

Will Eugenio Suarez era as baseball's most underrated

anecdotes, burble about Billy Hamilton stealing bases

player continue?

and alight on Gennett's one off, and it is proving jet fuel
to a listless career as one of MLB's Joe Averages.
At least they would've.
On the verge of the 2019 MLB season the Reds are
perhaps the league's most compelling narrative. So
much so that your author had forgotten Gennett would
continue to anchor their team at second base for
another year.
The term 'blockbuster trade' is an overused cliché in
sports. And yet Reds GM's 'all in' move to swap listless

Will Gray make it back?
How many home runs can reliever Michael Lorenzen hit
in a season?
How many can Puig hit in a game in GABP's bandbox
surrounds? More than Gennett? More total bases than
Shawn Green's 20-year-old record?
The irrepressible Puig arrived in Cincinnati in the midst
of a blizzard. It seemed apt. An otherworldly presence
blown into town by a freak storm.

pitcher Homer Bailey for Dodgers mainstays Alex Wood,

He took to Twitter in trademark fashion to declare,

Matt Kemp and, irresistibly, Yasiel Puig, at the Winter

unconvincingly 'it's not that cold. Really! It's not that

Meetings, was just that.

cold' against a backdrop so bleak it chilled bone marrow

Those three were joined by the Nats' Tanner Roark and
the Yankees sputtering former Ace, Sonny Gray, in a
swelling list of gambles.

via social media.
And yet in a way he was right.
After years in the freezing tundra, the 2019 Reds should

Williams previous life as an advisor to the White House

be the league's hottest boxset. Winter will certainly be

of George W Bush immediately made sense. Only a man

over in Westeros this spring; touch wood it'll also be the

who whispered in the ear of one of history's most

case in Western Ohio. Get the popcorn.
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2019 RAPID FIRE
Spreadex
Ben Rowland (@BenFourBases)
World Series

Joel Bailey (@JoelFourBases)

New York Yankees

Washington Nationals

New York Yankees

Minnesota Twins, Houston Astros &

Cleveland Indians, Houston Astros & New

Cleveland Indians, Houston Astros &

New York Yankees

York Yankees

New York Yankees

Washington Nationals, St. Louis

Washington Nationals, St. Louis Cardinals &

Washington Nationals, St. Louis

Cardinals & Los Angeles Dodgers

Los Angeles Dodgers

Cardinals & Los Angeles Dodgers

American League

New York Yankees

Houston Astros

New York Yankees

National League

St. Louis Cardinals

Washington Nationals

Los Angeles Dodgers

CY Young Winners

James Paxton (AL) & Patrick Corbin (NL)

Gerrit Cole (AL) & Max Scherzer (NL)

Chris Sale (AL) & Max Scherzer (NL)

MVP’s

Mike Trout (AL) & Paul Goldschmidt (NL)

Alex Bregman (AL) & Nolan Arenado (NL)

Mike Trout (AL) & Kris Bryant (NL)

Eloy Jimenez (AL) & Nick Senzel (NL)

Eloy Jimenez (AL) & Fernando Tatis Jr (NL)

Eloy Jimenez (AL) & Nick Senzel (NL)

Joey Gallo

Nolan Arenado

Giancarlo Stanton

AL Division Winners
NL Division Winners

Rookie of the Year
HR Champion
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ATLANTA BRAVES
2018 Record: 90-72
Manager: Brian Snitker
Stadium: SunTrust Park (41,084)
World Series Odds: 14-1

2018 REVIEW

Coming off three consecutive 90 loss seasons, Braves fans certainly knew they were rebuilding for the future. Little did
they know, nor did they expect that future had arrived as soon as it did. In a blink of an eye, a franchise relatively devoid
of on-field talent and the ability compete, completely transformed over a winter. The Braves showcased to the baseball
world, two of the finest young talents in the world right now. Ronald Acuna came into the season as MLB.com’ number 2
prospect and Ozzie Albies- number 19. Acuna kick started a quite incredible rookie of the year season on April 25th before
going on to slash an insane .293/.366/552 with a 917 OPS and 26 HRs.
Having already been promoted to the majors in 2017, Albies was able to make his experience count by turning in a season
which would reward him by making him an all-star with team mates Freddie Freeman and the previously mentioned
Acuna. Albies would go onto slash .261/.305/352 with 24HRS and 40 doubles. Together these two have made arguably the
most exciting and raw 3-4 punch in the whole of the sport.
Elsewhere Freddie Freeman turned in a campaign which saw him finish fourth in the NL MVP voting with a .309 average,
23 home runs and a league leading 44 doubles. With a farm system to rival the best of them, we are only just scratching
the surface with the Braves of the future. Sun Trust Park is beginning to look like a seriously fun place to watch baseball in
the coming years.

INFIELD

Freddie Freeman is probably the best all-round first baseman in the game of
baseball. With the ability to hit for power, hit for power, hit it in the gaps whilst
playing lights out defence (.995) Freeman has it all. Having contributed 44
doubles, 23 home runs and 98 RBIs in 2018 – it’s evident that Freeman does it
all. On the flipside at the hot corner, Josh Donaldson arrives on a 1-year deal
from the Toronto Blue Jays via Cleveland where he spent the end of the 2018
season. If the former AL MVP can get anywhere close to his best, then this could
easily be one of the pick-ups of the season.
In the middle of Atlanta’s infield are two of the future stars of the Braves future. Joining Ozzie Albies is former number 1
overall pick – Dansby Swanson. With both guys being defensively sound, it’ll be down to the development of their bats as
to their success within the Majors. The talent is certainly there, but the consistency
isn’t.

OUTFIELD

Joining 2019 NL MVP front runner – Ronald Acuna in the outfield is perennial gold
glover, Ender Inciarte. Despite the weekly highlight reel catches and lights out
defense, Inciartes bat has become increasingly valuable to the Braves. In 2018, he
managed to make contact with an incredible 80.4% of pitches outside the zone,
second only to Victor Martinez. The final outfield spot is likely to be platooned
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between the switch-hitting Johan Camargo and Adam Duvall who arrives from Cincinnati looking to rediscover his former
30HR a season power.

PITCHING
The Braves pitching staff is probably the one area that they would like to get deeper and probably better at. Their rotation
despite being solid and honest lacks a genuine #1 frontline starter. Mike Foltynewicz (13-10) and Sean Newcomb (12-9)
began to show their promise in 2018 and will most likely lead Julio Tehran (9-9) as the 12-3 atop of the rotation. Anibal Sanchez provided excellent value for his $1m free agency
contract last year but has since departed for Washington leaving the door open for Kevin
Gausman, Touki Toussaint or anyone of the number of near ready pitching prospects
they have at their disposal to round out the rotation. In 2018 alone, the Braves used 13
rookie pitchers.
It’s currently not clear at the time of writing as to whom the Braves will turn to at the
back end of ballgames to close out. In 2018 Arodys Vizcaino and AJ Minter split the save
opportunities. Fortunately, with Vizciano getting hurt, the Braves were never forced to
nail the colours to the mast. Jesse Biddle and Shane Carle return to the pen along with
Dan Winkler, Darren O’Day and 2018 comeback player of the year- Jonny Venters. If the
Braves can either address the closer situation in free agency or go into Spring with it up
for competition, then the only real hole on their roster should be finally filled.

PROSPECTS

The Braves have more than enjoyed the fruition of having an exceptionally strong farm system over the past few years.
With minor league graduates Ronald Acuna, Ozzie Albies, Dansby Swanson and Ender Inciarte leading the way for the
prospects of tomorrow, the future of the Braves looks in safe hands. With the graduation of the organisations premier
hitting prospects, the Braves farm system now boasts some of the most attractive pitching talents in America. Mike
Soroka, Touki Toussaint, Bryse Wilson, Kolby Allard and Luiz Gohara all made Major League contributions in 2018.
Top prospect: Austin Riley (3B) – Drafted 2015 (1st Round- Southaven HS, Miss)
The chances that the Braves promote their top prospect to the Major Leagues In 2019 is looking increasingly likely, even
with the signing of Josh Donaldson in the hot corner. It has been mentioned that a possible avenue of getting Riley regular
at bats in spring training, there is a chance that he could be moved to the outfield. Many scouts believe that he could hit
between 25-30 home runs regularly in the Major Leagues as demonstrated in his 8 home runs during a 13-game streak in
2018. One of his main flaws however is his tendency to strike out. In 2018, the righty struck out 129 times in 408 at bats
having walked only 37 times.
Best of the rest: Ian Anderson (RHP), Mike Soroka (RHP), Kyle Wright (RHP), Touki Toussaint (RHP), Bryse Wilson (RHP),
Drew Waters (OF)
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MIAMI MARLINS
2018 Record: 63- 98
Manager: Don Mattingly
Stadium: Marlins Park (36,742)
World Series Odds: 250-1

2018 REVIEW

2018 was always going to be a tough year for Miami. Having said goodbye to Marcel Ozuna (St. Louis Cardinals) and the
2019 NL MVP - Christian Yelich (Milwaukee Brewers), the Marlins were inevitably going to struggle. And right from the first
pitch of the season which Ian Happ put into the right field bleachers, the struggle was real. Amazingly Traded
stars Giancarlo Stanton, Christian Yelich, Marcell Ozuna and Dee Gordon combined for 14.4 WAR which provided more
value than all Marlins batters (9.8 WAR) in 2018.
However, with all that said- 2018 wasn't a total disaster for the Marlins. The front office lead by new owner Derek Jeter is
very much committed to the future having given playing time to 23 different rookie-rookie-eligible which meant no batter
aged 30 or older had a qualified season. With the eye very much cast to 2019 and beyond, there is reason to be optimistic
that the Marlins will be competitive within the next couple of years, particularly given the haul that all-star catch J.T
Realmuto will command.

INFIELD

Peter O’Brien will likely be the Marlins opening day first baseman having hit 4 HRs
within his 22 games at the tail end of 2018 after being acquired from the Dodgers.
With an OPS of .868 and evident powerful bat, the Marlins will be excited to
showcase one of their brighter talents in the early part of 2019. Should O’Brien not
be ready for a full season of Major League pitching then Brian Anderson will likely
shift back to first base from right field. Across the diamond at third base will be
Martin Prado. Having signed a 3yr $40m deal with the Marlins before the 2017
season, Prado has since appeared in just 91 out of 324 regular season games.
Amazingly four-time all-star Starlin Castro is still a Marlin having been acquired in
the trade which sent Stanton to New York. With Isan Diaz waiting in the wings
having hit 23 doubles, 5 triples and 13HRS in just 119 games in AAA last season, the chances of Castro being moved on this
summer are high. That said, Castro can still provide some value to the Marlins with his quality bat, sneaky speed and both
his on & off class which he exudes. Next to Castro will likely be JT Riddle at shortstop. Despite an underwhelming
.241/.288/.383 slash line in 2018, Riddle did see his fly ball and line drive rate increase- giving hope for an upturn in
performance in 2019.

OUTFIELD
In a blink of an eye the Marlins outfield has gone from Giancarlo Stanton, Marcel Ozuna and Christian Yelich to Lewis
Brinson, Brian Anderson and Curtis Granderson. Nothing against Brinson, Anderson and Granderson but I highly doubt
they’re going to combine for 2 MVP awards like the trio. Brinson asides, the Marlins are most likely using Granderson and
Anderson (what a namely duo) as stop gaps until the likes of Austin Dean, Victor Victor Mesa and Monte Harrison are
Major League ready.
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Austin Dean is the most likely to see Major League at bats this summer having impressed in his September call up after
being named the organizations best minor league player of 2018. Once taking over duties in left field, Dean hit 4HRs with
14 RBIs in just 113 at bats.

PITCHING
The Marlins will go into 2019 with a handful of veterans on their staff who don’t appear in the clubs plans moving
forwards. But needs must and with a farm system not yet at Major League level, the Marlins must plug gaps in their roster
with appropriate veterans. Jose Urena will get the nod on opening day for the second year in a row after posting career
highs in starts, innings and strikeouts. With his ERA nearly a carbon copy of his 2017 total, Urena is seemingly becoming
more reliable on the mound. Something that improved in 2017 for him was his ability to induce ground balls, increase his
2017 percentage from 43% to 50% in 2018. Behind Urena is likely to be Dan Straily who battled both injuries (missed
September and April) and his temper (Missed 5 games after retaliation for back-back bombs). The Marlins will likely round
their rotation out with Sandy Alacantara, Wei-Yin Chen and Trevor Richards.
Don Mattingly has said that the Fish will use both Drew Steckenrider and Adam Conley in the 9th inning for saves and use
them on a matchup basis. Tayron Guerrero will look to bounce back from control issues but gives real value to the Marlins
bullpen with his flame throwing fastball. Elsewhere the Marlins bullpen will be filled with Nick Wittgren, Riley Ferrell and
Jarlin Garcia.

PROSPECTS
Despite dealing the last two National League MVPs in Christian Yelich (2018) and Giancarlo Stanton (2017), the Miami
Marlins amazingly failed to receive a top 100 prospect in either trade. That said, the Marlins front office led by Yankees
legend, Derek Jeter has done enough elsewhere to grant considerable respect to the future of the franchise as exemplified
by the signing of Victor Victor Mesa this offseason from the international free agent pool. The Marlins should start to reap
the rewards of rebuilding with top prospects Sandy Alacantara (RHP), Nick Neidert (RHP) and Isan Diaz (2B) all expected to
not only join but contribute at the Major League level in 2019.
With a father who was one of the best Cuban players during the 1980s & 1990s Victor Victor Mesa was destined to come
with a lot of hype. Unbeknown, little did we know the hype would be this big. Accompanied by his brother, Victor Mesa
Jr, Victor Victor Mesa signed with the Marlins in October for $5.25m, the largest international bonus of the offseason.
The Marlins top prospect has taken Cuba’s premier league (Serie Nacional) by storm slashing .275/.33.4/.378 with 10
home runs and 75 stolen bases in a little over 300 career games. With many scouts grading his defensive arm and speed a
70 (on a 20-80 scale), Victor Victor Mesa looks to be one of not only one of the most exciting phenoms in the NL east, but
the whole of the Major Leagues.
Top Prospect: Sixto Sanchez (RHP)- International Free Agent (Dominican Republic, 2015)
The Marlins were holding out for a gem when dealing JT Realmuto, and what a gem they have found. When attending a
try-out for a Cuban catcher in 2015, the Phillies scout’s eyes were draw to a 16-year-old lanky Sanchez. Having signed the
Sixto with a $35,000 in the 2015 off-season, Sanchez has since breezed through Philadelphia’s lower minor league’s
system with dominance and authority. Having spent 2017 in high A ball with Clearwater, Sanchez went 4-3 in 8 starts,
striking out 45 and holding opposing hitters to a .224 batting average.
With a fastball which regularly touches 100mph, a slider which strikes out hitters from both sides of the plate and a mid80’s changeup, Sanchez has the complete repertoire of pitches making him one of the game’s most elite prospects.
Providing he stays healthy; Marlins fans can expect to see him pitching every fifth day at Marlins Park in 2020.
Best of the rest: Sandy Alacantara (RHP), Monte Harrison (OF), Nick Neidert (RHP), Connor Scott (OF), Jorge Guzman (RHP)
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NEW YORK METS
2018 Record: 77-85
Manager: Mickey Callaway
Stadium: Citi Field (41,922)
World Series Odds: 40-1

2018 REVIEW

Having left the gates, the hottest team in baseball with an 11-1 record, the Mets 2018 season rather fell away into a bit of
a damp squib (77-85). For the 8th time in 10 years the Mets finished with a sub .500 record, a win total which doesn’t
match the talent which oozes from the roster. As is usually the case with the Mets, they lost substantial playing time of
several key players, notably Yoenis Cespedes, Noah Syndergaard, Juan Lagares and Michael Conforto.
In June the Mets went a dismal 5-21 which causing them to fall behind the rest of the uber competitive NL east and from
their they would never recover. It would also be worth noting that when the going got tight, the Mets didn’t seem to
withstand the pressure, posting a 16-26 record in 1 run ball games. Given the fact they only finished 13 back of the Atlanta
Braves, a normal .500 June would have seen them go a lot closer to the playoffs within a season where not a lot went
right.
The Mets go into 2019 rejuvenated on and off the field. With new outspoken GM Brodie Van Wagenen, the Mets have a
leader not afraid to make franchise altering decisions as shown in the acquisition of both Edwin Diaz and Robinson Cano
this past winter. With a depth of young talent like Jeff McNeil and Peter Alonso coming through with the addition of
season veterans, the Mets will see 2019 as an opportunity to make their third postseason in the past 19 campaigns.

INFIELD

Entering 2019 the Mets have the enviable problem of filling 2 corner infield spots between 4 worthy candidates. Todd
Frazier will likely win the Mets starting third base job with 2018 phenom Jeff McNeil being left to platoon across the
diamond at third and second base. Across an impressive 63 game spell with the Mets at the end of 2018, McNeil
contributed a ridiculous 23.4 RaR (Runs above replacement) and 5.76 RcG (Runs created per game). First base is likely to
be split between Peter Alonso who offers phenomenal power having led the entire of the Major Leagues in home runs in
2018 and Dominic Smith. Smith is likely to be the odd man of the quartet out heading in 2019 suffering from the positional
versatility of McNeil (3rd & 2nd) and Frazer (1st & 3rd).
The Mets went out and acquired Robinson Cano with Edwin Diaz this offseason from the Mariners. Diaz was
unquestionably the headline act of the trade with Cano being a salary dump from salary. That said, Cano will provide a
much-needed uplift in offense from the Mets middle of the infield. Despite his veteran presence, his age will likely prove a
ceiling to his power. However, that isn’t to suggest he cannot be a real asset to a line up in dire need of consistency, as
shown in his .860 OPS following his return from his 2018 suspension. Ahmed Rosario will return to at shortstop having
broke out in 2018 leading the team with 24 stolen bases. If he can raise his substandard .295 OBP then he could quickly
see himself as the table setter for the line-up, particularly if Lagares continues to battle his health.

OUTFIELD

With explosive power and the ability to hit to all three parts of the field, Yoenis Cespedes was meant to be the Mets run
creator coming into 2018. As was the case in 2017, that potential was curtailed by ill health- this time problems with both
heels, injuries likely to cost him his 2019 season also. Elsewhere, Brandon Nimmo began to repay the Mets for the faith
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that showed in him when selecting the outfield in the first round of the 2011 draft. With 53 extra base hits including 17
home runs- Nimmo provided the Mets with a spark they otherwise lacked in their offense.
Michael Conforto has long been the offensive heir apparent of Cespedes. Despite his OPS falling from .939 to .797 in 2018,
Conforto will need to bounce back in 2019 with Cespedes on the shelf. With a healthy season and age on his side, there is
reason to believe that Conforto can begin to fulfil his sizeable potential. Granted a full season of health 30-35 home runs
isn’t out of the question.
Splitting Nimmo in left and Conforto in right, lies Juan Lagares in centre field. Capable of playing gold glove defence and
setting the base pads alight. The main problem for Lagares, like so many Mets has always been staying healthy.
Collectively over the past three seasons he has missed 283 days due to health ailments. Waiting in the wings is Keon
Broxton, who was acquired from the Brewers in the off-season. With a career fly ball percentage of around 30%, Broxton
will provide some much-needed pop to a line up in need of it. The hardest thing for Broxton may just be securing at bats.

PITCHING
Despite the struggles of the 2018 Mets, as is usually the case – the starting pitching shone through. Jacob DeGrom won his
first NL CY Young following a season which saw him win just 10 games despite posting an ERA of 1.70. DeGrom became
the first pitcher in baseball history to make at least 20 starts with an ERA of 1.70 or below and win 10 or less games. Since
1969, only two pitchers have made at least 30 starts, or pitched at least 210 innings, with an ERA as low as deGrom's.
Noah Syndergaard will follow DeGrom in the rotation having lost 7 weeks to a finger injury in 2018. Syndergaard, despite
being touted as a trade target for the many teams in search of an ace will be back with the Mets in 2019. If he can shack
his susceptibility to the disabled list, his reliable source of ERA, WHIP and strikeouts make him an automatic NL CY Young
candidate. Elsewhere Zach Wheeler emerged as a bona fide ace for the Mets in 2018 and will likely anchor the middle of
the rotation. In the second part of last season, Wheeler went 9-1 over an 11-start period posting a 1.68 ERA.
Edwin Diaz was acquired from the Mariners to help resolve the 12 blown saves between Robert Gsellman and Jeurys
Familia in 2018. Diaz lead the entire Majors in saves (57) in 2018 with Seattle earning CY Young votes in the process. With
an insane 67% first pitch strike rate, Diaz offers an immediate upgrade to the position the Mets arguably needed the most.
Familia returns to the club who traded him away last summer and will pitch with a more familiar set up role. Elsewhere
the Mets will use Robert Gsellman, Seth Lugo, Paul Seward and Drew Smith out of long relief.

PROSPECTS

The Mets boast one of the youngest and most promising farm systems in the whole of baseball. Despite being 2 or 3 years
away from a contribution at Major League level, Jarred Kelenic (OF), Mark Vientos (3B), Ronny Mauricio (SS) & Shervyen
Newton (SS) all provide extreme optimism for the future given their dominance in rookie ball.
Looking at the more immediate future, Mets fans can expect to see Peter Alonso (1B) and Andres Gimenez begin to see
playing time in Queens this summer with the likes of college pitching graduates Justin Dunn, Anthony Kay and David
Peterson looking more geared towards 2020.
Top Prospect: Peter Alonso (1B) – Drafted 2016 (2nd Round– Florida)
The Mets top prospect lead the whole of Minor League baseball in 2018 with his 36 homes amassed between AA and AAA.
With his power ranked a 70 (on a 20-80 scale), it’s obvious to see that Alonso’s strengths lie with a bat in his hand.
Despite not possessing the greatest glove at first base, there is zero reason to believe that Alonso won’t be a success at
Major League level. Once he becomes his regular in Queens for the Mets, his bats will certainly be worth tuning in for. At
the Futures game last summer, he smashed a fastball into left field, over the foul pole with an exit velocity of 113.4mph.
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PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES
2018 Record: 80-82
Manager: Gabe Kapler
Stadium: Citizens Bank Park (43,651)
World Series Odds: 11-1

2018 REVIEW

The rebuilding phase is well and truly over. Management promised a busy off-season and they have delivered. Bryce
Harper is in town. Andrew McCutchen is in town. JT Realmuto is in town. Jean Segura is in town.
Following a season packed with potential, promise and disappointment- the Phillies showed the league that they’re back
to being a force to be reckoned with. If it wasn’t for their horrific August (13-14) and September (8-20) then they would
likely have been playing in the NL Wild Card game. Rhys Hoskins and Seranthony Dominguez are two of the games
brightest prospects and Aaron Nola is arguably the game’s biggest budding young pitcher. With a roster locked and
reloaded with talent coupled with the graduation of premier prospects- 2019 looks to be an exciting season for the Phils.

INFIELD
One of the biggest upgrades the Phillies accomplished this off-season was the acquisition of Jean Segura from the
Mariners. Segura is someone who will immediately step into the line-up and benefit the team both offensively and
defensively. Over the past three seasons, Segura has hit .308 with an .803 OPS. With the added protection behind him of
JT Realmuto and Bryce Harper, Segura provided his health lasts is seemingly a lock for 100 runs given his track record for
getting on base. Just 2 years removed from a season in Arizona which saw him accomplish a 40.4 RaR (Runs above
replacement), Segura will be a real asset to a team rapidly on the rise. The switch-hitting Cesar Hernandez will join Segura
in the middle of the infield at second base. Hernandez is one of the most curious hitters in the game entering 2019. Having
reduced his ground ball rate by 7% and increased his fly ball rate from 25% to 34%, Hernandez nearly doubled his HR total
posting a career best 15 bombs. Should he continue to improve his fly ball rate, Hernandez could be a sneaky candidate
for 20 HRS in 2019.
Rhys Hoskins will get to be the Phillies every day first baseman having cleared his path by dealing Carlos Santana. After a
failed experiment in RF, Hoskins will be back to his natural position at first. With the addition of Bryce Harper, Hoskins
could be due for a monster 2019 with his brilliant plate discipline (87 walks) and 72 xBh. With Harper and Realmuto
batting behind him, Hoskins like Segura seems a lock for 100 runs scored. Maikel Franco will likely get one last chance at
fulfilling his potential at third base.

OUTFIELD

Coming into the offseason, the Phillies were in dire need to upgrade their outfield. Having yielded minus 62 runs saved
defensively in 2018, a Major League low- the Phil’s needed to spend some money. And spend some money they did.
Andrew McCutchen was signed in December to a 3 year $50m deal. Immediately a defensive transformation in left field,
McCutchen will provide a great deal more than just good defense. His veteran presence in a young raw locker room will be
a huge lift to a team looking to find their feet in baseballs toughest division. If he can stay healthy, then McCutchen’s bat
should be good for 20+ HRS, 20+ doubles and a .350 OBP – a real asset for a line up oozing power.
The second signing in the outfield was none other than Bryce Harper. Signed to the largest ever major league contract
(13yrs $330m). In a hitter friendly ballpark and surrounded by a line up oozing talent, Harper will have the opportunity to
become one of the games greats. Having posted OBPs of .373, .413 and .393 over the past 3 seasons, his ability to work
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the strike zone and talk walks is up there with the game’s elite. With a fly ball rate of around 38-40% and immense power
(HcTx of 108), Harper will see Citizen Bank Stadium as an absolute launch pad for 35-40 annual HRs.
Despite coming into the season with arguably the most pressure ever placed on a player’s shoulders, Harper is just the
type of character to relish and marvel in the spotlight- look at what he did in the HR derby last season. With hitters such as
Rhys Hoskins and JT Realmuto likely to bat either side of him, Harper looks set to have a career year in 2019. Centerfield
will likely be platooned the talented but frustrating Odubel Herrera, speedster Roman Quinn and Nick Williams.

PITCHING
Starting pitching was largely the reason that the Phillies were as good as they were in 2018. Despite failing to land Patrick
Corbin to add to what is already a young, deep and talented rotation- the Phillies will go into 2019 with a 1-5 rotation as
good as any. Aaron Nola is the real deal and the complete package. Posting a 2.37 ERA in 2018 with a 0.97 WHIP- Nola
would finish third in the NL CY Young voting. With a full armoury of pitches, movement and
good velocity- Nola remains one of the games brightest young stars.
Jake Arrieta will likely follow Nola in the Phillies rotation with Zach Eflin behind him. Eflin
pitched to a 11-8 record in 2018 over 128IP. With increased fastball velocity and added
movement on his slider, Eflin was putting together a very nice 2018 until his season was
derailed with blisters in July. Vince Velasquez will likely round out the rotation after battling
injuries yet again in 2018.
First year manager used a total of nine different relievers to close out games in 2018,
emphasizing just how much he likes hitter matchups. Despite the onus on data and analytics, the Phillies were quick to
add David Robertson to be their 2019 & 2020 closers with an added 2021 option. With Hector Neris and Seranthony
Dominguez waiting in the wings, the Phillies have one of the hardest throwing 7th, 8th and 9th inning combinations in the
National league. Veterans Pat Neshek and Tommy Hunter will provide added relief and the ability to get big outs late in
the game also.

PROSPECTS

The Phil’s farm system is very similar to the Braves in the sense that it has seen the graduation of its premier hitting
prospects in recent years with the likes of Scott Kingery, J.P Crawford, Rhys Hoskins and Nick Williams. Coming into 2019,
there was one name on the lips of everyone involved with the Phillies minor league system, and that is Sixto Sanchez. The
righty was down to spearhead a pitching dominated farm system inclusive of Adonis Medina, Jojo Romero, Enyel De Los
Santos, Ranger Suarez all of whom are in the Phillies top 10 prospects. However, Sanchez was the key piece of the deal
which bought JT Realmuto from South Beach Miami to the city of brotherly love. In his absence, the Phillies top prospect is
Alex Bohm- the Phillies first pick in the 2018 draft.
Top Prospect: Alex Bohm (3B)- Drafted (1st 2018) Wichita State
Bohm’s exceptional strength and bat speed have led many scouts to the belief that he has the potential to hit for both
average and power within the Major Leagues. His plate discipline leads to the highly desired low strike out, high walk
ratio. Despite being defensively subpar, Bohm could end up in the outfield should he continue to not be able to
defensively transition to pro ball.
Something picked up on by the Phillies organisation has been his relationship with fellow prospect- Luis Garcia, a tandem
seen by many as the future infield of the Phillies. With Maikel Franco continuing to underwhelm at a Major league Level,
Bohm has a nice passage to an everyday job Citizen Bank Park.
Best of the Rest: Luis Garcia (SS), Adonis Medina (RHP), Adam Haseley (OF), Jojo Romero (LHP)
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WASHINGTON NATIONALS
2018 Record: 82-80
Manager: Davie Martinez
Stadium: Nationals Park (41,399)
World Series Odds: 22-1

2018 REVIEW

The Nationals went in 2018 with a new manager at the helm, a moved which many saw as something which could take
them to the next level. Dave Martinez lead the Nationals to an 82-win season, 15 wins less than their 2017 campaign.
Despite an underwhelming campaign, the Nationals didn’t make it easy for themselves and couldn’t come through when it
mattered. Their 18-24 record in one run games was one of the core contributors to their substandard record by their
standards, not to mention the month of June where they went 9-16 scoring just 100 runs.
With a rotation packing maybe the biggest punch in the league with Scherzer, Strasburg and Corbin and an offense filled
with phenoms like Trea Turner, Juan Soto and Victor Robles – the Nationals will come into 2019 looking to reaffirm their
strangle hold on baseball’s most competitive division.

INFIELD
The Nationals best player in 2018 wasn’t Bryce Harper, far from it. It was Anthony Rendon at third base. Entering his free
agent season, the Nationals will be keen to resign their most productive hitter to a long-term extension before the season
gets underway and the rumour mill starts churning. Over the past few seasons, Rendon’s barrel rate and line drive rate
has soared transforming him into one of the league’s most complete third baseman. With back to back seasons of 34.8+
RaR (Runs above replacement) his worth to the team is nearly invaluable. Across the diamond at first base the Nationals
are likely to continue to platoon both Ryan Zimmerman and Matt Adams. Together in 2018 they combined for 31HRs and
99RBIs given weight to the idea that they can both split time at first successfully.
Trea Turner will once again be the Nationals everyday shortstop after a solid 2018. With Bryce Harper now gone, the
Nationals will be leaning on Trea turner to improve his .271 batting average to the levels of 2016 (.313). Year on year since
his rookie season is BPV (Base performance value) has fallen in line with his RaR (Runs above replacement). The main thing
for Turner in 2019 will be to continue to get on base. With electric speed and the quality bats behind him, all that’s
required of him is to get aboard and make things happen- even if that does come with some sneaky power with the
potential for 20HRS a season.

OUTFIELD

The Washington Nationals outfield is going to look dramatically different in 2019 without Bryce Harper. It says a lot about
what the Nationals think of Juan Soto, the National League Rookie of the Year if they were prepared to let Harper walk.
Soto took the league by storm following his promotion to the Nationals last summer. His slash line of .292/.406/.517 over
116 games aged just 19 was arguably the Nationals best rookie season. Adam Eaton will resume duties in centre field.
Since joining Washington two seasons ago has played just 118 games from a possible 324. Despite his lingering health
troubles, Eaton when healthy is one of the most complete middle outfielders in the league. His speed and ability to get on
base remain, just his health remains a persistent problem. Joining Soto and Eaton will likely be the Nationals top prospect
Victor Robles and Michael Taylor.
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PITCHING

Max Scherzer has arguably been the best pitcher in baseball over the past 3 years. Having posted a 3.10 ERA and 0.91
WHIP in a season which saw him win 18 games, Scherzer was filthy dominant. In 2018 he became just the sixth pitcher
ever to record 300K in a season. Despite his high fly ball rate (48%, 47%, 48% over the past three seasons), there seems no
reasons to think his dominance will end anytime soon.
Having lost Gio Gonzalez to free agency, the Nationals went out and gave Patrick Corbin a 6 year $140m deal. Corbin
who’s coming off a career year with a 3.15 ERA and 1.05 WHIP, will provide a consistent arm with a strong swing & miss
rate (16%). Strasburg profiles as an elite and stable arm, despite having not
topped 180 innings since 2014, he will provide a quality arm with a strong 22%
ground ball rate.
Sean Doolittle returns as the Nationals closer in 2019 having impressed in an
injury plagued 2018. Doolittle remains a top tier closer with stellar control,
dominance and command, assuming his health holds up, which is a large
assumption – then he should be on the hook for 40-45 saves. Elsewhere Trevor
Rosenthal will likely act as the Nat’s setup man whilst long relief is filled by Kyle
Barraclough, Justin Miller, Matt Grace, Koda Glover and Sammy Solis.

PROSPECTS
2018 saw the graduation of one of the genuinely most exciting prospects in
recent Major League memory for the Nationals. Juan Soto once promoted to the
Nat’s, took the league and everyone within it by storm. The scary thing for the
National League East is that he was not the Nationals top prospect. That honour
lies with Victor Robles who joins an illustrious list consistent of Jordan
Zimmerman, Stephen Strasburg, Bryce Harper and Anthony Rendon as some of
the Nat’s top youngsters over the past decade.
Joining Robles atop of the nation’s capital’s farm system is Carter Kieboom, someone seen as the long-term successor of
the Anthony Rendon. With Rendon’s impending free agency at the end of the 2019 season, the chances that Kieboom is
promoted to the Major League club on a full-time basis this season is increasingly likely.
Top Prospect: Victor Robles (OF)- International Free Agent (Dominican Republic, 2013)
Having been the Nationals number 1 prospect for the past 2 seasons, Robles enters 2019 as one of the most Major League
ready and exciting talents in the whole of minor league baseball. Despite missing nearly 4 months with a hyper extended
left elbow in early April, the young phenom showed no signs of ill-effects as he slashed .269/.345/.386 in his 36 games
with Syracuse before joining the Nationals once the rosters expanded to 40 in September. The righty looked right at home
in the Major Leagues hitting .288/.348/.525.
Over 5 minor league seasons with the Nationals, Robles biggest asset is comfortably his speed (ranked 70 on the 20-80
scale). The Dominican born outfielder has tallied up over 129 bags (74% success) with the Nationals farm system. Once he
is up in the Nationals capital, he is surely there to stay. Should the Nationals be able to retain Bryce Harper, an outfield of
Soto, Harper and now Robles would provide one of the game’s most exciting position groups.
Best of the rest: Carter Kieboom (SS), Luis Garcia (SS), Mason Denaburg (RHP), Wil Crowe (RHP), Daniel Johnson (OF)
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CINCINNATI REDS
2018 Record: 67-95
Manager: David Bell
Stadium: Great American Ballpark (42,319)
World Series Odds: 125-1

2018 REVIEW

It’s been 5 long years since the Reds last had a winning season (90-72). With win totals of 68, 68 and 67 over the past 3
seasons, Reds fans are understandably frustrated at the lack of competitiveness and infield development of their beloved
ball club.
Despite their continued struggles, the Reds posted some impressive offensive statistics relative to their win total in 2018
finishing 10th in average (.254) and 9th in OBP (.328) Despite having a top 33% within the league of getting runners on
base, the Reds problem as has been the case for a few years now- was driving them in. Tallying only 696 runs in 2018
compared to the 819 surrendered (net -123 runs), the Reds were always going to struggle.
With that said, there is great reason for hope in Cincinnati moving forwards, with Homer Bailey’s contract finally off the
books combined with the emergence of Jose Peraza (.288/ .326/ .742) Luis Castillo (10-12 4.30 ERA) and Cody Reed (1-3
3.98) suggest that the Reds will be competing in the not so distance future.

INFIELD
Joey Votto remains the face of the franchise and the heart & soul of the Reds line up.
Votto will once again man first base for the Reds as he bids to continue compiling a
resume which will see him enter the Hall of Fame once his career is all said and done. At
third base is Eugenio Suarez who led the club with 34 home runs and 104 RBIS in 2018.
Suarez will continue to hit for a good average given his high line drive rate (24%- 2017,
25%- 2018). Having signed a 7-year contract extension, Suarez is pencilled in at third-base
for the coming years which will likely mean top prospect- Nick Senzel will have to shift to
the outfield.
Jose Peraza comes into 2019 as someone who could be sneakily good. Since joining the
Reds his fly ball rate has risen from 29% (2016), 31% (2017) to 38% (2018). Evidently being
part of the launch angle movement, Peraza could easily provide 20+ home runs in 2019. With double digit stolen bases for
each of the past three seasons, there is no reason Peraza couldn’t develop into the Reds next leadoff hitter as combines
both power and speed. Scooter Gennett had a resurgent year in 2018, having been picked up off waivers by the Reds.
Slashing .310/.357/.490. Entering the second year of his two-year deal, Gennett could be traded at the deadline to a team
in need of middle infield depth, particularly given Nick Senzels potential transition to second base.

OUTFIELD

Yasiel Puig and Matt Kemp are the headline arrivals in the outfield for the Reds. Having been acquired in a salary dump
move from the Los Angeles Dodgers. Puig will be the Reds every day right fielder. Despite battling foot issues in 2018, Puig
reminded us what a talent he is, in putting up career highs for xBA, stolen bases and line drive percentage (21%). Over the
past 4 years, Puig has managed to reduce his ground ball rate by nearly 10%, which has paved the wave for his 51 home
runs in the past two seasons. Matt Kemp will likely platoon in left field with Scott Schebler, who saw his average, walk and
strikeout rate all improve in 2018. His left-handed bat is a much needed and helpful addition to a very right-handed
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outfield. Centre field remains a vacant position for the Reds heading into spring training. Nick Senzel could potentially take
over from Billy Hamilton but is likely to end up in a corner spot. Elsewhere Phillip Ervin and Jesse Winker could split duties
in the middle of the outfield.

PITCHING
The Reds starting pitching has been consistently poor. Over the past 4 seasons, the Reds have finished bottom of the
National league in ERA (4.97) and WHIP (1.42). Over the off-season the Reds front office have tried to address the obvious
area for improvement. In doing so, Tanner Roark was signed in free agency from Washington. The righty will provide a
depth of innings, having pitched over 180 innings in four of the past five seasons. Elsewhere, Alex Wood joins the rotation
from Los Angeles as part of the Dodger payroll cutting trade. Wood will be the only left-handed pitcher in the Reds
opening day rotation will help strengthen the rotation. The southpaw has pitched to a 3.20 ERA over the past two season
and 1.21 WHIP. The one concern for Alex Wood will be the questions marks over his health. Having managed only 60, 152
and 152 innings over the prior two seasons, the Reds will he hoping for the lefty to make 30+ starts in 2019.
The Reds have one of the best closers in baseball- Rasiel Iglesias, who will inevitably be the subject of many trade rumours
as the trade deadline nears. Iglesias notched 30 saves with a 3.28 ERA and the most multi inning saves in the majors in
2018 (10). With an exceptionally line drive rate, Iglesias is very good at getting soft outs via ground outs and pop ups.
Providing his health stays in check, he should be a lock for 30+ saves. Elsewhere, former starter Amir Garret has
rediscovered himself as the Reds setup man, and the guy who would be in line for saves should Iglesias be moved at the
deadline.

PROSPECTS

Following in the footsteps of the Cubs and Astro’s, the Reds have looked to the draft to be the foundation of their rebuild.
Consequently, Cincinnati have built a deep, strong group of prospects led by first round picks- Nick Senzel (2016) and
Jonathan India (2018). Nick Senzel, MLB Pipeline’s number 6 ranked prospect looks to be the next graduate from the Reds
minor league system and is expected to join the Reds this coming summer. Away from Senzel, the majority of the Reds
prospects are seemingly a couple of years from contributing at a major league level.
With a fastball that topped out at 103mph in the 2018 futures game, Hunter Greene looks to be the future ace of the
pack. Having been selected with the second pick in the 2017 draft, Greene posted a 4.48 ERA across 18 starts in 2018
before being shut down with a sprained ligament in his elbow. Assuming his elbow is healthy by the time spring training
rolls around, Greene should be ready for High Class A in 2019.
Top Prospect: Nick Senzel (3B/OF) - Drafted (1st – Tennessee)
Without a shadow of a doubt, Senzel is one of the most naturally gifted hitting prospects within recent years. Having hit
.310/.378/.509 with 6 home runs in 46 games in 2018, it looks very likely that the Reds no.1 prospect will grace the Reds
line-up this coming summer. Historically Senzel has played third base throughout both college and his first two pro
seasons in the minors, but there is a good chance that he could end up as an every day starter in the outfield in 2019. His
consistent contact, rated 60 on a 20-80 scale by scouts, is seen as Senzels premier skill. With the ability to hit the ball to all
parts of the field with above average power, Senzel is truly one of the most exciting talents in baseball.
The Reds will likely play it incredibly safe with Nick Senzel, following his various bouts with vertigo. His positional
versatility and willingness to learn new positions will factor into where he will eventually end up for the Reds, but the
decision to not tender Billy Hamilton in the past off-season could pave the way for Senzels progression to the Major
Leagues.
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CHICAGO CUBS
2018 Record: 95-68
Manager: Joe Maddon
Stadium: Wrigley Field (41,649)
World Series Odds: 9-1

2018 REVIEW

In a division with a resurgent St. Louis Cardinals team and the ever-improving Milwaukee Brewers, the Cubs come into
2019 as favourites for the NL central but only marginally. The Cubs are still a young squad blossoming with controllable
talent and anything other than a deep run in the playoffs will be deemed a failure and will likely cost Joe Maddon his job.

INFIELD
The health and consistency of corner infielders, Anthony Rizzo & Kris Bryant is probably the biggest question mark for the
Cubs heading into spring training. When healthy, there isn’t a completer and more destructive tandem in the whole of the
Majors than ‘Bryzo’. With each easily possessing the potential for a 30 HR, 100RBI and a .300 average season- the health
of Bryant & Rizzo is integral to the success of the Cubs.
Rizzo overcame a brutal start to the 2018 season which saw him hit .149 with just 1HR through the month of April. Despite
his struggles, Rizzo remains both one of the hardest outs and best defensive gloves in the league. Bryant on the other
hand battled a niggling shoulder problem which would bother him for the whole of 2018. Losing 2 months to injury,
Bryant saw his average and OPS suffer as a result. An interesting thing about Bryant is his approach at the plate. In an era
where the buzzword- “Launch angle” largely dominates every hitters approach at the plate, Bryant’s fly ball rate has fallen
year on year from 46% (2016), 42% (2017) and 41% (2018).
Javier Baez broke into the games very elite last year. With a season which propelled him
into 5 tool, Baez’s name was a popular one in NL MVP voting at the end of the season.
Something which may limit Baez’s ceiling and curtail his 2019 season is the fact he was
2nd in the chasing balls out of the strike zone across the whole of the league. Russell’s
suspension and uncertain future with the Cubs will likely see Javy Baez shift from
second to short. Consequently, second base is likely to be a revolving door and a
position of uncertainty for the Cubs in 2019. The Cubs signed Daniel De Descalso who
can provide much needed power from the left side of the plate is likely to platoon with utilitymen Ben Zobrist and Ian
Happ.

OUTFIELD

The Cubs outfield is the quandary of all quandaries. With each of Jason Heyward (CF), Kyle Schwarber, Ian Happ and Albert
Almora Jr all bringing a very different and valuable skill set to the table, the Cubs will more than likely mix and match their
line-up card against the opposing pitcher on the mound. Jason Heyward is the Cubs number 1 outfielder and will likely
play the most games out of the quartet because of his defensive aptitude. Despite Heyward’s offensive ceiling he will
remain as the Cubs leadoff hitter coming into 2019. Kyle Schwarber has slimmed down which makes him a more viable
option in left field this season. With a bat that can hit anywhere from 25 to 40 home runs and an approach at the plate
which the Cubs front office love, Schwarber will likely be the Cubbies every day left fielder.
Ian Happ comes into the 2019 as a piece of the jigsaw without a vacant hole. He is an irreplaceable piece of the Cubs
roster, but without a set position on a stacked roster, regular reps and at bats could be hard to come by. With Heyward,
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Schwarber and Almora Jr all excepted to start in the outfield, Happ will more than likely find himself as the Cubs fourth
outfielder and third middle infielder.

PITCHING
If you were to describe the Cubs rotation in a couple of words, they would be ‘guile and professionalism’. The Cubs
veteran rotation aren’t a group of hurlers who will blow hitters away with velocity and movement. Instead they’re a
rotation who will command the zone and grind down opposing hitters. Jon Lester will get the nod on opening day off the
back of a resurgent 2018. Despite struggling in part fly balls (up from 32% to 36%), Lester is no longer the swing and miss
pitcher he was once upon a time. Yu Darvish like so many Cubs, struggled with injuries in 2018. Expected to be back
healthy by 2019, the barometer for his expected performance is wildly open based on how he finished the 2017 season.
Cole Hamels had his $20m option picked up for 2019 following his resurgence in
2018 having refined his cutter and change up. Despite pitching in the mid 80’s,
Kyle Hendricks continues to baffle hitters with his changeup as shown in his 47%
ground ball rate in 2018.
In recent years the Cubs bullpen has been the main beneficiary of the young Cubs
offense. Consequently, payroll flexibility has allowed for significant investment in
the Cubs bullpen. With a collection of relievers such as Pedro Stropp, Carl Edwards
JR, Steve Cishek, Mike Montgomery and Brandon Kintzler. Brandon Morrow will
be the Cubs closer heading in 2019. Assuming his health stands up, he should be
on the line for 40-50 saves.

PROSPECTS

Barailyn Marquez spent the back end of 2018 with the Cubs low Class A South
Bend having pitched quite exceptionally in the Northwest League. With a fast ball in the mid to high 90s and a secondary
breaking ball, it’s not hard to see why he struck out 52 batters in just 47 innings in his time with South Bend. At just 19
years of age, he could be anything from a back of the rotation guy right through to a late innings reliver with the Cubs.
Miguel Amaya top the Cubs farm system in terms of sheer potential and talent. The 19-year-old catchers finished the
season with 12 home runs in 116 games after representing the Cubs at the 2018 futures game. VP of Scouting Jason
McLeod was sweet on Amaya with the quote “The kids going to hit, hit for some power and someone who can be a game
caller. We’ve seen a lot we like”. One thing the Cubs are missing in their fam system is the lack of a genuine frontline
pitching prospect. Atop of the tree is Keegan Thompson, a 2017 third round pick who went 9-6 between Class A Myrtle
Beach and Tennessee with a 3.61 ERA and 115 strikeouts in just under 129 innings.
Top Prospect: Nico Hoerner (SS) Drafted – 2018 (1st- Stanford)
With a strikeout which never exceeded 12.5% during his three years at Stanford, the Cubs front office love Horner’s
approach at the plate. Despite never being viewed as a slugging middle infielder, the Cubs will believe that they will be
able to add power to his game, much like they have done with Javy Baez. Hoerner moved quickly through the Arizona fall
league before arriving at the low-Class A South Bend. Despite straining a ligament in his elbow, he still manufactured a
.0867 OPS in 21 games.
Scouts view Hoener’s ability to make contact as a premier skill in today’s strikeout heavy landscape. With a 50 rated arm
and fielding (on a 20-80 scale), the Cubs like what Hoerner brings to the table defensively and how that matches up with
the flexibility they like to have in on the Major league affiliate. Look for him to push for a September call up in 2020.
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PITTSBURGH PIRATES
2018 Record: 82-79
Manager: Clint Hurdle
Stadium: PNC Park (40,209)
World Series Odds: 50-1

2018 REVIEW

Going into their first season without long time face of the franchise- Andrew McCutchen and ace- Gerrit Cole, even the
most optimistic of Pirates fans knew that 2018 was going to be a struggle. Despite their offseason rebuild, the Pirates
performed admirably. For the first time since 2015, the Pirates finished the season over .500. In a division with the
Chicago Cubs, St Louis Cardinals and Milwaukee Brewers- competing is always going to be a challenge, let alone whilst the
franchise is rebuilding.
Impressively, at the July 31st trade deadline, the Buc’s were 56-52 sitting just 6 games back from the top of the NL central
and 3 games out of the wildcard. Seemingly in a position they didn’t envisage in being in, the Pirates pulled the trigger on
a trade to take them to the next level and acquired Chris Archer from
Tampa Bay, the second deal between the clubs that year after
acquiring Corey Dickerson in the winter.
Ultimately the Pirates couldn’t compete for the entirety of a 162-game
season, but the 2018 season will provide Pittsburgh fans that maybe
their beloved Buc’s are further along the rebuilding path than maybe
they first thought. With a plethora of infield talent such as Kebryan
Hayes, O’Neil Cruz, Kevin Kramer, Cole Tucker and Kevin Newman
waiting in their farm system- the Pirates will be optimistic about the
future of the franchise gracing PNC park over the coming summer.

INFIELD
The Pirates infield will look significantly different in 2019 to how it did
in 2018. Gone is first baseman Josh Harrison and Jordy Mercer, who
will rekindle their ever-budding bromance Detroit. Left in their wake is
Erik Gonzalez. Originally acquired from Cleveland in November,
Gonzalez will likely get first crack at the starting shortstop job.
Competition will likely come from Kevin Newman, the Pirates 2015 first round draft pick who struggled following his call
up in September. Adam Frazier is expected to bounce between second base, the outfield and third base having spent his
first three seasons with the Bucs as their utility guy.
A year on from a mightily impressive rookie season with 26 HRs, Josh Bell will continue to man first base in 2019. Despite
seeing a drop off in power in 2018, going long only 12 times, Bell will be optimistic for a bounce back year- particularly
with a new hitting coach. Colin Moran will likely platoon with Jung Ho Kang in 2019 at third base, with the latter resigning
a $3m, 1-year deal in free agency with the Pirates. Francisco Cervelli will continue to provide value from behind the plate.
With a 3.3 WaR in 2018, he could easily be a name which surfaces around the trade deadline with a team looking for a
good defensive catcher with plus power (12 2018 HRs).
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OUTFIELD

A year on from his 80 games PED suspension, Starling Marte showed the Pirates that they were right about the player they
inked to a 6-year extension in the Spring of 2014.With a career high 20HRs and 33 stolen bases whilst slashing
.277/.460/.327, Marte was one of the Pirates best players in 2018. With team options for $11.5m and $12.5m for 2020
and 2021, should Marte continue to impress, then he could find his name floated around at the trade deadline given his
team friendly contract.
Elsewhere Gregory Polanco continued to impress at PNC park. Polanco lead the Pirates
in OPS (.839), HRs (23), RBIs (81) and SLG (.499). With a torn labarum, Polanco’s season
debut is likely to be delayed, but if he can stay healthy then his upside of 30HRs and
double-digit stolen bases certainly isn’t out of the question. In 2018, Polanco managed
to increase his fly ball rate from 38% to 48%, something which evidently resulted in his
improvement of HR’s from 11 to 23.

PITCHING
Chris Archer will most likely to get the ball on opening day for the Pirates with Gerrit
Cole now applying his trade in Houston. Acquired at the trade deadline for a host of top
tier prospects, the expectation surrounding Archer is understandably high. Seemingly one of the most infuriating pitchers
in baseball, Archer is near unhittable when putting it together, but inconsistency has marred his past two seasons. Taillon
was something of a revelation in 2018 going (14-10) with a 3.20 ERA over 191 innings. Finally, healthy, Taillon debuted a
brand-new slider mid-season giving the impression that his 2018 ERA is repeatable with equal, if not more strikeouts.
Trevor Williams will join Archer and Taillon in the Pirates rotation. Pitching to a 3.11 ERA in just over 170 innings, Williams
yielded an uber impressive sub 20% hard hit rate, if he can repeat that in 2019- then the Pirates may have unearthed a
gem.
Felipe Vazquez will once again close games out for Pittsburgh having amassed an exceptionally impressive 2018 season.
With 37 saves and a 2.70 ERA in a 70 innings, Vazquez could emerge as one of the game’s elite young closers in 2019particularly with his power fastball. Elsewhere in the bullpen Kyle Crick and Richard Rodriguez will likely give the Pirates
too more lively arms at the back end of the bullpen whilst Nick Burdi and former starter Nick Kingham will serve as long
relief arms

PROSPECTS

Travis Swaggerty was the Pirates 2018 first round pick being selected 10th overall. With an insanely high OBP of .453 with
South Alabama before being promoted to A ball (West Virginia), Swaggerty should quickly fast track through A ball before
finishing the season with the Pirates AA affiliate.
Top Prospect: Mitch Keller (RHP) Drafted – 2nd 2014
Taken in the second round of the 2014 draft out of the University of Carolina, Mitch Keller has long been the future of the
Pirates rotation. With a 65 rated fastball on a 20-80 scale, Keller possess the key tool for success in the Major Leagues.
Despite injuries when in A and AA ball, Keller started at the All-Star Futures game in 2018 at the age of 22.
Keller possess significant above average velocity with a fastball that tops out at 99mph, a pitch which is supported by an
excellent sinker and change up. In 2018 Keller pitched to a 3.48 ERA and although his walk rate went up, the righty still
managed to pitch to a 1.30 WHIP. With above average velocity and movement, Keller should see starts for the Pirates in
2019 giving the Buc’s a first-hand view of their frontline starter of the future.
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MILWAUKEE BREWERS
2018 Record: 96-67
Manager: Craig Counsell
Stadium: Miller Park (41,900)
World Series Odds: 14-1

2018 REVIEW

One year on from their first postseason berth since 2011, The Brewers entered the 2018 season in win now mode with the
rebuild officially over. Milwaukee would go on to chasing down divisional rivals en-route to winning their first NL Central
title since 2011. For once the Brewers were buyers not sellers and boy did, they buy well, most notably Christian Yelich
who was acquired from the Marlins before Spring Training. Yelich would re-write the history books during the Brewers
momentous run down the stretch, a streak so hot he would later be named the NL MVP.
Finishing the season just one game from the World Series, the Brewers will enter 2019 sincerely optimistic about not only
returning to the postseason but winning it all. With Yelich potentially not yet at the peak of his potential, top prospectKeston Hiura likely to be make his Major League debut thus summer and a pitching staff as young as exciting as there is
out there- the Brewers look to be one of the most exciting squads in 2019.

INFIELD

The Brewers have two of the hardest hitters in the league vying for the everyday job at first base- Jesus Aguilar and Eric
Thames. Aguilar proved to be an admirable replacement for the injured Eric Thames in 2018, slugging his way to 108RBIS,
35 of which came via the long ball. Aguilar will likely start as the Brewers every day first baseman with Eric Thames
providing power off the bench and as the clubs fourth outfielder. Travis Shaw was arguably the teams unsung MVP in
2018 hitting 32HRS with 86 RBIs adding valuable defensively depth across the diamond.
The middle infield of the Brewers was unquestionably the biggest area of concern entering Spring Training and then Mike
Moustakas returned to play second base, a position he has never played before. In all probability moves back to third
allowing Travis Shaw to fill in at second, but the move is interesting none the less. One year removed from declining a
large qualifying offer from the Royals to eventually sign with the same club on a 1 year prove yourself deal. Later traded to
the Brewers in the middle of the summer, Moustakas quickly became a fan favourite down the stretch
batting.256/.326/.441.
With Orlando Arcia given the everyday job at short entering the 2018 season,
he was quickly sent back to AAA to regain his assurance at the plate. When he
returned at the tail end of the season, he hit the ground running and showed
the Brew Crew just what he could do, hitting .311 down the stretch.

OUTFIELD
The Brewers line up will be centred around one man in 2019, Christian Yelich.
Fresh off a season which saw him hit .326 with 36 HRs, 22 stolen bases and
110 RBI’s, Yelich was not only a National League All-Star but the NL MVP.
Amazingly, there could be more power to come from Yelich as his home run
total was amassed with just a 24% fly ball rate. For some context to that, Kris
Davis, the Oakland slugger who led the league in home runs had a 49% fly ball
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rate. While testament to Yelich’s ability to hit for both power and average, there is more to come from the NL’s best
player.
Joining Yelich in the outfield is Lorenzo Cain, who enters his second year of a 5 year-$80m deal. Cain was revelation in
Milwaukee, hitting .308, 10HRs with 30 stolen bases. Additionally, his defence was sublime, so good he was responsible
for 20 defensive runs saved. As 33-year-old outfielders go, Cain is as professional and as reliable as they come. Don’t be
surprised if Yelich and Cain combine for 100 runs and 100 RBIs each in 2019.
You would have been hard pressed to think of a Milwaukee outfield where Ryan Braun is viewed as the third guy. Braun
despite being the team’s highest paid player in 2019 ($19m) will once again man left field. Despite being 35 years young,
Braun will certainly be an asset to this ball club, providing he can stay healthy, which judged by the last few seasons,
maybe closer to a dream than a reality.

PITCHING

Jhoulys Chacin will get opening day nod for the Brewers in 2019 following a brilliant 2018. Signed to a 2 year $15.5m deal,
Chacin quickly turned into the bargain of the season. Posting career highs in wins (15), starts (35) and strikeouts (156),
Chacin has emerged as the leader of the rotation. With 15.5 RaR (Runs above replacement) and a 57% first pitch strike
level, Chacin offers real value to a rotation looking to go a long way. Chase Anderson will likely follow Chacin on the
mound, despite posting the joint most HRs in the NL. Then comes Zach Davies, Freddy Peralta and Corbin Burnes. Zach
Davies will continue to have success in the very hitter friendly Miller Park due to his near 50% ground ball rate. By limiting
his fly ball percentage (30%), Davies can keep a lid on his susceptibility to the long ball.
Led by Josh Hader, the Brewers posted arguably the best bullpen in all of baseball in 2018. Hader set an MLB record for
left handed relievers with an insane 143 strikeouts in just over 80 innings pitched. Hader would later be named a NL allstar and the NL reliever of the year. Elsewhere, despite his struggles for the large part of the season Corey Knebel
rediscovered his 9th inning filth when it matters most down the stretch and will resume closing duties in 2019. Other
returning arms in 2019 include Jacob Barnes and Taylor Williams.

PROSPECTS

Top Prospect: Keston Hiura (2B) Drafted- 1st 2017
The Brewers selected Hiura with the 9th pick in the 2017 draft out of the University of California. Seen by many as the best
hitting prospect in the draft class, Hiura came with concerns- albeit health ones. His junior year saw Hiura moved to the
DH slot after suffering with a damaged right elbow. Despite concerns over his health, the Brewers were happy to pay
Hiura $4m, and they were quickly rewarded. The second baseman tore through A+ ball slashing .320/.382/.529 before
culminating his season by being named the Arizona Fall League’s MVP.
Graded a 70 bat with 60 power on a 20-80 scale, Hiura is seen as a heavy offensively weighted second baseman. The
Brewers believe that his glove can improve, and his arm can hold up, enough for the Brewers to put him on a throwing
program during Rookie ball. If for some reason his arm cannot hold and he goes for Tommy John, as most scouts projectHiura could be shifted to first base allowing his genuine middle of the order bat to flourish.
Best of the rest: Corey Ray (OF), Brice Turang (SS), Tristen Lutz (OF), Mauricio Dubon (SS), Zach Brown (RHP)
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ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
2018 Record: 88-74
Manager: Mike Shildt
Stadium: Bush Stadium (45,529)
World Series Odds: 18-1

2018 REVIEW

With the Cubs having won the past two National League centrals, the Cardinals came into the 2018 season trying to break
out of their bitter divisional rival’s shadow. A busy offseason saw departures for Aledmys Diaz, Lance Lynn, Trevor
Rosenthal and Seung-hwan Oh. Marcel Ozuna arrived from Miami after failing to attract former team mate Giancarlo
Stanton to relocate to the Midwest. Elsewhere Miles Mikolas arrived on a two-year deal which would later look as one of
the pickups of the offseason as the veteran pitched to a 18-4 record with a 2.83 ERA.
The Cardinals were led offensively by the 3-4 duo of Matt Carpenter (.257) and Marcel Ozuna (.280). Elsewhere Jose
Martinez provided arguably the league’s best bat off the bench after being unable to crack the Cardinals every day
outfield. The Right hander slugged 17HRs in 534Abs, hitting .305 in the process. With Tommy Pham now in Tampa Bay,
playing time for Martinez should increase.
Over the course of the season the Cardinals failed to play consistent baseball. Maybe flattered by their strong August
where they posted a 22-6 record, the Cardinals managed to reduce the Cubs lead atop the NL central by 4. Led by Matt
Carpenter who clubbed 9 of his 36 homes runs in the month, the Cardinals put themselves firmly in the National League
playoff picture. Despite a hot August, the Cardinals were ultimately unable to break their two-year playoff drought.
Finishing third in the NL central with an 88-74 record, the Cardinals will be optimistic of reducing the gap between
themselves and the Cubs & Brewers- particularly with the arrival of all-star, Paul Goldschmidt.

INFIELD

If anyone can rival the Cub’s corner infield duo of Bryant and Rizzo, it’s now their arch rival the
Cardinals. Having acquired 1 year of Paul Goldschmidt from the Arizona Diamondbacks, the
Cards are all in on 2019. Welcoming a regular gold glove winner and a flawless professional to
an already complete line up will make the Cards ever so dangerous in 2019. Goldschmidt will be
the Cardinals first genuine elite hitter since Albert Pujols departed for Los Angeles. With Matt
Carpenter opposite him across the diamond, the Cardinals will own one of the most
experienced and complete 3-4 punches in the whole of the league. With a fly ball rate around
the 50% mark the past two season, Matt Carpenters power resurgence should come as a
surprise to none in an era of launch angles. With added protection in the line-up, there is no
reason that his 2018 numbers should be a fluke. Age is only the likely factor which could limit his power numbers.
Paul DeJong and Kolten Wong will return in the middle of the diamond for the Cardinals in 2018. With both significantly
above average defensively, they together combined for 137 double plays in 2018. Despite being offensively not the
greatest middle infielders, both DeJong and Wong possess a knack for getting on base, posting OBPs of .313 and .332
respectively.

OUTFIELD
The Cardinals went out and acquired Marcel Ozuna from the rebuilding Miami Marlins to be the Cardinals every day left
fielder. Despite battling an irritable shoulder injury, Ozuna still put up decent numbers with 23HRs and 88RBIs. With near
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identical ground ball, line drive and flyball % splits from 2017 (47%,19%,34%) and 2018 (47%,18%,35%) totalling 23HRs vs
his 2017 total of 37 give weight to the idea that an ailing shoulder hindered his power. Now that Ozuna is healthy, there’s
no reason as to why he can’t continue his progression as one of the leagues power outfielders.
Harrison Bader will resume his duties in centre field having been a statistician dream in 2018. If his offense comes, which
scouts believe it will, then Bader will become a real tool of value to the Cardinals. Amazingly he caught 8% more balls than
expected last season, 3 points higher than any other outfielder. Dexter Fowler will return in right field following a less than
spectacular first season with the Red Birds. Battling injuries all season, Fowler never really got going and was cut short
with a fractured foot.

PITCHING
Miles Mikolas, fresh off the back of a 4yr $68m extension will get the opening day nod for the Cardinals. Having signed out
of Japan, Mikolas was an absolute revelation in 2018 pitching to a 2.83ERA with an 18-4 record. Behind Mikolas was Jack
Flaherty who possess arguably the best slider in the game. Flaherty in his first 2 seasons in the big has combined for 26
wins with WHIP totals of 1.19 and 1.07 giving weight to the fact that he’s seen as the future ace of the rotation. With a
superb swing and miss rate (14%), Flaherty will continue to develop in 2019, potentially to the point of being within the NL
Cy Young discussion come October.
Carlos Martinez got off to an exceptionally hot start in 2018 with a 1.62 ERA in his first 8 games, but as is the case with
many pitchers- time was lost to the DL. Struggling with problems with his lat, oblique and latterly his shoulder, Martinez
returned to the club as a closer down the stretch. Coming into 2019 off an unconventional 2018, Martinez will be keen to
stamp his mark on a budding rotation capable of big things. Behind Martinez are Michael Wacha and Adam Wainwright,
who despite not being their former selves offer significant upside to the Cardinals rotation in 2019.
The Cardinals have an intriguing 8th/9th inning punch following the signing of Andrew Miller this offseason. When
combined with flamethrower Jordan Hicks whose heat is just down right ridiculous, the Cardinals can match up with any
opposing hitter. Away from the late innings, the Cardinals will employ a bullpen built around Brett Cecil, John Gant,
Dakota Hudson and Chasen Shreeve following his midseason acquisition from the Yankees.

PROSPECTS
One of the Cardinals biggest needs at both a Major and Minor league level is power. This was addressed in a trade where
the Cards acquired Tyler O’Neill from the Mariners for Marco Gonzales. Having finished third in the Pacific league hitting
26 home runs with AAA Memphis, O’Neil has demonstrated raw power and ability to slug at all levels. A slash line of
.311/.385/.693 suggests that O’Neill has done everything he can do at a Minor League level and it’s only a matter of time
before he ends up with a starting job in Busch Stadium. Elsewhere, Ivan Herrera was a standout hitter for Panama at the
2016 international tournaments aged just 16. With a short efficient swing which limits his strikeout rate and increases his
ability to put the ball in play (.348 2018 average)- he rates as a prospect with a relatively high floor.
Top Prospect: Nolan Gorman (3B) Drafted- 2018 (1st – Phoenix, HS)
At just 18 years of age, it seems premature to be labelling Gorman as the top prospect in an organisation like the
Cardinals, but that is just how good this kid is. With a frame (6-1 210lbs) built for power, he quickly became one of the
best all round hitters in the Appalachian League for Johnson City. Quickly establishing himself as a guy who can hit to all
three parts of the field, Gorman slashed .350/.443/.664 in his first 143 plate appearances.
Having ended the season in low Class A Peoria, the chances that Gorman reaches AA in 2019 seem relatively likely.
Providing he can iron out his tendency to swing and miss as well as brushing up his defensive glove work- there should be
no reason as to why Gorman can’t become one of the future stars of the game.
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ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS
2018 Record: 82-80
Manager: Torey Luvullo
Stadium: Chase Field (48,686)
World Series Odds: 40-1

2018 REVIEW

Amazingly the Diamondbacks spent 125 days in first place of the NL West, opening each month of the season atop of the
division. A consequent postseason berth was curtailed by an 8-19 record in September. Despite standing at 60-49 at the
July 21st trade deadline, the final nail in the Diamondbacks coffin came at the hands of their divisional rivals, the Dodgers
when losing 3 of 4 on September 3rd to put them 1.5 games out of first place. From there they would never recover.
The ever-reliable Paul Goldschmidt would have one of his better offensive seasons, despite a sluggish start. In a season
which would prove to be his swansong the first baseman went .290/.533/.389 with 33 home runs. A Diamondback who
would prove invaluable to the team’s everyday lineup was David Peralta. The outfielder would go on to lead the team in
average (.293) and RBI’s (87). With an OBP of .352 and a batting average against righties in the 0.310’s, Peralta found
himself having a career year with 30+ home runs.
The commonly themed Achilles heel for the Diamondbacks was their inability to come out on top in close ballgames. Often
let down by clutch hitting or a shaky bullpen- the Diamondbacks went 19-29 in one run games having gone 29-23 in 2017.
Arguably a reason for the backend shakes was due to the workload of the bullpen. 4 of Arizona relief pitchers ranked in
the top 5 appearance makers in 2017 (Brad Ziegler, Andrew Chafin, Archie Bradley and Yoshi Hirano).
Despite their bullpen troubles, the brightest spark in the desert was unquestionably Patrick Corbin. The southpaw pitched
to an incredible 3.15 ERA with a WaR of 6.1. Striking out 248 hitters in 200 innings pitched, Corbin established himself as a
genuine ace of the league and formidable CY Young candidate.
The Diamondbacks will undoubtedly feel the merciless pinch of the off-season having said goodbye to their three best
players (Paul Goldschmidt, AJ Pollock & Patrick Corbin). However, with a young core lead by Peralta, Marte and Ahmed
there is certainly reason for optimism this summer.

INFIELD

Coming off his first gold glove award with 23 runs saved, Nick Ahmed is a lock at shortstop for the Diamondbacks. Despite
being historically a defense first, middle infielder- Ahmed quietly had a very nice offensive 2018 with 54 extra base hits
resulting in an impressive slugging pct. of .411. Second baseman Ketel Marte managed to lead the NL in triples (12) and
was the only major leaguer with 10 doubles, 10 triples and 10 home runs. Jake Lamb will take over the immensely big
shoes left by former face of the franchise and three time hold glover, Paul Goldschmidt. Having hit 59 combined home
runs over the past two years, the Dbacks will be hopeful that Lamb will be able to replicate the power void in the lineup,
providing he can stay on the field. Eduardo Escobar will return in 2019 following his midseason arrival from the Twins and
will most likely man the hot corner for the next 3 years after inking a 3yr $21m free agency deal. The switch-hitting utility
man hit .268 with 13 home runs in 2018.
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OUTFIELD

David Peralta will return in left field following his career 2018. Combining
power and contact, he makes for the perfect injection into a lineup lacking
largely both. Having battled injuries in 2018, Steven Souza Jr. will occupy
right field following his arrival from Tampa Bay last February whilst the
evergreen Jarrod Dyson will patrol center field. If all three can stay healthy,
which is largely a very big if, then the potential for a nice offensive output
combining power, contact and speed is certainly there.

PITCHING

Despite the departure of Patrick Corbin to the Nation’s capital, the
Diamondbacks front office the top of their rotation can still be one of the
league’s best. With Zack Grienke (15-11) Robbie Ray (6-2) and Zack Godley
(15-11) leading the way- the Diamondbacks have a reliable set of young
arms ready to pave the way for their hurlers of tomorrow. Arguably the
most exciting arm in the Dbacks farm system is Luke Weaver. Acquired with
Carson Kelly as the center pieces of the trade which sent ‘Goldy’ to St. Louis,
Weaver arrives in town with big expectations on relatively young shoulders.
Having gone 7-11 with a 4.95 ERA in his first big league season with the Cardinals, Weaver impressed with his first proper
taste of the Major Leagues. He managed to control the long ball giving up only 19 home runs in 30 starts while striking out
121 in the process.
The Diamondbacks 2018 bullpen was a victim over being worked too hard and ultimately burning out at the back end of
the season. Top setup man Archie Bradley returns having struck out 75 hitters in just 72 innings whilst pitching to a .172
average against lefties. With Brad Boxberger gone, it looks like the closing job will be between Bradley and Hirano as
Spring Training opens in March. Bradley is probably the clubhouse leader having successfully held 34 games in 2018. The
remainder of the bullpen is likely to be made up of Andrew Chaffin, TJ McFarland, Nick Green, Matt Andriese and Yoan
Lopez.

PROSPECTS
Having been firmly in contention the past two season, it appears that the Diamondbacks have turned their attention to
the future rather than the now. AJ pollock has left town via free agency and fan favorite; Paul Goldschmidt is now in St.
Louis. With the future firmly on the mind of the Diamondbacks front office, it makes for no surprise to see a host of
intriguing hitting prospect within Arizona’s farm system lead by Jazz Chisholm (SS), Gerardo Perdomo (SS), Daulton Varsho
(C) and Kristian Robinson (CF).
Top Prospect: Jazz Chisholm (SS) – International Free Agent (Bahamas – 2015)
Having signed with the D-Backs in 2015 for $200,000 , Chisholm wasted no time in repaying the money invested in him.
The lefty quick tore up A ball hitting .289 in just under 250 at bats. With an injury plagued 2017 (Torn meniscus), Chisholm
was quick to make up for lost time in 2018. The D-Backs top prospect crushed 25 home runs in both high & low A ball, a
single season franchise record for a shortstop.
With 60 ranked power (on a 20-80 scale), Chisholm is evidently in the upper echelons of power for a shortstop. If he can
develop his plate discipline (30% strikeout rate) in 2019 where he is anticipated to begin with AA Jackson, then he could
fast track through the Minor league framework – particularly with the Major Club undergoing a rebuild.
Best of the rest: Jon Dulantier (RHP), Daulton Varsho (C), Carson Kelly (C), Geraldo Perdomo (SS), Kristian Robinson (OF)
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COLORADO ROCKIES
2018 Record: 91-72
Manager: Bud Black
Stadium: Coors Field (46,897)
World Series Odds: 28-1

2018 REVIEW

For the second straight year the Colorado Rockies got to play postseason baseball. Following a loss to the Diamondbacks
in 2017, The Rockies once failed to progress to the NL championship series losing to a young hot Milwaukee Brewers team
having beaten the Cubs in the wildcard game. Despite what was a second straight postseason failure, there is great reason
for optimism in the Rocky Mountains. With a young core built around Trevor Story, young hurlers German Marquez & Kyle
Freeland and of course the game’s premier third baseman- Nolan Arenado there is certainly no reason to believe that the
Rox will be going away anytime soon. After losing game 163 to hand arch rivals, the Dodgers a sixth straight NL West title,
the Rox were left ruing what if. After achieving a winning record against Diamondbacks, Giants and Padres (34-23) in the
NL West barring the Dodgers whom they split their 20 games 7-13.

INFIELD
Making no bones about it, the Rockies infield is their muscle. There is no doubting now
that Arenado is the best third baseman in the league. Having won a gold glove in each of
his six seasons with the Rockies and making a highlight reel play seemingly every other
night, he could stake that claim on his defence alone. Let alone his 158 home runs in 6
seasons and leading the Rockies in AVG (.297), OPS (.935), HR’s (38), RBI (110), walks (73)
and SLG (.561) in 2019. Next to Arenado at shortstop is Trevor Story, fresh off his first allstar team selection. A season with 37 HRs, 108 RBIS and 42 doubles was enough to see him
finish 8th in the NL MVP voting. Trevor Story joined Francisco Lindor as the only SS’s in MLB
history to have 40 doubles, 30 home runs and 25 stolen bases.
DJ LeMahieu’s has left for pastures new in New York with the Yankees, paving the way for Ryan McMahon and Garret
Hampson to share time at second base. Veteran Daniel Murphy (2yrs $24m) arrives from Washington to occupy first base.
Despite having spent the previous few years at second, Murphy will be providing a veteran presence to a young locker
room and one of the most consistent all-round hitters of the past few years. Whilst a rebound to his 2016 level is a little
over optimistic, he will certainly add depth to this line up.

OUTFIELD
With Daniel Murphy now at first base, Ian Desmond can shift back to his more natural centerfield. Despite his defensive
capabilities, the chances of seeing his bat return to previous levels is unlikely- particularly given his 62% ground ball rate in
2018. With Desmond now in centre, Charlie Blackmon will now occupy left field in Coors Field. Blackmon is quickly stating
a case for the games most underrated hitter. Having led the NL for the past two seasons in runs scored, he has all the 5
tools to be a genuinely elite hitter: speed (12 SB’s), contact (.291 avg), power (29HRs), defence (.997) and arm strength (3
assists with 1 double play). Now hitting in front of Murphy, the chances that Blackmon could have a 30:30 season look
increasingly high.

PITCHING
For years, pitching at Coors Field has always been a slow and very painful graveyard for pitchers. Someone obviously
didn’t pass the message onto Kyle Freeland and German Marquez. As important to the Rox postseason run as Arenado,
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Story and Blackmon- the rotation surpassed all expectation. Southpaw, Kyle
Freeland finished 4th in NL Cy Young voting allowing 3 or less runs in 29 of 33
starts. German Marquez set a Rockies record with 230 strikeouts, the most in
club history. Jon Gray, despite pitching on opening day the past two seasons
has seemingly struggled. With a 31% fly ball rate, it’s easy to see how he gave
up 27 home runs.
Going into 2018, the Rockies spent $106m on relievers- Wade Davis, Jake
McGee and Bryan Shaw. Despite the investment the trio combined for a 6-16
record and 5.41 ERA. Despite the collective ugly numbers, Wade Davis did set
a franchise record with 43 saves. Obviously not content with their
investment, the Rox added Seung Hawn Ho at the deadline to join an already
expensive bullpen. Heading in to 2019, Davis will continue to get 9th inning
duties with Jake McGee setting up. Chad Bettis and Mike Dunn will serve as the teams’ long relievers.

PROSPECTS
Coors field should in theory be a grave yard for any young pitching prospect, but like so many things in baseball- logic goes
out the window. In recent years the
Rockies farm system has seen both Kyle
Freeland and German Marquez graduate
from their farm system to become two of
the more exciting young pitchers within the
Major Leagues.
Away from the mound, The Rockies have
an array of promising young infielders for
tomorrow who will be vying for at bats this
summer. None more so than Garret
Hampson (2B/SS/OF) who has struck out
just 15% during his minor league career.
With premier speed and a more than
impressive 2018 average of .318 across AA
and AAA the chances of a call up this
summer looks near enough certain.
Top Prospect: Brendan Rodgers (2B/SS) Drafted – 2016 (1st Round – Lake Mary HS, Florida)
The 2015 draft has already shown its Major League quality with the two players (Alex Bregman & Dansby Swanson) taken
before Rodgers already contributing considerably in the show. Unlike the young studs, Rodgers was taken straight out of
high school so has understandably needed some extra time in the minor leagues.
Having played in the Futures Game in 2018, Rodgers ceiling is understandably considerably, with above average defense
including a 60 ranked arm (On a 20-80 scale), the chances that he could end up at third base are considerably high,
particularly with Nolan Arenado’s impending free agency.
Best of the rest: Garret Hampson (2B/SS), Peter Lambert (RHP), Colton Welker (3B), Grant Lavigne (1B), Tyler Nevin
(1B/3B)
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LOS ANGELES DODGERS
2018 Record: 92-71
Manager: Dave Roberts
Stadium: Dodger Stadium, (56,000)
World Series Odds: 7-1

2018 REVIEW

For the second season in a row, the Dodgers made it to the World Series and for the second season in a row they didn’t
win it. Despite their failure to win the last game of the season, the Dodgers period of success doesn’t look like ending
anytime soon. With future all-star talent seemingly on a conveyer belter out of their minor league system ala Cody
Bellinger, Walker Beuhler and Alex Verdugo – the Dodgers look set for the future.
With the Dodgers having watch the World Series been won at Dodger Stadium the past two seasons without it being them
who celebrated- the Dodgers will be hungrier than every going into 2019.
2018 saw the emergence of Walker Beuhler as the game’s premier pitching talent with a sublime rookie season.
Elsewhere despite injuries to Corey Seager, Justin Turner, Clayton Kershaw and Kenley Jansen the Dodgers still won 92
games, a total they look to better in 2019 with a weakened division and the return of the core of their roster.

INFIELD

Corey Seager will return at short stop for the Dodgers having been shelved in 2018 with
both Tommy John and hip surgery. A silver slugger winner in his first two seasons with the
Dodgers shows just what he means to this team, and for them to go as far as they did in
2018 without him is a remarkable testament to the talent of this ballclub. When playing at
the top of his game, Seager is arguably the game’s most dynamic infielder.
Justin Turner will man third base again in 2019 coming off a season where despite a fall in
bats just to health troubles, Turner boasted supreme plate discipline slashing
.290/.406/.518 over 365 at-bats with 14HRs. The everyday job at first base across the
diamond will likely be split between 2017 NL Rookie of the Year- Cody Bellinger and 2018
breakout star Max Muncy. Max Muncy was a welcomed lucky break for the Dodgers who seemingly had bad break after
bad break losing Turner, Seager, Jansen and Kershaw to injury. The former Oakland A slugged 35HRs from first base,
allowing Bellinger to platoon in right and centre field, a role he is likely to resume in 2019.

OUTFIELD

For seemingly the past few seasons the Dodgers have successfully juggled and manipulated a log jam of outfielders such
as Matt Kemp, Chris Taylor, Andre Ethier, Joc Pederson, Yasiel Puig, Trayce Thompson & Kiki Hernandez to name just but a
few to get regular at bats into a plethora of evident talent. With Ethier finally off the books, Matt Kemp & Yasiel Puig
packaged away to Cincinnati- the Dodgers have found a means to rebuild their outfield of the future. Left field is likely to
belong to Joc Pederson who despite boasting immense power potential, is slowly becoming an increasingly frustrating
hitter to watch. Having not topped a .248 batting average since and without a 50-walk season since 2016, his offensive
talent is somewhat capped by his lack of ability to regularly get aboard the bags.
This winter, the Dodgers invested heavily in the outfielder of their future- AJ Pollock formerly of their bitter divisional
rivals, Arizona Diamondbacks to the tune $55m of over 5 years. Often seen as an exceptional talent handicapped by an
ability to get hurt in a peculiar manner, Pollock comes into 2019 looking to prove not only he is worth a big contract but
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also looking to prove his health. When on the field, Pollock ranks as one of both the best defensive and offensive centre
fielders in the league. If he can play 150 games, expect 30HRs and 100 RBIS from Dave Robert’s new centrefielder. Right
field will likely be split between top prospect Alex Verdugo, Chris Taylor and Cody Bellinger, the latter two also offer the
added option of infield depth

PITCHING
“You Either Die A Hero, Or You Live Long Enough To See Yourself Become
The Villain” is one of the most iconic quotes to come out of Hollywood
within recent years. Take the 8 mile draw south from the Hollywood sign
to Dodger stadium and that same very quote may apply to Clayton
Kershaw. No longer the pitcher he was between 2011-2014 when
winning 3 CY Youngs and a national league MVP, Kershaw is now no
longer the seemingly the magician of the mound he was once. Largely
due to ailing health concerns in his back and father time catching up
with the velocity of his arm, Kershaw is now merely elite, not extraterrestrial.
Walker Buhler was one of the most talked about prospects in spring
training last season and his first MLB season could hardly have gone any
better. With a 50% ground ball split which limited his line drive percentage to just 18%, Buhler gave Dodgers fans a taste
for life after Kershaw, and it wasn’t as bleak as people may have expected. With no bias to either right or left-handed
hitters, Buhler has already flashed signs of being an ace for years to come. With enough health there is no reason he
cannot top 200 strikeouts and 15 wins at a very minimum.
With innings totals of 110, 136 and 133 over the last three seasons, Rich Hill seemingly seems destined to land on the DL
at some point during the summer. With remarkable consistency on the mound this late in his career, Hill is still inducing
ground balls at a 45% strike rate and softly hit balls at 65%. Hill will inevitably end up on the shelf as he has done over the
past few seasons, but the Dodgers will handle the veteran southpaw with delicate hands, ensuring he is in prime shape for
what they hope to be a deep run in October. The final spots of the rotation will likely be filled out by a committee
approach between Hyun-Jin Ryu, Kenta Maeda, Ross Stripling and former top prospect- Julio Urias, with the unlucky
starters in the bullpen ready to offer long relief.

PROSPECTS
Top Prospect: Alex Verdugo (OF) Drafted- 2014 (2nd – Tucson HS)
Coming off an absolute tear of a season at AAA in the Pacific Coast League batting an impressive 0.329, Verdugo has been
one of the most exciting talents within the Dodgers farm system for a while now. Originally taken in the second round
(62nd) of the 2014 draft, Verdugo made a brief appearance for the Dodgers in 2017 after representing Mexico at the World
Baseball Classic.
It’s only a matter of when not if, Verdugo makes regular contributions at Major League level and with Yasiel Puig and Matt
Kemp no longer in town, his path to a regular starting spot may not be too far away. Given his ability to get on base (.391
2018 OBP) and 86 walks compared to his 97 punchouts over the past two minor league seasons, Verdugo may not be too
far away at all. Farm Director – Brandon Gomes was quoted having described as having “Solid defense, a plus arm, the
way he runs the bases…he’s the complete package”
Best of the Rest: Keibert Ruiz (C), Gavin Lux (SS/2B), Dustin May (RHP), Will Smith (C/3B), Caleb Ferguson (LHP)
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SAN DIEGO PADRES
2018 Record: 73-89
Manager: Andy Green
Stadium: PETCO Park (40,209)
World Series Odds: 66-1

2018 REVIEW

The Padres have slowly been building Major League baseball’s best farm league system and 2018 was very much a
part of it. Despite a 66-win season, not all was lost for San Diego last year. Having acquired Francisco Mejia from the
Cleveland Indians for Brad Hand, the Padres maybe found the catcher of their future. Despite beginning largely
under whelming, it must be remembered that the switch hitting back stuff is just 22 and a former minor league
rookie of the year and should certainly not be given up on based on a subpar second half of the season.
Making no bones about it, the 2018 Padres struggled offensively badly. Franmil Reyes came up from AAA in May and
slashed .280/.340/.498 with a 129WRC (29% better than average). Having hit 16 home runs in the majors as well as
16 in AAA and 25 in AA (2017), Reyes provided reason to believe that he should be a mainstay in the San Diego
offence in 2019 and beyond.
Eric Hosmer arrived in town to the tune of $144m and didn’t deliver on his price tag. One Ryon Healy (Seattle
Mariners) grounded into more double plays than Hosmer and only 3 first baseman had more strikeouts than him.
The struggles didn’t stop there, he posted the highest
strikeout percentage of his career (21.3%) and had a
negative launch angle according to MLB stat cast.

INFIELD
It’s very rare you get to the chance to sign a franchise
altering free agent and that’s exactly the opportunity the
Padres seized this winter. Signing Manny Machado to a 10yr
$300m contract suddenly catapults this ballclub into
contention. Maybe not this year, but certainly within the
next 2-3 years, San Diego will be a club looking to a win
championship. With supreme contact, power and a glove to
die for- the Padres may just have signed themselves the
most complete infielder in all of baseball. Across the
diamond at first base is the Padres 2018 Manny Machado.
By that I mean their uncharacteristically big free agent from
last winter, Eric Hosmer of whom certainly didn’t live up to
his $144m billing. A common train of thought for Hosmer’s
lacks production in 2018 was his falling fly ball rate (22% to
20%) and increased ground ball rate (56% to 60%). In an age
of hitting up, Hosmer hit down- and that’s exactly where his average and OBP went.
Fernando Tatis Jr. has long been touted as the future face of the Padres and consequently will almost certainly break camp
not with the Padres. Looking liable spending 2 weeks in AAA allowing the Padres an extra year of control for their young
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phenom, Tatis Jr will be forced until April until second base is his. Joining him in the middle of the diamond is Luis Urias
another former top prospect of the Padres. Despite a small sample size before losing the final three weeks of the season
to a hamstring injury following his September call up, Urias demonstrated great plate discipline walking more than he
struck out. With evident speed to burn and the ability to get on base, Urias will be an exciting prospect to watch develop
as he builds up his double play partnership with Tatis Jr.

OUTFIELD

The Padres 2019 outfield will likely be a juggled from night to night on a platoon basis constructed around the opposing
pitcher. Wil Myers has been shifted from first to right field following the arrival of Eric Hosmer. Someone once seen as the
future face of the franchise, Myers has struggled with both injuries and consistency at the plate. Still only 28, Myers still
has time to grow into the player he promised to be. Hunter Renfroe remains arguably the team’s best source of power at
the plate having slugged 26 HRS in 2018 matching his 2017 total. Manuel Margot will likely be the Padres first choice the
middle of the outfield. Despite seeing his AVG and OBP regress in 2018 from his first two seasons, Margot boasts
significant power and speed upside so must been a threat in a very young and raw line up. Rookie Franmil Reyes made a
big impression following his promotion to the big-league club, slugging 16HRs and adding 31 runs in just 87 games.

PITCHING

The Padres rotation bares significant resemblance of the state of the franchise, very young, very talented but a year or so
away. Joey Lucchesi, Eric Laurer and Jacob Nix made their major league debuts in 2018 and will form the principal of the
Padres rotation in 2019. With guys like Chris Paddack, Logan Allen and Michael Baez a year or so from being proficient
enough to join the Major League affiliate, the Padres will likely lean on the more experienced Robbie Erlin and Bryan
Mitchell to fill out the rotation. With more money to spend, even after signing Manny Machado, don’t be surprised to see
the Padres test the waters of a battle-hardened veteran such as Gio Gonzalez or Dallas Keuchel to lead a very raw but very
talented rotation.
Having traded away closer all-star Brad Hand to Cleveland last summer, the Padres will stick with Kirby Yates in the closer
role having impressed in his probationary period in the second part of the season. Yates set career bests in appearances
(65), wins (5), saves (12) and innings pitched (63). Elsewhere the Padres pen will be filled with Craig Stammen in the setup
role with Robert Stock, Phil Maton, Matt Strahm and Jose Castillo in long relief.

PROSPECTS

Top Prospect: Fernando Tatis Jr. International Free Agent (Dominican Republic 2015)
Following in his father’s footsteps, Fernando Tatis Jr is destined for the Major Leagues. With an unheralded blend of
speed, power and skill- Tatis Jr has quickly become one of baseball’s hottest prospects. Tatis possess and above average
bat with the ability to hit with power to all parts of the field. Sometimes his inexperience and over aggressiveness shines
through and can strikeout a little more than you’d like (109 K’s vs 33 walks in 2018) but the talent is all there.
With a cluster of premier prospects behind him, there is no reason that Tatis cannot become the face of the Padres
moving forwards. The young phenom has all-star ability and will be one of the most exciting at bats in the league as and
when he gets promoted.
Best of the rest: McKenzie Gore (LHP), Luis Urias (2B/SS), Cal Quantrill, (RHP) Michel Baez (RHP) Adrian Morejon (LHP)

Anderson Espinoza (RHP)
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SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
2018 Record: 73-89
Manager: Bruce Bochy
Stadium: AT&T Park (41,915)
World Series Odds: 66-1

2018 REVIEW

Having tied for the worst record in baseball in 2017, the Giants defaulted on a
franchise rebuild and rolled the dice on one more Championship run before
breaking their foundations of their roster down. Having acquired Evan Longoria
and Andrew McCutchen to partner faces of the franchise Madison Bumgarner &
Buster Posey in a final push for yet another ring.
The Giants were in contention at the seasons mid-point, posing a 50-48 record
despite posing a negative 26 run difference. Despite the positive start, the
Giants would only win 23 games after the All-Star break paying attention to a
dismal September where they went 5-21 allowing 126 runs.
One of the key contributors to the Giants collapse was their continued
vulnerability to injuries. According to Fox Sports, Giants players spent 1,107
days on the disabled list in 2018. Not only was it the quantity of time lost which
contributed in their collapse, but the quality of the players lost. Mark Melancon
lost 56 games to an elbow flexor strain, Evan Longoria lost 34 to a broken wrist,
Joe Panik lost 48 to a host of ailments, Madison Bumgarner lost 60 games to a

fractured left hand and probably most importantly Jonny Cueto half a season to Tommy John surgery, an injury which will
sideline him for all of 2019 additionally.

INFIELD
Brandon Belt will man first again in 2019, health providing. As is often the story with Belt, health is still his problem. In
2018 alone Belt had an appendectomy in June, hyperextended knee in August and knee surgery in September. If he can
put together a 500 at bat season, something he hasn’t done since 2016, then he may reach the 30 HR plateau that many
scouts originally had him down for. Evan Longoria’s first season with the Giants wasn’t exactly one to remember, the
former AL rookie of the year struggled to adapt to his new surroundings in slashing .229/.279/.335 at AT&T park compared
to .256/.283/.474. Just as his season was beginning to get going, Longoria fractured his hand in June. With a full season in
Giant orange under his belt, there isn’t reason to believe he cannot return as the legitimate power source he was acquired
as.
Brandon Crawford continued his defensive excellence at shortstop as he made yet another midseason All-star game,
despite hitting only .254 with a .325 OBP- Crawford lead the team in doubles (28). With a concussion suffered in August
limiting his end of season contributions, Crawford should certainly be able to bounce back in 2019 offensively. Across the
diamond at second base, Joe Panik continued to struggle offensively. Despite an impressive 90% contact rate, Panik
struggled to a .254/.332/.307 slash line in 2018. Resigned to a 1-year deal, Panik heads into 2019 with it all to prove,
health included after time on the DL with a groin strain and torn thumb ligament in 2018.
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OUTFIELD

Steven Duggar will likely be the Giants table setter leading off the line up in 2019 having impressed in 2018. After earning
himself the everyday starting job, Duggar will continue to be the Giants livewire on both offense and defence. Loved by his
veteran team mates and the fans for his hardnosed old school style of play, Duggar lost the end of his season to a
dislocated his shoulder sliding into second base.
Away from their young centre fielder, the Giants outfield remains relatively up in the air. After a failed pitch to Bryce
Harper the Giants will likely go into the season with a combination of Mac Williamson, Austin Slater, Mike Gerber and
Chris Shaw.

PITCHING

Injuries were the order of the day for the Giants rotation in 2018. For the second season in a row, Madison Bumgarner
was lost in Spring Training for a sustained period. Following his 2017 dirt bike accident, Bumgarner fractured his hand off a
line drive from the Royals Whit Merrifield in a Spring game. Jonny Cueto tried pitching
through elbow pain, which inevitably went badly and later surrendered his 2018 &
2019 season to Tommy John Surgery. Jeff Samardzija went to the DL for the first time
in his career with a shoulder pain.
Looking at 2018, Bumgarner will get his usual opening day assignment assuming he
gets through Spring successfully, something not taken from granted! Behind him,
former converted outfield Derick Rodriguez will likely be second in the rotation
following his surprise break out in 2018. His 10 wins and 131 strikeouts came as a
pleasant surprise to the Giants. Given his 39% groundball rate and 57% first pitch
strike rate, the signs point to this not being a fluke and he is a tenable reliable option
in the rotation. Andrew Suarez and Chris Stratton will likely round out the rotation
due to the lack of Major League pitching prospects within the organizations farm
system.
Will Smith will return as the clubs closer in 2019 following his faultless comeback from TJ surgery in the second half of
2018. With the Giants not expected to compete in 2019, Smith will be a name floated around at the trade deadline as
teams look to improve their bullpen. Sam Dyson, one of the league leaders in ground ball rates will lead a middle relief
crew of Ray Black, Reyes Montoya, Mark Melancon and Tony Watson.

PROSPECTS
Top Prospect: Helliot Ramos (OF) Drafted – 2017 (1st- Guaynabo HS)
Ramos was signed by the Giants in the 1st round of the 2017 for just over $3.1m. An outfielder with genuine raw power
and above average speed (8 SB in 2018), the Giants will be hopeful that Ramos could blossom into an everyday outfielder
further down the line. Having gone deep 11 times in Low A ball in 2018, Ramos impressed with 32 extra base hits and a
slugging pct. of .396.
If all goes well at the start of the season, Ramos should quickly progress through single A ball and could be promoted to
AA Richmond by midseason. For this to happen, the right-handed slugger needs to improve his plate discipline having
struck out 136 times in 485 at bats in 2018.
Best of the rest: Joey Bart (C), Marco Luciano (SS), Shaun Anderson (RHP), Sean Hjelle (RHP), Logan Webb (RHP), Gregory
Santos (RHP)
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BALTIMORE ORIOLES
2018 Record: 47-115
Manager: Brandon Hyde
Stadium: Camden Yards (45,971)
World Series Odds: 500-1

2018 REVIEW

2018 was a record-breaking season for the Orioles, but unfortunately for all the wrong reasons. The Orioles finished 2018
with a record of 47-115, the worst in the not only the majors, but one of worst records of All-Time. Their 115 losses rank
as the third highest total since Major League Baseball since 1962.
Prior to the 2018 season, the Orioles gave Alex Cobb $57m over 4 years and Andrew Cashner $16m over 2 years. Both
signings struggled, Cobb went 5-15 in 28 starts pitching to a 4.90 ERA and 1.41. Elsewhere Andrew Cashner went 4-15 with
a 5.29 ERA & 1.52 WHIP. Despite spending upwards of $70m on two starting pitchers, the Orioles fell to a miserable 28-69
record at the all-star break and 32-75 record at the end of July. Consequently, the Orioles tore their roster down and fully
embraced the franchises rebuild. Face of the franchise and one of the stars of the sport- Manny Machado was traded to
the LA Dodgers, Jonathan Schoop was sent to the Milwaukee Brewers, Zach Britton was moved to the Yankees, Kevin
Gausman and Darren O’Day to Atlanta. In fact, the mass exodus was so large, only three of the opening day starters,
started game 162- Caleb Joseph (C), Trey Mancini (1B/OF) and Tim Beckham (3B/SS).
With over $6m of international pool money, MLB.com number 52 prospect- Yusniel Diaz firmly on the rise through the O’s
minor league system- Orioles fans will begin to get a glimpse of the future in 2019.

INFIELD

The Orioles head into the 2019 season for the first time without Manny Machado. Since moving to shortstop, the Orioles
struggled to find a solution at the hot corner. With third base seemingly unclaimed, the Orioles will most likely be filling
third in Spring Training with one of or a combination of Renato Nunez, Drew Jackson and Breyvic Valera. Firstbase is taken
care of with Chris Davis still on the hook for another 4 years of his mammoth $161m contract.
Jonathan Villar will be the O’s everyday second baseman having arrived at Camden Yards from the Brewers in the deal
which sent Jonathan Schoop to Milwaukee. With Tim Beckham now in Seattle, the Orioles will more than likely spell the
unlucky candidates in the third base stakes at shortstop or turn to their farm system where Richie Martin and Drew
Jackson lie, both of whom were picked up via the rule 5 draft.

OUTFIELD

With Chris Davis blocking a path to his favoured first base, Trey Mancini
will once again patrol the Camden Yards outfield, particularly with
Adam Jones moving onto pastures new. With Mancini most likely to be
a regularly fixture in left field, the Orioles will more than likely go into
Spring with the remaining outfield spots up for grabs. Cedric Mullins
emerged in the second half of the 2018 season as someone likely to get
regular at bats in 2019. Elsewhere Joey Rickard holds the ability to play
all three outfield spots and former first round pick – DJ Stewart
registered a .340 OBP in September following his promotion to the Major League club.
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PITCHING

In 2018 the Orioles posted the worst ERA across all the Major Leagues (5.48) with their opening day starter- Dylan Bundy
giving up 41 home runs, the most by any pitcher since 2012. Bundy will most likely get the ball on opening day and leading
the rotation in 2019 again with Alex Cobb and Andrew Cashner as the O’s number 2 & 3 guys respectively. Thanks to the
weight of their contracts signed last year, Cobb and Cashner are relatively immovable. With Kevin Gausman and Chris
Tillman no longer with Baltimore, the fourth and fifth starter spots are up for grabs going into Spring Training. A likely
candidate is Yefry Ramirez, originally an infielder turned pitcher in 2012, Ramirez pitched to a 1-8 record with a 5.62 ERA
with the Orioles. His 45% fly ball rate in 2018 suggests that he will likely struggle with the long ball in 2019. Elsewhere the
Orioles will probably give starts to David Hess, Jimmy Yacabonis and Josh Rogers in 2019.
The Orioles bullpen looks remarkably different heading into 2019 than it did in 2018. Closer Zach Britton, Brad Bach and
Darren O’Day were all traded before last summer’s deadline. Without much order or hierarchy in the Orioles pen,
predicting its 2019 outlook looks a relatively tricky thing to do. Mychal Givens looks to be the most likely closer having
inherited the role last summer following Britton’s departure. The former shortstop posted an ERA in the 4’s having
struggled with his hit rate, something which came as a result of his control
issues.

PROSPECTS

The Orioles selected D.L Hall with their first-round pick in 2017. A lanky
southpaw straight out of high school, Hall dominates hitters with a mid-90s
fastball. Seemingly on a pitch count in 2018, Hall pitched only 53.2 innings in
posting a 0.84 ERA over 11 outings. He will likely spend 2019 in A ball
working on his 10-4 curveball, something he struggled for command with in
2018.
Tyler Erwin had a quite exceptional end to 2018 when pitching for the
Orioles High Class A affiliate Fredrick. Originally drafted out of New Mexico in
the 23rd round of the 2016 draft, the 24-year-old posted a 1.58 ERA with 18
saves in just over 68 innings. One of the Orioles top prospects, Austin will
begin his 2019 season in either Bowie or AAA Norfolk in his recovery from
knee surgery. Richie Martin was picked up from the Athletics in the Rule 5 draft following a breakout season at AA
Midland. Martin went .300 at the plate with an OPS of .368 and slugging percentage of .439 en-route to 29 doubles, 6
home runs & 25 stolen bases.
Top Prospect: Yusniel Diaz (OF)- International Free Agent (Cuba 2015)
Diaz originally signed by the Dodgers in the winter of 2015 following his defection from Cuba arrived in the Orioles system
last summer as the centre piece which sent all-star Manny Machado to the city of Angels. The 22-year-old has already
inherited the tag of the face of the Orioles re-build and is the shining gem of their farm system.
Described by FanGraphs Eric Longenhagen as an “all-fields line-drive hitter who keeps his hands inside the ball and
peppers the right-centre-field gap”, Diaz has all the tolls to become the face of the franchise moving forwards.
Defensively, it remains to be seen whether his future lies in either right field or centre field. Although unlikely to be in
Camden Yards this summer, Diaz is very much a face that Orioles fans can be excited about seeing soon.
Best of the rest: Ryan Mountcastle (OF), DL Hall (LHP), Austin Hays (OF), Grayson Rodriguez (RHP), Keegan Akin (LHP)
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BOSTON RED SOX
2018 Record: 108-54
Manager: Alex Cora
Stadium: Fenway Park
World Series Odds: 11-2

2018 REVIEW

2018 could not have been any sweeter for the Boston Red Sox. Having posted their first 100+ win season since 1946, the
Sox ended up winning the last game of the season and their 9th World Championship in the process. The accolades didn’t
stop there, star outfielder Mookie Betts (.346/.438/.640) won the American League MVP award by a landslide cementing
himself as one of the game’s premier young talents. First year manager and fan favourite, Alex Cora was a revelation in
the dugout, often making gutsy decisions which more times than not paid dividends- something which has already earnt
him an extension thru 2022. It took until mid-spring training for star slugger J.D Martinez to sign with the Sox, but boy was
it worth (and boy does his 5yr/$110m look cheap now). The righty crushed pitching in his first season in front of the
Fenway faithful finishing with a stat line of .330/.402/.629. All-star Chris Sale was his usual filthy self before having his
innings limited in the second half of the season with the postseason in mind.
Midseason acquisitions, Steve Pearce (World Series MVP) and Nathan Eovaldi provided unheralded regular season success
before being demonstrating their value on the global stage in October.
Despite losing bullpen pieces Craig Kimbrel & Joe Kelly via free agency, optimism for a repeat of 2018 will be high in Bean
town. The hardest thing may just prove to be winning the American League east.

INFIELD

It’s hard to immediately pick holes in a team that has just won the World Series, but if you were to ask the most honest of
Sox fans- then first base would probably be the position of improvement. Mitch Moorland certainly isn’t an Achilles heel
for the Sox and nor is World Series hero, Steve Pearce against left handed pitching but in an ideal world, Boston would be
hopeful of a little more offensive production. Rafael Devers is just 22 and despite a down season in 2018 from his 2017
rookie season, the chances that his development is still underway is very plausible. Having hit 21 HR’s last season en-route
to 66 RBIs and 59 runs, Devers will be Fenway’s everyday third baseman in the hot corner.
Xander Bogaerts could well be the most underappreciated and under rated guy in
Major League Baseball. And with Scott Boras as his agent and a year away from
free agency, the Red Sox front office are probably hoping it stays that way. Having
slashed .289/.522/.360 last season whilst hitting 23 HRs, 103 RBIS and turning 65
double plays with a fielding pct. of .980- Bogaerts is arguably the game’s best
middle infielder not named Carlos Correa or Jose Altuve.

OUTFIELD

Is there a more fun, more talented and better outfield in baseball than this one? I
would probably say not. Betts and Bradley Jr both took home gold gloves whilst
Benintendi led the outfield in assists (12). With all three under team control until
the end of 2020, the chances that we haven’t seen the best of the trio very much
rings true.
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Mookie Betts was quite incredible in 2018 when winning his first AL MVP award. Leading the league in average (.346),
slugging (.640) and runs scored (129) there wasn’t anything he couldn’t do. His OPS (1.078) led did Sox, as did his average
against RHP (.368), as did walks (81), as did his doubles (47). He was quite simply incredible.
When needed, JD Martinez can spell in the outfield away from his DH spot. Having been a genuine contender for the triple
crown in 2018, Martinez is a walking talking illustration of the new age hitter. Built like a bull and keen on doing one thing
at the plate, hitting the ball up as hard as he can, it’s no wonder he hit 43 home runs un 569 plate appearances.

PITCHING
The Red Sox will go into 2019 very confident about their rotation. Chris Sale
would have probably won a CY young title last season, had the Sox not chosen to
shut him and his shoulder down for the postseason. The excruciating decision
about whether to resign him, will be a decision delayed for a years’ time when
the southpaw hits the open market. David Price will enter the season in the
knowledge he will never have to answer his ability to pitch in the postseason
ever again following two masterful displays in the fall classic. Whilst Nathan
Eovaldi will transition from the bullpen back to the rotation, joining Rick Porcello
and Eduardo Rodriguez having signed a $68m deal over 4 years.
The Sox bullpen will have a very different feel to the one that carried them to the 2018 World Series. With Joe Kelly now in
Dodger Blue and Craig Kimbrel still unsigned, the Sox will turn to a host of new arms. Setup man, Matt Barnes will likely
inherit the vacant closer role. His 14.09 K/9 led all Boston pitchers last season, which translated to a 34.2% K rate, 9th
amongst qualified relievers.

PROSPECTS
Having won the World Series, the future of the Red Sox looks fantastic. With a core of American League MVP – Mookie
Betts, Xander Bogaerts and Andrew Benintendi-the Sox will be competing for many years to come. Away from the bright
lights of Fenway, the state of the franchise looks like it’s in good hands. Tanner Houck was selected with the Sox first
round pick in 2017. Having got by at Missouri on his fastball and slider, the righthander was able to develop a curveball in
2018. Houck initially struggled in the first part of 2018, but after quickly adjusting both his arm slot and release point- he
went on to pitch to a 2.86ERA with 73 strikeouts in just 69 innings. If Houck can again take a step forward, there is a
chance that he could see himself as a September call up at the back end of 2019. Denyi Reyes showed the Red Sox front
office what he has to offer in 2018 going 12-5 with a 1.97 ERA in a little over 155 innings for A Class Greenville and Salem.
Top Prospect: Bubby Dalbeck (3B) Drafted- 2016 (4th Arizona)
Dalbec has shown off the chart power in his first few seasons in pro-ball. With 32 homers in 2018 including a franchise
record 26 for high Class A Salem before being promoted where he hit a further 6. Despite his upsides, Dalbec does possess
a larger than ideal strikeout rate (32.4%) strengthening the view that he is very much an all or nothing hitter- something
supported by his .257avg & .361 OBP.
Given his 6-5 frame and the lack of organizational depth at first base, I imagine Dalbeck’s future probably lies at first
and/or DH. He should spend the majority of 2019 in AA before looking for a call up to Fenway Park in the summer of 2020.
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NEW YORK YANKEES
2018 Record: 100-62
Manager: Aaron Boone
Stadium: Yankee Stadium (47,309)
World Series Odds: 8-1

2018 REVIEW

The Yankees entered 2018 with the idea of anything other than Championship number 28 being deemed a failure. Coming
off a season which saw them unearth AL Rookie of the Year- Aaron Judge winning 91 games along the way and off season
where they traded for reigning NL MVP- Giancarlo Stanton, the Yankees were arguably the team to beat in the American
League. 2018 was a year of discovery and graduation for the Yankees. Miguel Andujar and Gleyber Torres stamped their
authority on the Major League in quite some style. Combining for 169 RBIs, 137 runs and 51 HRs in their first full season in
the Major League’s gave Yankee’s fans a real taste of the future.
Away from the discovery of the Andujar, Torres, Tyler Austin and September sensation Luke Voit, The Yankees will look
back on 2018 as a year where they were very good, but a long way off
winning the last game of the season as they had hoped entering the season.
Losing 3-1 to bitter divisional rivals, the Red Sox in the ALDS having been
compellingly out pitched was a bitter end to a hundred-win season. Entering
the 2019 season, the Yankees have been sure to address and fill the holes
which sunk their 2018 campaign.

INFIELD
With a log jam at the DH position, Miguel Andujar will be the Yankees third
baseman for the foreseeable future. In an ideal world the Yankees would
prefer someone defensively sounder as demonstrated in his 15 errors in
2018. The Yankees lack of trust in the young hot corner guard was shown in
his demotion to the bench for game 4 of the ALDS against Boston. Despite his defensive fragilities, Andujar is a superb
hitter. Breaking Joe DiMaggio’s record of doubles by a rookie (47), he ended up with 76 extra base hits. With a potent
offense in front of him, Andujar is seemingly a lock for 100 RBIs providing his health holds up.
First base has been a quandary for the Yankees since Mark Teixeira hung up his glove. Looking at 2019, it seems probable
that Greg Bird will get another chance to make the job his. With a swing tailor made for the right field bleachers in Yankee
Stadium, Bird hasn’t delivered on his promise yet. With Luke Voit waiting in the wings, Bird’s leash maybe slightly shorter
in 2019 given Voit’s tremendous end to 2018. 2018 saw the graduation of one of the most exciting talents in recent years
for the Yankees, Gleyber Torres. With a .820 OPS, Torres finished third in the American League rookie of the year voting
earning his first appearance at the all-star game as a result. Torres much like Javier Baez possess the ability to hit for both
average and power, don’t be shocked to see him club 30HRS in Yankee Stadium this summer. Additionally, with neat
hands and a laser for an arm, whether his long-term future lies at either second base or shortstop, Torres is likely to be the
recipient of many gold gloves in the future.
The Yankees will be without all-star Didi Gregorius for the large part, if not all of 2019 having lost their shortstop to
Tommy John surgery in October. Gleyber Torres will likely fill the hole at shortstop in his absence, allowing veteran DJ
LeMahieu to fill in at second base. With above average power and contact, LeMahieu will provide a nice boost of power to
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the bottom of the line-up. Troy Tulowitzki was picked up as a high reward, low risk platoon player and will contribute
considerably away from the diamond for the youngsters of the Bronx.

OUTFIELD
Has there ever been a more powerful outfield than the Yankees current one? Giancarlo Stanton in his first season in Bronx
clubbed 38 HRs with 100 RBIs, Aaron Judge added a further 27 bombs amidst an injury plagued season whilst Aaron Hicks
slammed 27 balls into the stands. With a contract extension under his belt and the everyday job in centre field seemingly
his, Hicks is poised to be one of, if not the biggest under the radar star in 2019. With increased playing time his 2018 tally
of home runs seems exceptionally likely to be surpassed. Aaron Judge remains one of the most exhilarating talents in
baseball with seemingly no ceiling. Only 2 years into his Major League career, Judge has already earned himself the tag of
one of the league’s most deadly hitters. His biggest challenge in 2019 may just be staying out on the field. With the ability
to hit to all three parts of the field for both power and contact- he is a sure-fire candidate for American League MVP this
coming season.

PITCHING
The Yankees rotation has long been their kryptonite in making a long and substantial postseason run. The Yankees needed
an ace and they’ve potentially got themselves one. Despite it costing their top prospect- Justus Sheffield, James Paxton
arrives from Seattle. Fresh off a season where he struck out 11.7 per 9, going 11-6 in with a 3.76 ERA and a total of 208
strikeouts. Luis Severino topped 200 strikeouts for the second straight season, J.A Happ returns to the Big Apple after
pitching to a 2.69 ERA and a 7-0 record following his interdivisional trade from Toronto. The 2018 rotation will likely be
filled out by veterans Masahrio Tanaka and southpaw, CC Sabathia- who will look to punch a hole in his ticket to the hall of
fame. Jordan Montgomery should bounce between the bullpen and the occasional spot start when required.
The Yankees boast one of the greatest bullpens in recent memory. Few clubs if any, can lay claim to being able to match
the three headed monster of Aroldis Chapman, Dellin Betances and Chad Green. Chapman, of whom struck out an
amazing 43% of batters in 2018. Collectively the Yankees broke their own MLB record for strikeouts per 9 from the season
before, increasing the level from 10.92 to 11.4. The Yankees have since added Adam Ottavino from the Colorado Rockies.
Ottavino induced 43% of his batters into ground balls in 2018, a stat which will fare well in Yankee stadium. The Yankees
will be from the belief, that if they can get 6 good innings out of their starters, they'll be fine.

PROSPECTS

The biggest surprise for the Yankees in 2018 could have arguably come from their minor league system. Dom ThompsonWilliams entered the year as a second-year pro in the New York Penn league and left as one of the Yankees’s most exciting
prospects. DTW hit .299 with a .363 OBP, 22HRS and 20 stolen bases- enhancing the view that he could be a 30-30 guy in
the big leagues. At 6-0 and 190lb, Thompson-Williams won’t be held back by his size and should be able to play above
average defence. If he could improve in one area, it would most likely be his strikeout %, something which is most likely a
by-product of his raw power.
Top Prospect: Estevan Florial (OF) International Free Agent (Dominican Republic 2015)
Once you look past the multiple birth certificates with contrasting ages however funny it may be- Florial is an enormously
talented & exciting prospect. Ranking with 65 speed, 55 power and 60 fielding on a 20-80 scale, Florial excels in the three
key scouting metrics. Defensively, Florial has the sky as his ceiling. With a cannon for an arm, he will fit in anywhere within
the outfield. That said with Judge locked up in centre field and the likeliness of Stanton becoming a full time DH as he gets
older, Florial’s future probably lies in one of the two corner outfield spots.
Best of the Rest: Jonathan Loaisiga (RHP), Albert Abreu (RHP), Devi Garcia (RHP), Clarke Schmidt (RHP), Anthony Seigler (C)
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TAMPA BAY RAYS
2018 Record: 90-72
Manager: Kevin Cash
Stadium: Tropicana Field (31,042)
World Series Odds: 33-1

2018 REVIEW

Coming into 2018 – The Rays were viewed by near enough everyone as a team in transition. With an off-season which saw
face of the franchise Evan Longoria traded away along with Brad Boxberger, Corey Dickerson, Jake Odorizzi, Steven Souza
Jr and Logan Morrison, Steve Cishek, Alex Cobb and Tommy Hunter departing via free agency, expectation for the Rays
was low. With a roster bearing its young and uncooked teeth, the Rays put together one of the most impressive seasons
within their short history winning an incredible 90 games. Their highly rated farm system began showing a return for the
high level of investment over the previous few years- Willy Adames (SS), Jake Bauers (1B), Brandon Lowe, Ryan
Yarnborough and Nick Cuiffo all made their big-league debuts, signifying the new era for Tampa.
A review of 2018 wouldn’t be complete without mentioning ‘The Opener’. Unwilling to pay starting pitching money and
the victim of Tommy John surgery to several their top prospects (Brent Honeywell & Jose De Leon), the Rays turned to
their bullpen to pitch complete games for them. Seen by some as the rise of the nerds and seen by others as a clever way
to exploit matchup advantages, the Rays found a way to go 44-34 in games when the bullpen was used early. With the
opener set to return in 2019 and looking like a mainstay within the Major leagues, the Rays have found yet another way to
compete with the diamond dollars of New York & Boston.

INFIELD
Despite initial teething pains Willy Adames showed Rays fans why he is the shortstop of the future. With above average
speed and plus power, there is no reason as to why Adames cannot be a 100R & 100RBI shortstop in the not so distant
future. Joey Wendle was arguably the biggest find in the whole of baseball in 2018. Having never batted above .250 in two
seasons with the Athletics, Wendle thrived for a change of scenery following his midseason trade to Tampa. With a 22%line drive rate and superb plate discipline, Wendle transformed into a hitting machine (.300/.354/.435) which saw him
finish fourth in the AL Rookie of the Year voting. Daniel Robertson was a crucial piece to the Rays offense prior to going
down with a thumb injury in August. With his ability to play all over the diamond, Robertson epitomises what the Rays
look for in position players- outstanding plate discipline, hustle and positional versatility.
Jake Bauers was seen as the long-term resolution at first base following his development in both AAA and the Major
Leagues last summer. But as is usually the case, the Rays front office surprised the consensus. Bauers was moved to
Cleveland in exchange for perennial hard hitting infielder- Yandy Diaz. Seen by many as a sleeping power source, Diaz has
often been marred by ground balls (59% in 2017 & 53% in 2018). With some very minor alterations in his swing and a
belief in the launch angle era, Diaz could quickly become a 30HR+ hitter. Matt Duffy will once again man the hot corner
following a nice 2018. If he can stay healthy, which is always a big if with Matt Duffy, then .300 and 100+ RBI is certainly
not out of the reckoning.

OUTFIELD

Following his midseason trade, Tommy Pham has been vocal (and not always complimentary) over the Rays fanbase.
Despite his public opinion- Pham has been a revelation in Tampa posting a .343 average & 1.070 OPS. Centrefielder, Kevin
Kiermaier missed significant time yet again but posses’ extreme value to the Rays with his gold glove defense and rare
speed/power tandem. Austin Meadows was the key piece in the trade which sent Chris Archer to Pittsburgh and since
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blossomed in Tampa. Like Kiermaier, Meadows possess both speed and power, something which the Rays love. Meadows
could be the Rays breakout star of 2019.

PITCHING
Blake Snell was a revelation in 2018, pitching to a 1.89 ERA, 0.97 WHIP and striking out 221 hitters en route to his first AL
CY Young award. With a slider among the game’s best and a 15% swing and miss rate, Snell may only just be beginning to
tap into his unheralded potential. This winter the Rays gave out their largest ever free agent contract, $30m over 2yrs to
veteran ace- Charlie Morton. Morton coming into his hometown from Houston will be able to provide veteran leadership
to a rotation and farm system which bares nothing but youth and talent (Blake Snell, Brent Honeywell, Jose De Leon,
Brendan McKay & Matt Liberatore). Having arrived midseason from Pittsburgh, Tyler Glasnow will be the Rays last
conventional starter. The former frontline prospect showed flashes of filling his potential and looked like a new pitcher
following his move from Pittsburgh showing a dominant fastball and 12% swing and miss stuff.
The Rays bullpen will likely be the most interesting in the Majors in 2019. With two of their bullpen pencilled in to start
games in each round of the rotation, underused is one thing Rays relievers won’t be. Ryne Stanek, Diego Castillo & Yonny
Chirinos will likely ‘open’ the games for the Rays with Ryan Yarnborough & Chaz Roe likely to work in long relief. With
Sergio Romo gone, the Rays will likely be a nightmare for fantasy owners in search of saves as they intend on employing a
committee of closers in the 9th inning. Jose Alvarado will likely be the name most commonly called upon in the 9th, but
don’t be surprised to see Wilmer Font and Adam Kolarek thrown into the melting pot at the end of a tight game.

PROSPECTS
The Rays farm system has transformed within recent years from the middle of the pack to arguably one of the best. As per
usual, the tactic was trade and replenish with the exoduses Will Myers, Jake Bauers, Evan Longoria, Alex Colome and of
course Chris Archer. At the front of the progression of the farm system lies Jesus Sanchez (OF). Ranking fourth in 2018
amongst hitters in the Florida State League for average (.301) and slugging (.462) Sanchez will more than likely be applying
his trade in AA Montgomerie in 2019. Matt Liberatore was taken with the Rays first round pick at 16 in the 2018 draft.
Viewed by many as a steal as Baseball America had him as their second ranked prospect, he has a quick arm which
generates upwards of 97mph velocity. In his brief stint with the Rays rookie level team in the Gulf Coast league he went 12 with a 0.98 ERA whilst striking out 32 hitters. Brandon Lowe is beginning to look like a steal for the Rays. Having had a
multitude of horrific injuries in college, Lowe fell to the 3rd round. Across AA and AAA in 2018, Lowe hit .97/391/558 with
22 home runs in exactly 100 games. Two-way star Brendan McKay developed again in 2018 with a mid-90s fastball. His
future likely lies on the mound as a middle of the rotation starter.
Top Prospect: Wander Franco (SS) International FA (2018- Dominican Republic)
Having signed with the Rays in the 2018 off-season for $3.825m, the number 1 international prospect quickly became one
of the most exciting and talked about prospects in the nation last summer. With a slash line of .351/.418/.587 with 11HRS
and 57 RBIs to boot in just 242 AB’s- Franco exceeded all expectations in 2018. His silky-smooth swing from both sides of
the plate led his minuet strikeout rate to lead the league at just 7% of the time. Seen as a premier prospect defensively
also, Franco has the chance to be a genuine 5 tool player at either second base or indeed shortstop. He will more than
likely spend the majority of 2019 in AA with the Rays affiliate before looking to be promoted to Tropicana Field by the
middle to late part of 2020.
Best of the Rest:
Austin Meadows (OF), Brent Honeywell (RHP), Shane Baz (RHP), Matthew Liberatore (LHP), Jesus Sanchez (OF), Brendan
McKay (1B/RHP), Brandon Lowe (2B/SS), Nate Lowe (1B)
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TORONTO BLUE JAYS
2018 Record: 73-89
Manager: Charlie Montoyo
Stadium: Rodgers Centre (49,282)
World Series Odds: 80-1

2018 REVIEW

With the Yankees and Red Sox adding both Giancarlo Stanton & JD Martinez to 91- and 93-win teams respectively, 2018
was always going to be a struggle for the Jays. Having said goodbye to fan favourite and postseason legend, Jose Bautistalast season was very much a look to the future for the Boys of Canadas summer. The Jays finished a dismal fourth place in
the AL East with only the 100 loss Orioles below them, more than 20 games out of Wild Card contention.
Joey Bats wasn’t the only face to leave town in 2018, as the Jays also parted ways with
former American League MVP- Josh Donaldson who was traded to the Cleveland Indians
after the first half of his season was marred by injury, closer- Roberto Osuna was shipped
to the Houston Astros, starting pitcher- J Happ and clubhouse manager- John Gibbons.
Whilst we’re listing defections to the Jays of old, we may as well throw in Troy Tulowitzki.
The former superstar didn’t have a single at bat in 2018 due to a bone spur in his foot.
Consequently, he was released in the offseason and picked up by divisional rival, The
Yankees for the Major League minimum salary (Whilst the Jays continue to pay the
remaining $38m on his contract).
Despite the on-field struggles for the Jays in 2018, there is great reason for optimism in Toronto. Namely that reason is
Vladimir Guerrero Jr, the name on the tip of everyone’s tongue across not only Canada, but Major League baseball as
whole. Vlad Jr won the pipeline hitter of the year across the minor leagues batting an astonishing .381. With what seemed
like a weekly viral video across social media of him bashing a ball into the bleachers 400+ft, it seems when not if baseballs
hottest prospect gets called up.

INFIELD
Vladimir Guerrero Jr. is the hottest name in baseball and inevitably the future face of the franchise for the Jays. Seemingly
almost certainly not begin the season with the White Sox. Looking likely to spend 2 weeks in AAA allowing the Toronto an
extra year of control for their young phenom, the Blue Jays will be likely starting 3 players external to the long-term plans
of the ball club. When Guerrero Jr comes into the Major Leagues, he will likely play the hot corner. Across the diamond at
first base will be Justin Smoak who is entering his walk year. Smoak is a solid hitter and defensively sound but as he ages,
the chances of him returning is near slim, particularly with the plethora of infielders coming through the minor leagues.
The Blue Jays have finally released Troy Tulowitzki, albeit at the cost of $38m over two seasons. In an accompanying
move, the Jays announced Lourdes Gurriel Jr. as their opening day shortstop. Elsewhere the Jays have prospects such as
Bo Bichette and Kevin Smith coming through the minor leagues to help flesh out second base, a position likely to be filled
by Brandon Drury.

OUTFIELD

The outfield for the Blue Jays is arguably their position of most consistency. Kevin Pillar continues to be a stand out within
the league for his defensive brilliance. In 2018 he played centre to a .984 fielding pct. with 7 assists. Quite often his
offensive capabilities get overlooked. With a slash line of .252/.426/.282, Pillar although unlikely in the future plans of the
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Blue Jays is a more than competent all-round big leaguer. Randal Grichuk is likely to spend his summer in Toronto’s right
field. Having led the Jays in home runs in 2018 (25), Grichuk could play himself into someone who could be dealt at the
deadline as he has 2 years of team control left on his contract. Owning a bat with considerable pop, and a host of outfield
prospects- the chances that Grichuk ends 2018 with the Jays looks relatively slim. Anthony Alford will look to compete for
a roster spot in spring training following a hamstring strain at the end of training camp last season.

PITCHING

Coming into the 2019 season, the Blue Jays must be wondering where the innings on the mound are coming from. With
J.A Happ out of town and both Aaron Sanchez & Marcus Stroman coming off injury plagued 2018s. With both guys under
team control for 2 years, Stroman will be a name regularly touted towards the trade deadline. Elsewhere Clayton Richard
was acquired in the lead up to Christmas and will be able to provide a veteran presence to a group that will very much
need it. Ryan Borucki came up an impressed in 17 starts following a call up to the Major league club in 2018. Having got by
typically on groundballs, Borucki will need to continue to limit the long ball, particularly in a division with JD Martinez,
Aaron Judge and Giancarlo Stanton. The Jays will likely look to Thomas Pannone, Sean Reid-Foley and Nate Pearson stating
a claim for a starting job in spring training.
The Jays acquired Ken Giles in the deal which sent Roberto Osuna to the Astro’s last summer. With no obvious need for a
nearly elite closer, the Jays won’t be short of trade offers at the deadline. Elsewhere the Jays pen will more than likely be
made up of an assortment of young and old arms. Ryan Tepera, Joe Biagini and Danny Barnes will most likely bounce
between spot starts and long relief. Whilst youngsters such as Tim Mayza and Elvis Luciano will look to make their first
significant contributions to the Major League affiliate.

PROSPECTS

The Blue Jays have one of the most exciting farm systems in baseball. Led by the name on the lips of every fan- Vladimir
Guerrero Jr, the future of the Jays looks in great hands. Away from Guerrero, Bo Bichette leads the way. A top 5 prospect
in his own right, Bichette (.286/.343. /453) was very much in Guerreros’s shadow at New Hampshire. He finished as one of
just 13 players in the country with double digit home runs and stolen bases. Despite being part of a plethora of middle
infield prospects for the Jays, Bichette could see his Major League call up in 2019.
Cavan Biggio came into his own during 2018. The fifth-round draft pick in 2016 out of Notre Dame was named the MVP of
AA Eastern League last summer having batted .252/.388/.499 with 26 HRS and 99 RBI’s. The Jays took Groshans with the
12th pick in June’s draft and they were quickly were rewarded. Groshans made a strong impression on scouts around the
Gulf Coast league in the later part of the 2018 season having slashed .331/.390/500 in just over 140 AB’s. With the ability
to regularly find the barrel of the bat and square up on pitches with good bat speed, Groshans looks like someone who will
more than likely end the season with the Jays AA affiliate.
Top Prospect: Vladimir Guerrero Jr (3B) International Free Agent (2015- Dominican Republic)
Long been the most exciting prospect in the whole of Major League baseball since Mike Trout. Guerrero Jr has very little if
anything left to prove at a minor league level. Having hit a quite frankly ridiculous .402 in 2018 whilst slugging his way to
14 HRs and 60 RBIS in just 236 AB’s- he is the most talented played in Minor League Baseball. Many scouts have graded his
power at 80 (on a 20-80 scales), something quite ridiculous for a guy who was the youngest player in AAA this time last
year. It seems inevitable that Guerrero Jr will be playing in Rodgers centre by the end of April, once the Jays have delayed
his call up in order to maximise their control of baseball’s most exciting phenom.
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CHICAGO WHITE SOX
2018 Record: 62-100
Manager: Rick Renteria
Stadium: Guaranteed Rate Field (40,615)
World Series Odds: 66-1

2018 REVIEW

The White Sox entered 2018 with the idea of not competing but developing, finishing the season a better ballclub than the
one which began the season. With the main agenda mixing a young group of prospects with the South Side veterans in the
aim of building a team able of not only winning but competing from 2020 onwards. Omar Navarez was a true bright spark
amongst a 100-loss season, the backup catcher was propelled into a starting job when everyday backstop, Wellington
Castillo was lost to an 80 game PED suspension. Navarez would lead the Sox in OBP (.366) and with a WRC+ of 122 (22
runs better than average).
The White Sox would struggle immensely offensively, finishing the season 26th in OBP (.302) and 29th in BB (425). The
offense stalled considerably due to the deterioration in contributions from Avisail Garcia, one year removed from an allstar season and Matt Davidson. The Sox struggles were equally replicated on the pitcher’s mound, Carlos Rodon had a less
than impressive FIP of 4.5 whilst top prospect- Michael Kopech was lost to Tommy John surgery, an injury expected to
sideline him for 2019 additionally.
The best good news story regarding the White Sox was the recovery of Danny Farquhar, who nearly passed away following
a brain aneurism in April. Farquhar would later return to the White Sox to throw out the first pitch and is expected to
make a full recovery. He is currently on the New York Yankees roster.

INFIELD

Having been seemingly all in on Manny Machado this winter, the White Sox will go
into the 2019 season Machado-less. Despite their well-publicised best efforts of
signing his brother in law- Yonder Alonso (who will play DH) and Machado’s workout
partner- outfield Jon Jay, Machado decided that the Padres rebuild was the project
for him. In Machado’s place- will be Yolmer Sanchez, a switch-hitting utility guy who
will primarily operate at third base. Across the diamond at first is Jose Abreu.
Entering the final year of a 6-year deal, there is an air of uncertainty surround Abreu.
Having acquired Alonso from the Indians during the off-season, Abreu may be
dangled at the moved at the deadline to a team looking for a power boost. Once
again Abreu was the White Sox best all-round hitter, slashing .265/.473/.326 with
22HRs and 78 RBIS.
In the middle of the infield is Tim Beckham and Yoan Moncada. Moncada who arrived in the trade which sent Chris Sale to
Boston has frequently been one of the key parts of the Sox rebuild. With Machado opting to sign with San Diego, there is a
chance that he could be shifted to third base. Having hit 17HRs and 32 doubles in his first full season with Boston, the
White Sox will be likely to give Moncada a slightly longer leash, despite his disappointing 2018 season (.235 avg).

OUTFIELD
Eloy Jimenez will be the future face of the franchise for the White Sox yet will almost certainly not begin the season with
the White Sox. Looking liable spending 2 weeks in AAA allowing the White Sox an extra year of control for their young
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phenom, the South Siders will be likely starting 3 players external to the long-term plans of the ball club. Adam Engel
continues to boast gold glove defence but an inability to get on base limits his offensive competences. Daniel Palka
continues to entertain with the long ball but his poor approach at the plate probably caps his potential as a Major League
hitter.

PITCHING
The White Sox top pitching prospect, Michael Kopech will miss the 2019 season after being shut down with an elbow
soreness, an injury requiring Tommy John surgery. With other pitching prospects Zack Burdi, Dane Dunning and Micker
Adolfo all losing significant time to injury- the White Sox will be using a combination of young arms and veteran pieces to
fill out their 2019 rotation. Reynaldo Lopez moved successfully from the bullpen to the rotation winning three of his last
six starts. Ivan Nova arrives from Pittsburgh to replace James Shields as the veteran of the rotation. Additionally, the
White Sox will look to arms such as Lucas Giolito, Dylan Covey and Jordan Stephens all likely to complement Carlos Rodon.
The White Sox this winter have acquired a quality arm in Alex Colome from the Seattle Mariners. Elsewhere, Kelvin
Herrera was traded for this winter to help the back end of the bullpen. It remains to be seen where Colome and Herrera
line up at the back end of the bullpen, but the future looks bright for the South Siders bullpen.

PROSPECTS

The White Sox system is bursting to the b/rim with talent and paving the way for a future sustained period of competing
winning baseball. Long seen as one of the franchises brightest prospects and possible the future of the South sider’s
rotation, Michael Kopech (acquired in the trade which sent Chris Sale to Boston) made his Major League debut in 2018.
With a blazing fastball which touched 102mph more than impressed in his 4 graduation starts in the show going 1-1 with a
5.02 ERA and 15 punchouts. Unfortunately, Kopech tore an elbow ligament in September which required Tommy John
surgery. If all goes to plan, then White Sox fans can expect to see him from the middle of 2020 where he will continue his
bid to one day becoming the ace of the pack. In addition to Kopech, Sox fans can get excited about the likeliness of seeing
Dylan Cease’s likely 2019 promotion to the big leagues. Having arrived with Eloy Jimenez from the Cubs, Cease will likely
spend the majority of 2019 in AAA having gone 12-2 with a 2.40 ERA in 2018.
Top Prospect: Eloy Jimenez (OF) International Free Agent (Dominican Republic 2013)
Away from Kopech, White Sox fans will be bursting with excitement at seeing
Eloy Jimenez’s first full season in the show. With very little to prove in the minor
league system, Jimenez will become one of the Sox’ everyday outfielders. Having
been ranked baseball’s number 1 international prospect in 2013, Jimenez was
signed by the Cubs that winter. He would go on to be dealt to their intercity
rivals in the summer of 2017 as part of the package which sent Jose Quintana to
Wrigley Field. With the ability to hit for both average (.337) and power (.577
Slg.), Jimenez is truly one of the leagues stars of tomorrow. Ranked by Major
League scouts as having 70 power (on a 20-80 scale), Jimenez has the potential to hit somewhere between 25-35 home
runs a season in the show. Once he is called up, presumably a couple of weeks into the season so the White Sox can
maximise his team control- he will truly be one of the most exciting at bats in the game.
Best of the Rest: Michael Kopech (RHP), Dylan Cease (RHP), Nick Madrigal (2B), Luis Robert (OF), Micker Adolfo (OF), Dane
Dunning (RHP)
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CLEVELAND INDIANS
2018 Record: 91-71
Manager: Terry Francona
Stadium: Progressive Field (35,041)
World Series Odds: 10-1

2018 REVIEW

Coming into 2018 off their third straight American League central pennant and a year removed from a World Series birth,
the Indians were quietly fancied to win it all. Combining an offense led by young stud- Francisco Lindor and Jose Ramirez
with arguably the deepest and most talented rotation in baseball- the Indians were many people’s idea as the most
complete team in the league.
The Indians duly obliged in winning their fourth straight pennant but ultimately came up short when it mattered against
the seasoned arms of Justin Verlander and Gerrit Cole in the American League divisional series. The now departed Cody
Allen, Struggled in 2018 when converting just 27 of his 32 save opportunities. Looking towards 2019, the Indians despite
being without Michael Brantley, Yonder Alonso, Yan Gomes, Edwin Encarnacion and Cody Allen will have their eyes set on
much bigger prizes than their 5th consecutive AL central pennant.

INFIELD

The Edwin Encarnacion experiment is over. This past off-season the Indians made a
three-way trade with the Rays and Mariners in which the acquired Carlos Santana
and Jake Bauer’s, both of whom add depth at a shallow first base. The switch-hitting
Santana who spent 2018 in Philadelphia can also play third base, which would allow
Ramirez to shift to the middle of the infield. In 2018 Santana added an impressive
5% to his fly ball rate, signifying that an uplift in his power (24HRS) may be soon.
Jake Bauer’s, like Santana offers depth elsewhere- in his case in the corner outfield
spots. A young highly thought of bat promoted from the Rays impressive farm
system was a surprise trade piece this winter but offers the Indians both speed on the base pads and sneaky pop from the
left side of the plate.
Jose Ramirez emerged as a top 5 bat in the Majors in 2018. With an elite level of runs above replacement (RaR)- 53.6 and
runs created per game – 7.53, it was no surprise to see him finish in the top 3 of AL MVP voting. With age on his side and
the ability to play multiple infield positions, there is no Ramirez why couldn’t become the game’s best all round hitter in
2019.
The Indians own arguably the best shortstop in the league in Francisco Lindor. A rare talent who combines gold glove
defense, with the ability to hit for both average and power (71HRs in the last two years) Lindor offers the ability to change
and win any game at any time. Entering the 2019 season, The Indians will be keen to try and resolve the all-stars contract
situation, not allowing the face of their franchise to not hit the open market in 2022. Second base remains a position of
interest entering the 2019 season, ideally the Indians would like Kipnis to return to the infield following spells in the
outfield, allowing Jose Ramirez to stay at third base.

OUTFIELD
The Indians outfield is the major question mark heading into 2019. Having allowed Lonnie Chisenhall and Michael Brantley
to walk via free agency, a team once without a question at all enters the season with a large question mark over their
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outfield. With the roster flexibility and multiple position guys such as Jose Ramirez, Carlos Santana, Jason Kipnis and Jake
Bauer’s- the Indians will likely chop and change on a nightly basis rarely fielding the same outfield night after night.
However, that’s not to say it’s not a position of concern.
Bradley Zimmer & Tyler Naquin are returning from surgery whilst Leonys Martin is recovering from a serious bacterial
infection. Martin is pencilled in to platoon in centre field with Greg Allen. Elsewhere minor league invites were given to
Trayce Thompson who could add depth from the bench should he make the big-league club when the Indians break camp.

PITCHING
The Indians sustained period of dominance has been largely down to their remarkable starting pitching depth. Corey
Kluber was brilliant in 2018, pitching to a 2.89 ERA on his way to a 20-7 record. With a 33.5 RaR (Runs above replacement)
and the ability to dominate opposing hitters with a 63% first pitch strike rate, Kluber is comfortably in the league’s top 5
hurlers. Behind him lies the 2-3 punch of Carlos Carrasco and Trevor Bauer. Despite fielding trade offers for both Kluber
and Bauer this winter, both will begin 2019 with the Indians. Carrasco saw his contracted extended through 2022 giving
the Indians very favourable control over a guy who throws 65% of his first pitches for strikes with an insane level of 16% of
swinging strikes. If he can stay healthy and pitch 200+ innings, Carrasco could be a serious dark horse for AL CY Young.
Knowing that Andrew Miller and Cody Allen were free agents at the end of the season and most likely out of the Indians
price range, the Tribe pulled the trigger on a trade which sent top catching prospect, Francisco Mejia to San Diego for
closer Brad Hand and submariner Adam Climber. Allen will resume closing duties in 2019 with Dan Otero likely to be in the
setup role. The Indians lost their best reliever, Oliver Perez to free agency allowing Tyler Olson to try to replace him.
Elsewhere Jefry Rodriguez, Jon Edwards and Justin Grimm will likely fill out the middle relief of the bullpen in
2019.Cleveland’s bullpen was one of their strongest capacities heading into the 2018 season yet ended up being their
weakest. Andrew Miller struggled with his control and his health as he pitched to just a 4.24 ERA across 34 innings.

PROSPECTS
The Indians far system has been arguably one of the League’s most fruitful in recent years. With fresh graduates such as
Jose Ramirez, Francisco Lindor, Drew Pomeranz and Bradley Zimmer leading the way- the Indians can be confident in their
current period of success being a sustained one. At the forefront of this is top prospect- Triston McKenzie, The lanky
righthander who is expected to join the Major League affiliate in 2019. Away from him, guys like Tyler Freeman and
Brayan Rocchio are the distant future. Rocchio is one of the more intriguing prospects. Signed out of Venezuela before
batting .343 in Arizona rookie ball with 22 stolen bases in just 240 at bats.
Top Prospect: Triston McKenzie (RHP) Drafted – 2015 (1st- Royal Palm Beach HS, Florida)
The Cleveland Indians have been very open to the idea of trading Corey Kluber and/or Trevor Bauer this off-season,
something which appears on the face of it to be a little odd given they aren’t that far away from winning the whole thing.
The probable reason why? This kid- Triston McKenzie. Ranked as the Indians top prospect, McKenzie has done very little
wrong in his 3-year Minor League career, having pitched to a 2.68 ERA whilst holding opposing hitters to a .191 and
average and going 7-4 in his 16 AAA starts. With a fastball in the 94-97mph range and above average changeup, McKenzie
possess all the right attributes to be a top tier starter within the Major Leagues. At 6-5 and a resume consistent of an
appearance at the 2017 Futures Game and the Carolina League pitcher of the year title, it looks like we will be seeing
McKenzie get his first start in the show in 2019.
Best of the Rest: Nolan Jones (3B), Tyler Freeman (SS), Bo Naylor (C), George Valera (OF), Sam Hentges (LHP), Bobby
Bradley (1B)
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DETROIT TIGERS
2018 Record: 64-89
Manager: Ron Gardenhire
Stadium: Comerica Park (41,299)
World Series Odds: 200-1

2018 REVIEW

Having been AL Central champions from 2011-2014, the Tigers have fallen into seemingly a stagnated rut over recent
years. With back to back 64-98 finishes and no signs of any immediate turn around with their infield success, The Tigers
are beginning to lose their identity as one of the AL’s premier ball clubs. Largely the result of committing vast amounts of
money to a select group of players to win their late owner, Mike Iltch a first world series ring, the Tigers have paid a huge
penalty for missing out. With Justin Verlander & JD Martinez leaving town via trade in 2017 and Ian Kinsler & Victor
Martinez off the books, the only remnants of the old guard left are Miguel Cabrera and Jordan Zimmerman.
The Tigers best player in 2018 was Nicholas Castellanos (298/.354/.500) leading Detroit in games played, hits, runs, home
runs, and RBI’s. Despite his dominance at the plate in 2018, his defence became a real problem in the outfield for the
Tigers as Castellanos was ranked the worst right fielder in baseball by Fangraphs. With a rebuild firmly on the agenda, it
could have been argued that Castellanos should have been dealt at the deadline with his value unlikely ever to become
any higher, only 1 year away from free agency.

INFIELD

After 4 years in the motor city, Jose Iglesias has moved on from shortstop via
free agency. In 4 seasons he slashed .312/.364/.676 with just 19 home runs. In
his place, is Jordy Mercer who will provide a veteran presence in the middle of
the Tigers infield as well as a bat with slightly more pop. Next to Mercer is Niko
Goodrum who had a good rookie season in 2018 slashing .246/.432/.315. With
the depth of the Tigers farm system in particularly the middle infield, there is a
chance that Goodrum could end up bouncing around the infield filling in when
need be. Goodrum hit 16 home runs to match his 55 RBIs in 131 games.
Miguel Cabrera will continue to be the Detroit Tigers every day first baseman,
but it remains to be seen how healthy he can stay having had his past two
season derailed with ailing injuries. Jeimer Candelario is one of the bright
sparks of the Tigers roster. Having arrived in 2017 in the trade which sent Justin
Wilson to the Cubs, Candelario looked the real deal in 2018 when hitting 19
home runs with an OBP of .317. Given he can hit from both sides of the plate, the Tigers will be very excited about what
the future holds for their third baseman.

OUTFIELD
Just one year away from free agency, the chance that Detroit’s best all round player, Nick Castellanos is still a Tiger come
September looks near enough impossible. Fresh off a career year where he slashed .298/.354/.500 the Tigers will almost
certainly look to be dealing their everyday right fielder. Despite his trade value being limited by his average defense, the
Tigers will be reliant on the deal to broker the way for the future of the club. Elsewhere, centre field looks to be a mixture
of both Jacoby Jones and Mikie Mahtook as the Tigers bide their time on elite prospect- Daz Cameron (AAA). Left field
looks to be Christin Stewart who drove in 10 runs across 17 games following his September call up.
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PITCHING

The Tigers entertained trade offer after trade offer for Michael Fulmer in 2018.
The 2016 AL rookie of the year had a down year on the mound. When his season
was ended with knee surgery, he had pitched to a 3-12 record with a 4.69 ERA.
When going in for simple meniscus surgery in September, a procedure to have
him back to full health for Spring Training, Fulmer was unfortunately diagnosed
with a frayed piece of cartilage requiring further surgeries, something which now
clouds the beginning of his 2019 season.
With a future rotation consisting of Beau Burrows, Matt Manning, Franklin Perez
and of course- Casey Mize, the Tigers have addressed this seasons rotation with
several stop gaps. Lefty Matt Moore and righty Tyson Ross will join Jordan
Zimmerman & Matt Boyd in the Tigers rotation. If Ross, Moore or Boyd have a
nice half of the season, then don’t be surprised to see their names dangled at the
deadline.
Shane Greene is likely to lead a bullpen made up of Joe Jimenez, Buck Farmer, Blaine Hardy, Daniel Stampf and Reed
Garret in 2018. Greene, despite being on the hook for $4.8m this year, is likely to be in line for the Tigers saves.

PROSPECTS
During a franchise rebuild, the Tigers have assembled a strong group of young arms. With Casey Mize leading the way,
fans at Comerica park can look forward to guys like Matt Manning and Franklin Perez gracing the mound. A slight tarnish
on the Tigers farm system is the lack of an obvious long-term replacement for Miguel Cabrera, which maybe something
may address when dealing Nick Castellanos this summer. That said, the Tigers do boast a nice squad of middle infielders
such as Isaac Parades, Sergio Alacantara and Willi Castro.
Top Prospect: Casey Mize (RHP) Drafted – 2018 (1st- Auburn)
Taken with the 1st pick of the 2018 draft, Mize
features a low 90s fastball which has the potential to
touch 96/97mph. Having not been a guy to blow
people away in the college ranks, Mize looks to be a
pitcher who will rely on his control and command of
the strike zone for success having led Division 1
schools for strikeout to walk ratio. With very little to
go on asides from 5 starts in Gulf Coast and Class A
Florida State ball, his ETA is relatively unknown. If he
lives up to any of the hype and his potential, A ball
should be a breeze and he should end up in AA by the close of 2019. With 2020 likely to be spent between AA and AAA,
his first proper taste of the Major League’s should be in the Summer of 2021.
Best of the Rest:
Matt Manning (RHP), Isaac Paredes (SS/2B), Franklin Perez (RHP), Daz Cameron (OF), Beau Burrows (RHP), Parker
Meadows (OF)
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KANSAS CITY ROYALS
2018 Record: 58-104
Manager: Ned Yost
Stadium: Kauffman Stadium (37,903)
World Series Odds: 250-1

2018 REVIEW

Just three years on from winning baseball’s grandest prize, its relatively to safe to assume that the Royals rebuild to get
back atop of the sport’s biggest tree is well underway. With three consecutive seasons under .500 and a roster bearing
little or no resemblance to the boys of October in 2015, the Royals are primed for new direction.
Despite 104 losses in 2017, there was real reason for optimism entering the offseason. Whit Merrifield the Royals second
basemen led the majors in hits with 192 and stolen bases with 45 bags. He has since signed a 4 year $16.25m deal which
will keep the middle infielder out of arbitration. Elsewhere Alberto Mondesi stated a claim to be Alcides Escobar’s heir
apparent at shortstop and Ryan O’Hearn showed the Royals front office that he can more than swing the bat at major
league level.
Its more than likely going to be a long tough summer for the Royals as they look to take another step on the path to
competing again. With a trio of base stealers in Billy Hamilton, Alberto Mondesi and Whit Merrifield, the Royals will
resemble teams of a bygone era where base running and run manufacturing is at the forefront of the game plan. Look for
prospects such as Khalil Lee, Seuly Matias and Kyle Isbel to potentially contribute throughout the summer in the hope of a
call up by the time September rolls around.

INFIELD

Whit Merrifield was an absolute revelation at second base in 2018. Leading the league in hits (192) and stolen bases (45),
Merrifield attracted a great deal of trade interest both in and after the season had finished. Despite the interest in
Merrifield, the Royals decided to sit tight with their budding star and extend him throughout his years of arbitration.
Joining Merrifield in the middle of the infield is Alberto Mondesi. Having contributed 13 home runs, 39 stolen bases and a
slash line of .288/.317/.517 from
July onwards, Mondesi looks to be
one of the most exciting young
talents in not only the Royals
organisation, but arguably across
the whole of the league.
Going into spring training, the
corners of the infield are expected
to be filled by Royals of tomorrow.
Ryan O’Hearn looks assured of the
everyday job at first base following
his quite incredible 12 home runs
across August & September in just
44 games. The hot corner is likely to
be manned by Hunter Dozier
(.229/.395/.278) and Chesler Cuthbert (.194/.301/.282).
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OUTFIELD

Billy Hamilton was signed this offseason in attempt to make the rebuild fun. With arguably the league’s best centre field
glove and explosive speed, Hamilton is a testament to the Royals of old. Out in left field is Alex Gordon, who returns for
the last year of a 4yr $72m deal, the richest contract in club history. Despite a poor slash line in 2018 of .245/.324/.370,
Gordon will look to provide a veteran presence along with catcher Sal Perez to an exceptionally young roster. Jorge Soler
and Jorge Bonifacio are expected to split right field duties, with the odd man most likely filling out the DH spot. Brett
Phillips will provide a left-handed bat off the bench having arrived from the Brewers in the trade which sent Mike
Moustakas to the Brew Crew last summer.

PITCHING

Danny Duffy (8-12), Ian Kennedy (3-9), Brad Keller (9-6) and Jakob Junis (9-12) will be the 4 names atop of the Royals
rotation heading into 2019. Danny Duffy was a little disappointing last year, pitching to a 4.88 ERA with a 4.06 BB/9. With
3 years and $45m left on his contract, the Royals may well look to move the southpaw this summer. Jakob Junis flashed
promise but again needs to improve his consistency if he is going to make the next step in his Major League career. Brad
Keller was the one true bright spot in 2017. Having pitched initially out of the bullpen, he justified a spot in the rotation
during the final four months of the season where he pitched to a 3.28 ERA in just over 118IP.
Willy Peralta will again be on the hook to close out games in 2019 having picked up that mantle when Kelvin Herrera was
traded away last summer. Elsewhere the Royals bullpen will most likely be made up of Tim Hill, Kevin McCarthy, Chris Ellis,
Brian Flynn and Heath Fillmyer. Together this group will look to bounce back from a campaign where they combined for an
AL worst 5.04 ERA in 2018.

PROSPECTS
The Royals farm system isn’t quite where they would like it to be during a rebuild. Having selected college pitchers with
their top four picks in 2018, the Royals maybe looking to fast track arms through their farm system to Kauffman stadium.
With Latin pitchers Yefri Del Rosario, Carlos Hernandez and Yohanse Morel accompanying the recently drafted pitchers,
it’s evident to see that young arms have been made a principal point by the Royals front office.
Top Prospect: Brady Singer (RHP) Drafted – 2018 (1st – Florida)
Having been drafted by the Blue Jays out of High
school but choosing not to shine, Singer entered the
2018 draft as one of, if not the most complete
pitching prospects. Singer was the recipient of the
2018 Baseball America College Player of the Year
having pitched deep into the College World Series.
His heavy workload was potentially a reason which
saw his draft stock fall significantly on draft day.
Projected as a top five pick, Singer fell to the Royals
at 18.
With a fastball somewhere around the 92-95mph mark and pitching experience, the chances that Singer ends the season
in AA look near enough certain.
Best of the Rest: Khalil Lee (OF), Daniel Lynch (LHP), Jackson Kowar (RHP), Nicky Lopez (SS), MJ Melendez (C), Nick Pratto
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MINNESOTA TWINS
2018 Record: 78-84
Manager: Rocco Baldelli
Stadium: Target Field (38,649)
World Series Odds: 66-1

2018 REVIEW

Coming into 2018, there was great reason for optimism in the Twin Cities. The Twins had recently acquired Lance Lynn
from the Cardinals, Jake Odorizzi & Logan Morrison from the Rays, Michael Pineda from the Yankees and Addison Reed.
Alongside all-star second baseman Brian Dozier and the ever-auspicious talents of both Miguel Sano and Byron BuxtonTwins fans went into 2018 quietly hopeful of a season which surpassed their 85-77 record in 2017.
Right off the bat, the Twins 2018 season got off to a rough start. Ervin Santana was side-lined with a finger injury before
spring training had even started. Despite being pencilled in for a return in mid- March, the righty would only make 5 starts
in 2018 before being shut down in August. Miguel Sano battled weight and fitness trouble all 2018 and struggled to a slash
line of .199/.281/.398 which ultimately saw him relegated to AA. Elsewhere perennial top talent- Byron Buxton continued
to combat his health and consequently his ability to stay on the field. Following Ervin Santana’s pre-spring training injury,
the Twins turned to Lance Lynn. In short, his spell with the Twins was nothing short of a disaster, as he turned in a 5.10
ERA in a little over a 100 innings before being shipped east to the Yankees midseason.
Despite the injuries, under performance of overpaid pitchers (and Polanco’s positive PED test!), there were positives
about the Twins 2018 campaign. Eddie Rosario was exemplary at the plate, hitting .288/.323/.479 with 24 home runs and
31 doubles. Kyle Gibson finally reached the Majors after spending what feels like an eternity flirting with his potential in
AAA. The righty would pitch to a 3.62 ERA, 1.30 WHP over just under 200 innings of work. Looking ahead to 2019, there
will be one face absent from the opening day line-up. Joe Mauer. Having spent 15 years with the Twins after being
selected with the first pick of the 2001 MLB draft, he retires with an incredible .306 average. The first catcher ever to win 3
batting titles, Mauer will be remembered as being one of the games finest all-round catchers.

INFIELD
For the second year in a row, the Twins raided the Tampa bay Rays for their slugging first baseman. Following Logan
Morrison a year later is C.J Cron. With the Rays unwilling to stump up his $5m option, the Twins picked up the uber
powerful first baseman. Across the diamond lie’s- Miguel Sano. Coming off a season which saw him dropped to depths of
the Twins minor league system, Sano comes into 2019 with it seemingly all to prove. Providing he can stay healthy and
control his weight, there is nothing to stop Sano reaching the heights which made him one of the most exciting talents in
the game.
Jorge Polanco plays both shortstop and second base at a high level and with an excellent bat providing both power and
contact, he is the centre piece of their middle infield for years to come. Brian Dozer left town last summer, leaving second
base open. Should Polanco not get the everyday job, Jonathan Schoop will. Having bounced from Baltimore to Milwaukee,
Schoop will provide a veteran presence and a reliable glove in the middle of the infield. Elsewhere, Ronald Torreyes and
journeyman Ehire Adrianza provide depth off the bench. Nelson Cruz arrives from Seattle on a two-year free agent deal.
With a .359 OBP and 76 home runs over the past two seasons, Cruz will join CJ Cron as the second legitimate slugger in the
line-up.
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OUTFIELD

The Minnesota Twins outfield could be one of the best baseballs, if their
health holds up. Eddie Rosario holds the potential for a 30HR season whilst
providing reliable source of average. Max Kepler is one of the most underrated
and defensively sound right fielders in the league. On top of his supreme
defence, his 76% contact rate and continued fly ball rate bode well for the
chances of an uplift in power. Finally, Byron Buxton, long seen as the future
face of the franchise was never right in 2018. Coming off a scorching end to his
2017 season, many Twins fans believed that 2018 would be the year that his 5 tools would come together and that he
would develop into the MVP calibre talent, so many people believed and still believe he could be. However, much like the
rest of his Major League career, Buxton struggled with his health. Despite his health concerns, Buxton finally managed to
get extended playing time towards the end of the season in AAA where he slashed .365/.400/.596. Twins fans will be
hoping that if his health holds up, then new manager Rocco Baldelli may be just the right man to connect all 5 facets of the
Twins number 1 guy together.

PITCHING
Both Jose Berrios and Kyle Gibson had breakout years in 2018. Berrios lead by his breaking curveball looks to be the leader
of the rotation. Owning the ability to control the strike zone and strike hitters out, he showed glimpses of having ace level
stuff. Over his first 3 seasons at Major League level he has improved year on year the key areas for concern: strikeouts
(170,185, 202) and WHIP (1.40, 1.18, 1.14). Away from the top of the rotation, Jake Odorizzi will anchor the middle of the
Twins rotation. Often battling pitch counts and failing to economically retire batters, Odorizzi is yet to top 188IP in his last
5 major league seasons.
Michael Pineda returned from Tommy John surgery in 2018 to quickly return to the DL with meniscus surgery in his right
knee. When he returned, he displayed the same stuff as he always shown- good stuff but struggled immensely with the
long ball. If he can return to his output, he yielded in New York then he could be a nice surprise bounce back candidate in
2019. Trevor May will get the closing duties for the Twins in 2019. Following his return from TJ surgery in 2018, May
finished the seasons strongly with 5 saves in September. Taylor Rodgers was one of the best relievers in baseball in 2018
after adding a slider to his armoury which continuously baffled hitters. Rogers will lead a bullpen full of guys returning
from injury with something to prove such as Trevor Hildenberger and Addison Reed.

PROSPECTS

The Twins minor league system is incredibly top heavy. With the hugely exciting pairing of Alex Kirilloff and Royce Lewis
earmarked as the future offensive stars of the big-league affiliate, The Twins have turned their attention to their future
rotation. Young arms such as Brusdar Graterol, Jhoan Duran and Blayn Enlow are all very much on their way through the
Twins minor league system. Graterol is probably the one with the most upside having pitched to a 2.74 ERA across 19
starts in 2018 with 107 K’s and a .23.4 opposing hitter average.
Top Prospect: Alex Kirilloff (OF) Drafted 2016 (1st Pittsburgh)
In 2017 Alex Kirillof really broke out, his first season back from Tommy John surgery. With a .348/.392/.578 slash line in A
ball, he became one of the organisations top, if not the top prospect. With a silky-smooth left-handed swing which yields
both power (20HRS) and contact (178 hits), he can drive the ball to all parts of the field. Due to his average speed and
slightly below average arm his long-term future probably lies at either first base or as the Twins DH.
Best of the rest: Royce Lewis (SS), Brusdar Graterol (RHP), Wander Javier (SS), Trevor Larnach, Brent Rooker (OF), Jhoan
Duran (RHP)
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HOUSTON ASTROS
2018 Record: 103-59
Manager: AJ Hinch
Stadium: Minute Maid Park (41,168)
World Series Odds: 13-2

2018 REVIEW

Entering the 2018 season as the reigning World Series champions, anything other than a repeat would be deemed a
disappointment by the Astros. Despite losing to Red Sox in the ALCS and failing on their goal as the first team since the
2000 Yankees to go back to back, the Astros season was far from a disappointment. The Astros would set a club record for
the most wins in a season (103) despite losing significant amounts of playing time from Carlos Correa and Jose Altuve as
they battled niggling injuries all season.
The Astros will go into 2019 with a vastly different roster. Having lost Lance McCullers Jr to Tommy John Surgery and
Charlie Morton, Dallas Keuchel and Brian McCann to free agency the Astro’s will likely see a plethora of their minor league
talent promoted to the big club. The Astros will be confident in the youth of tomorrow being able to pick up the baton left
by the key pieces of their 2018 run, but if the Stro’s are likely to make a deep run in October – then they will need to.

INFIELD

In 2018 it felt like Carlos Correa and Jose Altuve were both either never fully
healthy or never healthy together. Indisputably the best all-round middle infield in
baseball, Correa and Altuve are both providers of elite hitting and elite defence.
Correa who suffered the worst season of his three-year career hitting just .239
battled back troubles all season. Despite his offensive and injury woes, Correa
posted a career high fly ball percentage (36%) suggesting that maybe once his
back-health returns, then he could be on the hook for a rise in power numbers.
Altuve on the other hand was seemingly playing on one leg for most of the
season. Again, like Correa, Altuve’s general hitting metrics didn’t suffer as a result
of his health concerns- his contact rate was at an incredible 85%.
The teams indisputable MVP in 2018 was Alex Bregman. After coming of age in
the previous seasons World Series, Bregman came into the 2018 as many people’s
idea of a dark horse in the AL MVP race, and he didn’t disappoint. In a season which saw injuries all over the diamond,
Bregman put together a season which would have seen him win the MVP in most seasons. After clubbing a career high
31HRs and representing the AL at both the all-star game and HR derby, Bregman picked up the mantle of the offensive
leader of the team. Transferring 3% of his groundball percentage to his flyball percentage saw a significant upturn in
power numbers, slugging pct. (.475 to .532) and HRs (19 to 31).
Marwin Gonzalez is no longer with the Astros and will be huge loss consequently. Arguably the best utilityman in the
league, Gonzalez offered gold glove defense at all 8 positions. Often found splitting time at first base, the Astro’s will be
reliant on Yuli Gurriel. Having posted back-back 520+ AB seasons, Gurriel is proving himself at Major League level with
back to back batting averages of .299 and .292. Despite his high batting average, his power numbers are very much
anchored by his susceptibility to the ground ball (44% ground ball rate).
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OUTFIELD

Injuries (Thumb & quad) played a role in George Springers diminished power in 2018 as his HR total fell from 34 to 22 HRs.
That said his flyball percentage increased from 34% to 35% suggesting that with a full return to health, there is no reason
to think that he can’t resume his inordinate leadoff power. With a general RaR (Runs above replacement) in the high
teens, Springer remains an elite outfielder, both offensively and defensively. Michael Brantley, a supreme supplier of
batting average, arrives in town from Cleveland. With a 25%-line drive rate, Brantley looks just the type of hitter to excel
in the spacious Minute Maid Park, don’t be surprised to see him lead the teams in run should he find himself close to the
bottom of the line-up, batting in front of Springer, Bregman, Altuve and Correa. The remaining outfit spot will likely be
filled by Josh Reddick until the Astros top prospect, Kyle Farmer is ready for day-day life in the Majors.

PITCHING

Justin Verlander and Gerrit Cole return in their free agent seasons to give the Astros arguably the best 1-2 punch in
baseball. Verlander who will likely get the nod on opening day has shown no signs of slowing down to father time. His
0.902 WHIP was the lowest of his career and the third lowest in the past 50 years by any American League pitcher. Gerrit
Cole on the other struck out 10 batters or more an astonishing 8 times. For some context to that, he did that just 6 times
in 127 starts with the Pirates.
Colin McHugh will be anchoring the middle of the rotation. The right hander was surplus to requirement last season and
found himself working out of the bullpen. McHugh, formerly a 19-game winner has seen his flyball rate jump in the last 2
seasons from the mid 30%’s to the mid 40%’s. The Astros lost 500 innings this past off season with Lance McCullers Jr
going under the knife with Tommy John surgery, Dallas Keuchel departing for free agency and Charlie Morton now in
Tampa Bay. Luckily for the Astros, starting pitching is the main commodity within their treasure chest of prospects. Forrest
Whitely, Corbin Martin, Josh James and Framber Valdez are all candidates to occupy the 4th and 5th spots of the rotation.
Roberto Osuna will once again resume his closing duties for the Astros in 2019. Osuna saved 12 games following his
contentious deadline acquisition from Toronto admits as domestic abuse suspension. Setting up the 8th inning for Osuna
will likely be Hector Rondon. Elsewhere the Astros will lean on Ryan Pressly following his impressive 2018, Brad Peacock,
Chris Devenski and Will Harris.

PROSPECTS
With one of the youngest cores in Major League baseball led by Alex Bregman, George Springer and Carlos Correa- the
Astro’s are in the fortunate position of being able to give their prospects time to develop. Having acquired aces Justin
Verlander and Gerrit Cole via trades, the assumption would be that Houston’s farm system would be relatively depleted.
Quite the opposite, with young arms Forrest Whiteley, Josh James and Corbin Martin leading the way the future of the
rotation looks in safe hands. Whiteley looks to be an outstanding young arm. With the ability to touch three figures on the
radar gun and strikeout batters with an exceptional secondary cutter, he looks like one of- if not the most exciting young
arm in baseball.
Top Prospect: Kyle Tucker (OF) Drafted- 2015 (High School, Tampa)
The Astro’s premier prospect had his first taste of Major League baseball in July when called up in July. Hitting just .141 in
55 at bats, Tucker was quickly demoted back to AAA. The Astro’s later acknowledged that promoting him to the Major
League affiliate was maybe a little premature and that he will have the opportunity to compete for a starting job in
Houston’s 2019 outfield come spring training. Tucker has dominated his way through the Astro’s minor league system. In
2018 he slashed .332/.400/.590 across 407 at bats.
Best of the Rest: Forrest Whitley (RHP), Yordan Alvarez (OF), Josh James (RHP), Corbin Martin (RHP), J.B Burkauskas (RHP),
Framber Valdez (LHP)
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LOS ANGELES ANGELS
2018 Record: 80-82
Manager: Brad Ausmus
Stadium: Angels Stadium (45,477)
World Series Odds: 50-1

2018 REVIEW

2018 was an interesting year for the Angels. Buoyed by a career season for Trout and a rookie who lived up to every ounce
of the billing in Shohei Ohtani- the Angels imploded from 3 games back in the AL West to 13.5 back in a 16-game span.
With a rotation which struggled with both on field and health consistency, 2018 was always an uphill battle for the Halos.
The Angels will probably look back and consider 2018 a failure. Having traded for Ian Kinsler before shipping him to the
Red Sox midseason, signing Zack Cozart before losing him to labarum surgery and losing JC Ramirez (TJ Surgery) & Matt
Shoemaker (Forearm surgery)- the Angels will have believed that they had all the pieces in place for a run at an AL
Wildcard.
With a roster which boasts the best player in the sport (and arguably one of the greatest ever) and having added a host of
talent such as RHPs Cody Allen, Trevor Cahill, Matt Harvey; LHP Dillon Peters; C Jonathan Lucroy; 1B Justin Bour and 2B
Tommy La Stella the Angels will fancy themselves to improve in 2019. But if they have any postseason aspirations, they
will need to.

INFIELD
It’s certainly too early to give up on Zach Cozart following his shoulder surgery and disappointing season up to May (.219
with 5HRS) but the Angels will be hoping for a lot more than they saw (or didn’t see) in 2018. Albert Pujols will be kept at
first base, allowing two-way phenom Shohei Ohtani to man the DH on the days he isn’t on the mound.
In the middle of the infield, Andrelton Simmons will continue to dazzle the crowds of Anaheim with his glove as he bids for
a fifth gold glove. With career highs in batting average (.292), OBP (.337) and OPS (.754) he is certainly an integral part to
both the Halos offense and defence. The dealing of Ian Kinsler to the Red Sox left the Angels without an everyday second
basemen. Uninspired by the choices of David Fletcher and Luis Rengifo- the Halo’s opted to sign veteran middle infielder,
Tommy La Stella who slashed .266/.340/.331 with the Cubs in 2018.

OUTFIELD

Mike Trout continues to amaze fans of baseball. It feels like he is seemingly never
going to reach the bottom of his potential. Having made his Major league debut in
2011, Trout holds a career WaR of 64.3, the most among all big-league players
since 2009. Just let that sink in. Fresh off the back of a season with 39HRs, 79 RBI’s,
67 XbHs and a slash line of .312/.629/.460, it’s safe to say we are watching one of
the greatest ever hitters, day in day out. Elsewhere, it is hard to believe that Justin
Upton is only 29. Having signed a 5 year $106m extension in November 2017,
Upton rewarded the Halo’s front office with a career year. He led the Angels in
RBI’s belting 30HRs in the process with a .808 OPS. In an ideal world the Angels
would prefer for him to DH and not have to play the outfield, but that’s unlikely to
happen anytime soon with Ohtani, Bour and Pujols all on the roster.
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PITCHING

Death, taxes and an injury plagued Angels pitching rotation. 2018 was no different. With Tommy John surgeries for both
Garret Richards and Shohei Ohtani, the Angels will go into 2019 without two guys they probably would have counted on a
year ago. Neither will likely throw a pitch for the Angels in 2019. However luckily for the Halo’s, Ohtani will be able to DH
each day for the Angels. Coming off his first major league season where he put up a 152 OPS+ in 367 plate appearances—a
better number than Manny Machado, Paul Goldschmidt, Khris Davis, Ohtani will still provide extreme value for LA.
The Halo’s invested $20m into journeyman veterans: Trevor
Cahill and Matt Harvey as a stop gap for the rotation. Joining
them will be Tyler Skaggs (8-10) and Andrew Heaney (9-10) who
combined for 305 innings in 2018.
The Angels bullpen has been seemingly overworked for the past
2 seasons due to the health struggles of the rotation. Cody Allen
arrives from Cleveland as the team’s firs genuine closer since
Huston Street in 2015. Only three teams, two of which
employed a bullpen day (Rays & Pirates) and the Padres threw
more innings than the Angels last year. Hard throwing Kenyan
Middleton, another victim of TJ surgery will flesh out the back of
the bullpen as most probably Allen’s set up man. Elsewhere Cam
Bedrosian, Hansel Robles, Noe Ramirez, William Jerez and Justin
Anderson will make up the rest of the bullpen.

PROSPECTS

The Angels farm system isn’t far away at all from populating the Major League team. With 7 of the organisations top 10 in
AA or above, the chances of the Angels being impacted by its farm system in late 2019/early 2020 looks increasingly likely.
Although top prospect Jo Adell is likely a full year away, the chances that Griffin Canning (RHP) and Jose Suarez (LHP) end
up in the Halo’s 2019 rotation at some point look near enough certain. Canning was initially drafted out of UCLA in 2017
with a fastball that touches 98mph. Having struck out 125 hitters in 25 starters with a K/9 above 9.00, Canning possess the
skillset to be a middle of the rotation guy at the very least.
Top Prospect: Jo Adell (OF) Drafted- 2017 (Louisville High School)
Matt Swanson, the Angels scouting director was quoted having described Adell as the ‘a Franchise player’, having been
taken with the 10th pick in the 2017 draft. He’s comfortably the most touted and exciting prospect since Mike Trout in the
Halo’s farm system. With 70 ranked power and 60 speed (on a scale of 20-80) Adell possess the raw skills to develop into
the game’s holy grail- a 5 tool player. If you could find one area of improvement for one of the game’s premier talents, it
would be his strike zone discipline having walked 32 times in 2018, conversely striking out 111 times. Regardless- Adell is
one of the premier prospects in the country and although probably a year away from an everyday job in Anaheim, the
chances that he will make his debut this summer in Halo red- look increasingly likely.
Best of the Rest: Griffin Canning (RHP), Brandon Marsh (OF), Jose Suarez (LHP), Jahmai Jones (2B), Luis Rengifo (SS/2B),
Jordyn Adams (OF)
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OAKLAND ATHELETICS
2018 Record: 97-65
Manager: Bob Melvin
Stadium: Oakland Coliseum (47,170)
World Series Odds: 25-1

2018 REVIEW

Coming into 2019 the Athletics were just one of many teams rebuilding. Not expected to do anything asides rebuild and
retool for the future. How wrong could expectation be? The only month that they had a sub .500 was March (1-2).
Showing a knack for winning close ball games (31-14 in 1 run ball games) and continuingly grinding out gritty victories –
the Athletics managed to win a wild card spot before losing to the Yankees in the elimination game.
In true Oakland A style, the team was built around firstly saving runs and then scoring them. Three quarters of the infield
were gold glove calibre in 2018. With the idea of an ‘opener’ a real option in 2019, the Athletics will be able to juggle their
talented pitching pool on a matchup basis, something they’ve been so good at for so long. With a young core built around
the uber talented Matts (Olson & Chapman) coupled with the outlandish strength of Khris Davis- the Athletics come into
2019 determined to show the league that 2018 wasn’t a flash in the pan.

INFIELD

Oakland may posses the best corner infield in the whole of baseball. Both Matt Chapman and Matt Olson are coming off
gold glove season. Chapman in particularly was defensively impeccable leading the whole of baseball with 29 runs saved.
Offensively, both guys contribute both power and contact. Combining for 53 home runs, 152 RBI’s and 185 runs between
them, Olson (.247/.453/.335) and Chapman (.278/.508/.356) set the tone for the Athletics offense. At second base is
Jurickson Profar. Once the best prospect in baseball,
Profar’s time may finally have come. Now occupying the
departed second base job left by Jed Lowrie, Profar will
provide a nice addition to the A’s line-up. With 20 HRs
and 10 steals in 2018 for the Rangers, the A’s offense
should certainly improve with Profar in the line-up.
Marcus Semien will once again be the A’s every day
shortstop following his 2018 gold glove final- something
often seen as a weakness in his game. Ideally the
Athletics would like to see him return to his 2016 power
levels, but in a need where power is in excess, the A’s will
take the sure-fire defence.

OUTFIELD
In 2018 the Athletics rebuild of their outfield seemingly
went a little under the radar. Stephen Piscotty following
his arrival from St. Louis after the tragic passing of his
mother, will once again return in right field. With a
ground ball rate in the 40%’s, Piscotty is a frustrating
hitter to watch and is bordering on boom or ground out
status. If he can start squaring up a little more and
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turning ground balls into line drives- there could be a lot of power potential in the tank. Nick Martin is likely to be the A’s
every left fielder following his impressive 2018. Martin’s lack of power is complemented by Mark Canha’s clout. Canha
who has fly ball rates of 40% and 47% the past two seasons offers a change of attack off the bench.
Likely to spend the season in the DH spot, Khris Davis offers an additional outfield option from the A’s roster. Davis is
coming off a career year which saw him win the HR title with 48HRs and a further 123RBIs. His 49% fly ball rate was a team
high which translated into his 23.3 RaR (Runs above replacement).

PITCHING
Quite amazingly Oakland had 13 different pitchers start at least five
different games in 2018. Take those 13 names and add Paul Blackburn,
James Kaprielian and Grant Holmes to the list of options for 2019 as they
return from season long injuries. As was the case at the tail end of 2018,
Mike Fiers will be the ace of the pack. Having been acquired from Detroit
last summer, Fiers went 5-2 in 9 starts with the Athletics and was a key
cog in the machine down the stretch. Behind him Sean Manea, Jharel
Cotton and A.J Puk are unlikely to be ready for the early part of the season
following lingering injuries leaving on paper a deep rotation relatively thin.
In all likeliness the opening day rotation will contain Chris Bassett, Liam
Hendricks and possibly Jesus Luzardo- the A’s top prospect.
As is always the case with the A’s, payroll is better spent elsewhere and they back themselves to find hidden gems within
the free agency market. They were happy to let Jeurys Famillia return to New York, the same team they acquired him
from. The strength of the pen is unquestionably the back end of it. With Blake Treinen’s filthy sinker and Joakim Soria as
the 8th-9th inning punch, the Athletics back themselves 99% of the time to close out tight games. With questions marks
over the 4th and 5th starter in their rotation, look for guys like Liam Hendricks and Andrew Triggs to spot start using the
opener philosophy. When not making unconventional starts, both will serve as long relief out of the bullpen.

PROSPECTS

The Oakland A’s farm system is favourable loaded when compared to the Major League roster. With Matt Olson and
Chapman, the 1st and 3rd baseman of the future the need for power bats is not high. Contrastingly the top of the A’s farm
system heavily weighted to young arms, namely Jesus Luzardo and A.J Puk. Drafted with the 6th pick in the 2016 draft, Puk
has since dazzled in the minor leagues leading the whole of MiLB in strikeouts per 9 (13.2) in 2017. Unfortunately, his
blazing fastball in Spring Training of 2018 caused some elbow discomfort causing Puk to opt for Tommy John surgery last
April. With obvious swing and miss stuff, Puk should feature in the A’s rotation at the back end of 2019 or early 2020 at
the very latest.
Top Prospect: Jesus Luzardo (LHP) Drafted- 2016 (Parkland High School, Florida)
Having been initially drafted by the Nationals in the third round of the 2016 daft, he made his way to Oakland in the deal
which sent Sean Doolittle and Ryan Madson to the nation’s capital. In 2018 Luzardo advanced through AA ball before
finishing the season with AAA Nashville. Billy Beane and his cohorts will be hoping and quietly expecting Luazardo to pitch
for the A’s this summer. With a fastball that tops at around 95/96, he is very much a pitcher that relies on his changeup for
strikeouts. In 2018 he averaged better than a strikeout an inning (129K’s in 109 IP) with his 70 rated (20-80 scale) the main
perpetrator.
Best of the rest: AJ Puk (LHP), Seaon Murphy (C), Kyler Murray (OF)- Has declared for the NFL draft**, Austin Beck (OF),
Lazaro Armenteros (OF), Jameson Hannah (OF),
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SEATTLE MARINERS
2018 Record: 89-73
Manager: Scott Servais
Stadium: T-Mobile Park (47,715)
World Series Odds: 50-1

2018 REVIEW

Despite a hot first half of the season where the Mariners went 58-39 (.598), Seattle would miss the postseason for the 17th
consecutive season. Despite missing out on the October baseball, there is reason for optimism in the North West. With
James Paxton donning Yankee pinstripes, Edwin Diaz & Robinson Cano across town with the Mets, Juan Segura in Philly,
Mike Zunino in Tampa, Alex Colome in Chicago and Nelson Cruz in Minnesota- the Mariners are certainly going to have a
new look in 2019.
GM Jerry Dipoto has referred to the M’s moves as a ‘step back’ but really the Mariners just want to get younger. The
moves made this off-season have certainly been made with an eye to the future and a period of sustained success. The
Mariners win total maybe flattered their on-field achievement. Winning 14 of their 15 extra inning ball games, whilst going
36-21 in one run ball games, the penny often dropped on the side of the Mariners in close games, something which is seen
as not particularly sustainable. With a host of top-level prospects and one of the game’s most budding international stars2019 may not be the year of Seattle, but that’s not to say their year isn’t far away.

INFIELD

One of the biggest aims for Jerry Dipoto this off-season was shifting Robinson Cano and his oppressive contract. Having
missed 80 games of 2018 after failing a test for PED’s, Cano and his mega contact where he is owed a remaining $128m
between now and 2023 was moved to Citi Field along with Edwin Diaz. Dee Gordon will likely step in from centerfield to
take over the vacancy at second base. Assuming Gordon gets through the first half of the season injury free, he will likely
be moved at the deadline to a contender looking for defensive flexibility and base pad speed.
Juan Segura was flipped to the Phillies in exchange for their once top prospect JP Crawford. With above average speed, a
good defensive glove and the ability to hit well, albeit inconsistently- the Mariners will be hoping that a change in scenery
accounts for Crawford filling some of his large potential.
The Mariners have retained two boom or bust hitters at both corners of the diamond. With Ryon Healy possessing
legitimate power locked in, the former Oakland man saw his average fall from .271 to .235 in 2018. Kyle Seager pretty
much replicated his team mates home run count (22) and saw his average fall from .249 to .221. With both sluggers
struggling to consistently get on base as demonstrated in their OBPs of .273 & .277- then the bats are causing more harm
than value.

OUTFIELD
Mitch Haninger was easily the Mariners all-round best hitter in 2018 when leading the team doubles (38) & walks (70) and
finishing second in HRs (26), RBIs (93) and Runs (90). Having demonstrated a significant ability to hit at the highest-level
consistency, Haninger will be the focal point of this offence in 2019. Elsewhere the remaining spots of the M’s outfield will
be made up of Mallex Smith, who returns for his second stint with Seattle in centerfield and veteran Jay Bruce. Bruce
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arrives in town from the Mets as part of the deal which sent Cano & Edwin Diaz east. Despite being under contract for a
further 2 years, the Mariners will likely look to flip Bruce at the deadline for a team in need of a power bat.

PITCHING
The team’s best pitcher, James Paxton was traded to the Yankees in November. Having
gone 11-6 in 2018 with a 3.76 ERA and 208 strikeouts, Paxton will provide a huge lift
for a team like the Yankees looking to make the next step. In return for their ace, the
Mariners received Justus Sheffield- seen as many by the Yankees top prospect. Having
posted a 2.48 ERA across 116 innings in the AA/AAA, Sheffield carved up the minor
leagues. His 123:50 ratio of strikeout’s to walks indicate that the southpaw has great
control of the zone. Likely to be up in 2019- he is a huge reason for the Mariners to be
excited for the future.
Elsewhere- the Mariners managed to sign the big off-season International free agent:
Yusei Kikuchi from Japan. Having pitched to a 2.48 ERA over his last 2 seasons in
Japan’s NPB league, Kikuchi has a real chance of success in the MLB. Felix Hernandez
will return to Seattle for his swansong season and the last year of his mega contract. Finally, Marco Gonzales looks to the
Mariners number 1 guy. Having pitched to a 2.61 ERA in a stretch which saw him go 9-2 from May to June, Gonzales will
provide some upside to a rotation lacking a genuine innings eater. Just like the rest of the 2019 M’s, the bullpen of the
coming season will unlikely resemble the 2018 staff. The Mariners 2018 bullpen was one of their main strengths where
only 38% of inherited runners scored. Gone is Edwin Diaz and 57 saves. As is Alex Colome and his 30 holds. Middle
relievers Juan Nicasio and James Pazos were moved on as well. Anthony Swarzak will likely don the 9th inning closer duties,
whilst Chasen Bradford, Dan Altavilla and Gerson Bautista will likely pitch invaluable innings form long relief, protecting a
very young rotation.

PROSPECTS
The Mariners came into the offseason very thin on the ground of quality prospects. Having stripped the farm bare through
a multitude of trades, one of the Mariners keep aims of the offseason was to replenish their farm system. And they’ve
done just that. First James Paxton was shipped cross country to the Yankees in exchange for their top-rated prospectJustus Sheffield and outfielder Dom Thompson-Williams and right-handed pitcher Erik Swanson. Then Edwin Diaz and
Robinson Cano were sent to the other side of Manhattan, to the Mets for outfielder Jay Bruce, reliever Anthony Swarzak,
right-hander Gerson Bautista and prospects Jarred Kelenic and Justin Dunn.
Justus Sheffield was easily the crown jewel of the two trades. Originally acquired from Cleveland in the trade which sent
Andrew Miller to Ohio, Sheffield has long been touted as one of the premier young arms in Minor League ball. With a fast
ball that sits in the low 90s and a 55 graded change up (On the 20-80 scale) it seems likely that Sheffield could be seen in a
Mariners cap this summer.
Top Prospect: Jared Kelenic (OF) Traded (Via New York Mets)
In a recent article in Baseball America general manager of the Mariners, Jerry Dipoto stated that “They thought Jarred was
the best player in the 2018 draft”. The chances of him falling to them at 14 were nil and that’s exactly what happened.
Picked up by the Mets with the 6th pick, Kelenic spent the remainder of 18 in rookie ball in the Mets minor league system.
He didn’t disappoint. Kelenic slashed .286/.371/.468 with 6 home runs and 15 stolen bases over 56 games. Little did
Dipoto know, that he would have his chance to get Kelenic to become a Mariner, this time via a trade rather than the
draft. When the Mets came knocking in December for second baseman – Robinson Cano and lights out closer – Edwin
Diaz, the Mariners knew the price. And just like that Kelenic was a Mariner. They had their man.
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Best of the Rest: Justus Sheffield (RHP), Erik Swanson (LHP), Dom Thompson-Williams (OF), Jake Fraley (RHP)

TEXAS RANGERS
2018 Record: 67-95
Manager: Chris Woodward
Stadium: Ballpark In Arlington
World Series Odds: 200-1

2018 REVIEW

Coming into the 2018 season, the one thing the Rangers wanted to do was improve. With all eyes on 2020 for when they
open their new ballpark in Arlington, the Rangers main priority is being able to field a team skilful enough to win then.
Consequently, the Rangers starters finished 28th in ERA which is relatively understandable given the rotation was made up
for the large part of journeyman starters such as Yovani Gallardo, Doug Fister, Bartolo Colon, Matt Moore and Martin
Perez. Cole Hamels was shipped midseason to the Cubs in exchange for a handful of prospects seen as parts of the bigger
picture for the Rangers.
Offensively the Rangers were better. Ronald Guzman showed the Rangers a glimpse of the future in hitting 16HRs.
Impressively, Joey Gallo managed to reduce his OBP, but achieved a similar level of sheer brute power in crushing 40 HRs.
Something the Rangers toyed with in 2018 was moving Gallo around, fielding the bombs man at 1st, 3rd and all three
outfield positions.
2018 was the Adrian Beltre’s last season in the Major Leagues. Having completed his 21st season in the big leagues, the
future hall of famer amassed 2,933 games, the 14th most in Major League history. Along with that, Beltre will retire 16th
of all time with 3,166 career hits, 24th with 1,707 RBIs and 30th with 477 home runs.

INFIELD
When the Rangers break camp in March, they will go in to the
season without third baseman Adrian Beltre for the first time
since 2010. The future hall of famer who will see his number 29
retired this summer will pass the third base baton to Jurickson
Profar. Once the best prospect in baseball, Profar’s time finally
came, and quite quickly he was moved to Oakland. Matt
Chapman was picked up the Rangers with an invite to spring
training. With only Patrick Wilson, a right-handed hitter thought
to be a backup to Jurickson Profar his only competition, there is a
good chance that the former White Sox will have a job on
opening day. At first base is Ronald Guzman. Demonstrating a
surprising level of power in his first season, Guzman paved the
way for a future young core of Rangers hitters such as Leody
Taveras, Bubba Thompson and Julio Martinez.
The middle of the Rangers infield is arguably both the strength
and most consistent part of this team. Despite a season
interrupted with injuries and a trip to the DL for the first time in
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his career, shortstop Elvis Andrus still offensively contributed to the Rangers. Odor’s defence was one of the stories of
Rangers 2017 season as the second baseman was a finalist for a gold glove. Elsewhere Odor discovered some maturity at
the plate with a career high 43 walks on the way to a .751 OPS.

OUTFIELD
Nomar Mazara and Joey Gallo are probably the biggest boom or bust outfield duo in the majors. Gallo is coming off
seasons with long ball tallies of 41 and 40 continues to be one of the most baffling hitters the game of baseball has
arguably ever seen. Delino De Shields continues to be one of the game’s premier defensive centre fielders despite being
offensively not as productive as he used to be. Collectively Mazara, Gallo and De Shields will be the Rangers everyday
starters in the outfields as they continue to be hamstrung by the defensive capabilities of bench players- Shin-Soo Choo &
Willie Calhoun who will occupy the DH slot.

PITCHING
The Rangers went into the Vegas meetings with amazing only one genuine starter – Mike Minor and left with a rotation
four deep. Lance Lynn was picked up for $30m across 3 seasons after splitting 2017 between the Yankees and Twins.
Edison Volquez was signed to a 1-year deal coming off Tommy John surgery, as was Drew Smyly after his stint with the
Cubs failed to take off. The Rangers fifth spot will likely fall to
either the use of an opener, most likely Jesse Chavez and/or Chris
Martin. If the Rangers want to opt for a more traditional
approach then there is a good chance that they will look to
promote, young hurler – Yohander Mendez.
The 2019 Rangers bullpen will be centred around 2018 breakout
star- Jose Leclerc (1.56 ERA, 0.850 WHIP and 12 saves). Joining
Leclerc in the pen will be fellow breakout stars- Jeffrey Springs,
Connor Sadzeck and C.D Pelham, all of whom made their major
league debuts in 2018.

PROSPECTS
Top Prospect: Hans Crouse (RHP) Drafted- 2017 (Dana Point HS,
California)
The Rangers selected Crouse in the second round of the 2017
draft out of high school. Having put his name on the map with a
Team USA’s U18 national team in 2016 when winning a gold
medal having pitched 7 scoreless innings with 11 strikeoutsmany saw Crouse as a first-round talent. With a fastball which can touch 99mph, Crouse can dominate all 4 corners of the
zone- something which led to a 12-strikeout game in A ball last year.
According to Baseball America, Crouse has a high-effort tendency which replicate Jonny Cueto leading some scouts to
believe that maybe Crouse will be better served out of the bullpen once he reaches the major leagues. That said with the
stuff that he has, and at least 18 months of development in the Rangers farm system, there is nothing suggest that he
can’t be a valuable rotation piece once he is Major League ready.
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2019 MOCK FANTASY DRAFT
Based on a 12 team, snake draft with 5x5 categories (H2H Record).
Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

Team 4

Team 5

Team 6

Team 7

Team 8

Team 9

Team 10

Team 11

Mookie Betts- BOS

Jose Ramirez- CLE

Francisco Lindor - CLE

J.D. Martinez- BOS

Christian Yelich- MIL

Trea Turner - WSH

Ronald Acuna- ATL

Chris Sale - BOS

Giancarlo Stanton- NYY

Corey Kluber - CLE

Freddie Freeman - ATL

Max Scherzer - WSH
Paul Goldschmidt STL

Nolan Arenado - COL

Trevor Story - COL

Aaron Judge - NYY

Javier Baez- CHC

Bryce Harper- PHI

Charlie Blackmon - COL

Anthony Rizzo - CHC

Aaron Nola - PHI

Starling Marte - PIT

Gerrit Cole - HOU

Kris Bryant- CHC

Blake Snell - TB

Vladimir Guerrero - TOR

Cody Bellinger- LAD

Rhys Hoskins- PHI

Marcell Ozuna - STL

Khris Davis- OAK

Carlos Correa - HOU

Carlos Carrasco - CLE

Juan Soto - WSH
Anthony Rendon WSH

Alex Bregman- HOU
Clayton Kershaw LAD
Noah Syndergaard NYM

Manny Machado - SD

Round 4

Mike Trout - LAA
Justin Verlander HOU
Andrew BenintendiBOS
Xander Bogaerts BOS

Round 5

Walker Buehler - LAD

George Springer- HOU

Eugenio Suarez - CIN

Edwin Diaz - NYM

Daniel Murphy- COL

Patrick Corbin - WSH

Joey Votto - CIN

J.T. Realmuto C- PHI

Gleyber Torres- NYY

Matt Carpenter- STL

Round 6

Tommy Pham- TB

David Price - BOS

Craig Kimbrel - FA

Mitch Haniger- SEA

Blake Treinen - OAK

Gary Sanchez- NYY

Jack Flaherty - STL

Jameson Taillon - PIT

Ozzie Albies - ATL
Stephen Strasburg WSH

Jose Altuve - HOU
Luis Severino NYY
Whit MerrifieldKC
James Paxton NYY

Mike Clevinger - CLE

A.J. Pollock - LAD

Zack Greinke - ARI

Round 7

Jose Abreu - CWS

Nelson Cruz- MIN

Yasiel Puig - CIN

Nick Castellanos - DET

Eddie Rosario - MIN

Lorenzo Cain - MIL

Jose Berrios - MIN

Michael Brantley - HOU

Joey Gallo- TEX

Felipe Vazquez - PIT

Jose Peraza - CIN

Miguel Andujar - NYY
Madison Bumgarner
- SF

Josh Donaldson - ATL
Justin Turner - LAD

Round 9

Matt Olson - OAK
Michael ConfortoNYM

Jonathan Schoop- MIN

Matt Chapman - OAK

Roberto Osuna - HOU

David Peralta - ARI

Brad Hand - CLE

Wil Myers- SD

David Dahl- COL
Mike Foltynewicz ATL
German Marquez COL

Corey Seager - LAD

Round 8

Jean Segura - PHI
Aroldis Chapman NYY

Zack Wheeler - NYM

Robbie Ray - ARI

Round 10

Max Muncy- LAD

Edwin Encarnacion- SEA

Tim Anderson - CWS

David Robertson - PHI

Kyle Hendricks - CHC

Josh Hader - MIL

Jonathan Villar- BAL

Robinson Cano- NYM

Brian Dozier - WSH

Chris Archer - PIT

Charlie Morton - TB

Wilson Contreras- CHC

Mike Moustakas - MIL

Dee Gordon- SEA

Travis Shaw- MIL
Masahiro Tanaka NYY

Miles Mikolas - STL

Round 11

Rougned Odor - TEX
Andrew McCutchenPHI

Jesus Aguilar - MIL
Raisel Iglesias CIN
Sean Doolittle WSH

Eloy Jimenez - CWS

Victor Robles - WSH

Round 12

Yadier Molina- STL

Rich Hill - LAD

Yasmani Grandal- MIL

Buster Posey C- SF

Corey Knebel - MIL

Jose Leclerc - TEX

Kirby Yates - SD

Jurickson Profar- OAK

Carlos Martinez- STL

Luis Castillo - CIN

Round 13

Nick Pivetta - PHI

J.A. Happ - NYY

Jose Alvarado - TB

Aaron Hicks - NYY

Andrew Heaney - LAA

Ender Inciarte - ATL

Cole Hamels - CHC

Amed Rosario - NYM

Yu Darvish - CHC
Eduardo Rodriguez BOS

Billy Hamilton - KC

Round 14

Joe Musgrove - PIT

Jose Quintana - CHC

Cody Allen - LAA

Carlos Santana- CLE

Dallas Keuchel - FA

Rick Porcello - BOS

Shane Bieber - CLE

Kyle Freeland - COL

Kenneth Giles - TOR

Shohei Ohtani- LAA
Stephen Piscotty OAK

Round 15

Kenta Maeda- LAD

Nathan Eovaldi - BOS

Joey Lucchesi - SD

Elvis Andrus - TEX

Will Smith - SF

Tyler Glasnow- TB

Yoan Moncada - CWS

Andrew Miller - STL

Harrison Bader- STL

Sean Newcomb - ATL

Round 16

Josh James - HOU

Collin McHugh - HOU

Brandon Morrow - CHC

DJ LeMahieu - NYY

Mike Minor - TEX

Jon Lester - CHC

Miguel Cabrera - DET

Jake Arrieta - PHI

Eric Hosmer - SD

Tyler Skaggs - LAA

Alex Wood- CIN

Arodys Vizcaino - ATL

Jeurys Familia - NYM

Mychal Givens - BAL

Jonathan Gray - COL

Archie Bradley - ARI

Mike Zunino- TB

Round 18

Yan Gomes- WSH

Zack Godley - ARI

A.J. Minter - ATL

Francisco Mejia- SD

Jordan Hicks - STL

Danny Jansen- TOR

Dellin Betances - NYY

Justin Smoak - TOR

Paul Dejong - STL

Kyle Seager - SEA

Francisco Cervelli- PIT
Andrelton Simmons LAA

Miguel Sano- MIN

Round 19

Julio Urias- LAD
Garrett HampsonCOL

Hyun-Jin Ryu - LAD
Wellington CastilloCWS

Luke Voit - NYY
Seranthony
Dominguez - PHI

Yusei Kikuchi - SEA

Round 17

Nomar Mazara - TEX
Cesar Hernandez PHI
Brandon NimmoNYM

Ian Desmond- COL
Rafael Devers BOS
Eduardo EscobarARI

Byron Buxton - MIN

Kyle Schwarber - CHC

Chris Taylor- LAD

Matt Kemp- CIN

Evan Longoria - SF

Lourdes Gurriel- TOR

Willy Adames- TB

Marwin Gonzalez- MIN

Ketel Marte- ARI

Nick Senzel- CIN
Willians Astudillo MIN

Marcus Semien - OAK

Round 20

Tyler White- HOU

Jake Bauers- CLE

Pedro Strop - CHC

Maikel Franco - PHI

Tucker Barnhart - CIN

Kevin Gausman - ATL

Jake Lamb - ARI

Hunter Renfroe- SD

Jed Lowrie- NYM

Shane Greene - DET

Jose Martinez- STL
Drew Steckenrider MIA

Chad Green - NYY

Round 21

Jorge Aaro- MIA
Alexander Colome CWS

Round 22

Jonathan Lucroy- LAA

Sonny Gray- CIN

Randal Grichuk- TOR

Julio Teheran - ATL

Tyler Flowers- ATL

John Hicks C- DET

Austin Meadows- TB

Omar Narvaez- SEA

Kurt Suzuki- WSH

Odubel Herrera- PHI

Round 23

Jackie Bradley- BOS

Elias Diaz- PIT

Steven Matz - NYM

Nick Markakis - ATL

Trey Mancini- BAL

Adam Eaton- WSH
Alexander Reyes STL

Ryan Braun- MIL
Yulieski GurrielHOU
Robinson ChirinosHOU
Asdrubal CabreraTEX
Gregory Polanco PIT
Corey Dickerson PIT

Kelvin Herrera - CWS

Luke Weaver- ARI

Jeremy Jeffries - MIL

Matt Barnes - BOS

Round 24

Brad Boxberger - KC

Mark Trumbo- BAL

Manuel Margot - SD

Marco Gonzales - SEA

Max Kepler- MIN

Jorge Polanco - MIN

Jesse Winker- CIN

Trevor May - MIN
Ramon Laureano OAK

Shin-Soo Choo- TEX

Franmil Reyes - SD

Adam Jones- FA

Round 1
Round 2
Round 3

C

SP

INF

RP
UTL

Kenley Jansen - LAD

Mallex Smith- SEA

Justin Upton - LAA
Scooter Gennett CIN

Trevor Bauer - CLE
Adalberto MondesiKC

Ro Stripling- LAD

Austin Hedges- SD

Team 12
Jacob DeGrom NYM

Wade Davis - COL
Wilson RamosNYM

Zach Britton - NYY
Domingo Santana
- SEA

OF
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SABERPUNTING- THE BEST BETS FOR 2019
Every year at Four Bases we like to place some fun wagers at the beginning of the season to cheer every over the course of
the summer. Last year was an exceptionally good year for the boys of the bases after selecting Mookie Betts to win the AL
MVP at a whopping 33-1 and Jacob DeGrom to win the NL Cy Young at 20-1!
This year we (Joel & Ben) have some added help from the wonderful guys at SpreadEx to help us find the value picks for
this coming season!

The Most Home Runs In 2019
N.B HctX = {Hard hit rate x contact}/ League average. Normalized to 100. Elite hitters have 135. MLB average = 100.


Nolan Arenado (25-1 Skybet)- Arguably the best player in the National League, combining contact and power
Arenado is lucky enough to apply his trade in the most hitter friendly park of them all, Coors Field. With fly ball
rates of 42%, 44%, 47%, 45% and 39% over the last 5 seasons, Arenado is very much a child of the launch angle
era. Looks a good value bet to go close in the home run stakes following seasons with 42, 41 ,37 & 38 bombs.



Franklin Barreto (Requested)- First two seasons in the Major League’s he has hit an incredible a fly rate of 50%
(2017) and 56% (2018). Should he land the opening day job for Oakland at second base, Barreto could be a real
dark horse in the power stakes.



Aaron Hicks (Requested)- Added 14 points to his HCTx in 2018 from 2017. With the protection of Judge and
Stanton in front of him looks sure to be seeing good pitches to hit. Finally, healthy and with a new brand-new
contract, the CF job should be Hick’s for the foreseeable future. Last three seasons fly ball rate of: 37% (2016),
40% (2017) and 38% (2018).



Joey Gallo (16-1 William Hill) – Gallo is arguably the league’s most interesting hitter. With a batting average that
hasn’t reached .210 since 2015, he clubbed 102 home runs in the seasons since. Expect mass strikeouts, mass
walks and mass power. With an average fly ball rate in the past three seasons of 58% expect in the region of 40+
HRs.



Mike Moustakas (80-1 William Hill) – Fly ball rates the past 2 seasons of 46% both seasons. The entire of his 2019
season will be spent in the exceptionally hitter friendly Miller Park. With the protection of Yelich, Shaw and
Aguilar, Moustakas will see pitches to hit. Over the past three seasons his HctX has been 133, 107 and 124.



Hunter Renfroe (80-1 Skybet)- His last three fly ball rates have been 43%, 45% and 43%. With exceptional power
and a dramatically increased HctX from 98 to 126, Renfroe looks a nice bet for 30+ HRs in 2019.



Jose Ramirez (40-1 Skybet)- Coming off a career year in 2018 where he was third in the American League MVP
voting. With a HctX of 121 and 115 the past two season, Ramirez is one of the game’s premier contact and power
hitters. The Indians were happy enough to trade power source Edwin Encarnacion away this past off-season,
giving weight to the idea that Ramirez may be ready to pick up the mantle.

CY Young


Carlos Carrasco (14-1 Bet365)- This past off-season Carrasco was awarded a 4 year $47m extension with the
Indians. Not only were the Indians happy to pay him ace level money, but they were also happy to field trade
offers for both Corey Kluber and Trevor Bauer. This tells me, that despite Carrasco being likely be the third starter
in the rotation behind both Bauer and Kluber, is the Indians guy of the future. With a 16% swing and miss rate in
2018 and an insane 65% first pitch strike rate, Carrasco will be on the hook to top his 2017 and 2018 strikeout
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totals of 226 & 231. In baseball’s weakest division with 3 teams rebuilding, the Indians will more than likely
saunter to 90-95+ wins, giving Carrasco a real shot at his first AL CY Young.


Jack Flaherty (33-1 Bet365) - Flaherty went 8-9 with the Cardinals last season in just over 150 innings pitched.
With an elite slider and a leading ability to strike batters out as shown in his 14% swing and miss rate, Flaherty will
find himself close to the top of the Red Birds rotation in 2019. With an improved offense which will put him in line
for more wins, Flaherty could be a dark horse in the NL CY young race.



Gerrit Cole (14-1 Bet365)- Following his trade to Houston last winter, Cole has since established himself as a top 5
AL pitcher. With an incredible 63% first pitch strike ratio, Cole looks a lock for 230+ strikeouts in 2019 given his
15% swing and miss ratio in 2019, 5% higher than his time in Pittsburgh. With an offense destined to carry the
team to somewhere in the region of 100 wins this season, Cole should find himself atop of the CY Young shortlist.

Pitcher Wins


James Paxton (30-1 Bet365)- James Paxton arrives from Seattle. Fresh off a season where he struck out 11.7 per
9, going 11-6 in with a 3.76 ERA & a total of 208 strikeouts. On a team expected to win 100 games & be a genuine
World Series contender, we like the chances of the big Canadian being among the league leaders this season.



Gerrit Cole (30-1 Bet365) – See above

MVP


Alex Bregman (12-1 Bet365) - Bregman was the Astro’s indisputable MVP in 2018. After coming of age in the
previous seasons World Series, Bregman came into the 2018 as many people’s idea of a dark horse in the AL MVP
race, and he didn’t disappoint. In a season which saw injuries all over the diamond, Bregman put together a
season which would have seen him win the MVP in most seasons. After clubbing a career high 31HRs and
representing the AL at both the all-star game and HR derby, Bregman picked up the mantle of the offensive leader
of the team. Transferring 3% of his groundball percentage to his flyball percentage saw a significant upturn in
power numbers, slugging pct. (.475 to .532) and HRs (19 to 31). With an offense that returns with a fully fit Jose
Altuve & Carlos Correa, not to mention the addition of the line drive machine – Michael Brantley, Bregman looks
set to have yet another career year in Houston.



Nolan Arenado (15-2 Bet365)- There is no doubting now that Arenado is the best third baseman in the league.
Having won a gold glove in each of his six seasons with the Rockies and making a highlight reel play seemingly
every other night, he could stake that claim on his defence alone. Let alone his 158 home runs in 6 seasons and
leading the Rockies in AVG (.297), OPS (.935), HR’s (38), RBI (110), walks (73) and SLG (.561) in 2019. In a light
division where the Padres, Diamondbacks and Giants are all going through various stages of rebuilding- the
Rockies will have their eyes set on an NL wild card at the very least. With the addition of contact machine Daniel
Murphy, Arenado will have the opportunity to increase both his runs scored and runs batted in, 2 key stats in the
race for the National League’s most valuable player.

Team Props


Minnesota Twins to win the American League Central (7-2 Paddy Power)



Minnesota Twins OVER 82.5 Wins (10-11 Skybet)
o

The Twins have been a trendy pick for the last couple of years, namely for the fact they play in arguably
the worst division in baseball. With key additions (Marwin Gonzalez & Nelson Cruz) and a bunch of games
against the White Sox, Royals and Reds the time is now for this Twins side.
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STAT CAN’T BE REAL?


The commonly themed Achilles heel for the



Diamondbacks was their inability to come out

to strikeout 50+ batters in a season AND hit 20+

on top in close ballgames. Often let down by

HRs

clutch hitting or a shaky bullpen- the
Diamondbacks went 19-29 in one run games



Liam Hendricks didn’t face the same batter
twice in 2018 during the same game, despite

among all big-league players since 2009.


4 of Arizona relief pitchers ranked in the top 5



Hirano)


franchise record.




The Angels used 60 different players in 2018.



Matt Barnes struck out 36.2% of hitters in 2018.

Paul Goldschmidt reached base safely in 48
consecutive road games, a Diamondbacks

Second baseman Ketel Marte managed to lead
the NL in triples (12) and was the only major

The 9th most for a qualified reliever.








incredible 80.4% of pitches outside the zone,

wins in 2018 on a wall in his office. It was later
auctioned at charity.


Aaron Nola threw a first pitch strike 69.4% of
the time.



The Mariners pitching staff surrendered just 400
walks in 2018. An MLB low.



Orioles pitcher Dylan Bundy gave up a league
high, 41 home runs. The most by a pitcher since

runs and 25 stolen bases.


Chris Davis in the middle of a $161m contract

The Mariners went 14-1 in their 15 extra inning
ball games in 2018.



Alex Bregman Swung and missed on only 4.2%
of pitches in 2018.



In 2018, the Yankees amazingly won 28-32
games where Luis Severino pitched.

2011.


Trevor Story joined Francisco Lindor as the only
SS’s in MLB history to have 40 doubles, 30 home

second only to Victor Martinez.


Alex Cora pinned a photo of the pivotal moment
of each of the 108 victories and 11 postseason

The Cubs scored exactly 1 run, all coming via a

In 2018, Ender Inciarte managed to contact an

Kike Hernandez gave up a walk off home-run as
a position player.

HR in 5 consecutive games.


The Rockies gave up 3+ HRs in 5 consecutive
games.

leaguer with 10 doubles, 10 triples and 10 home
runs.

Brock Holt has two lifetime cycles. Both came in
2018.

appearance makers in 2017 (Brad Ziegler,
Andrew Chafin, Archie Bradley and Yoshi

Mookie Betts joined the Red Sox 30-30 club in
2018. The only other member? Jacoby Ellsbury

making 8 starts.


Having made his Major league debut in 2011,
Mike Trout holds a career WaR of 64.3, the most

having gone 29-23 in 2017.


Shohei Ohtani is the only player in MLB history



The Cubs had a run differential of +114 before
the All-Star Break. After the All-Star break it was

batted .168 over 522 plate appearances. The

+2.

lowest in history amongst qualified hitters.


68.3% of Ian Happ’s swings within the strike
zone that resulted in contract. The lowest in the
MLB.
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Aaron Hicks swung at just 20.9% of pitches



outside the strike zone in 2018.


Josh Hader struck out 8 straight hitters.



Francisco Arcia hit a home run, caught and
pitched in the same game.





in 2018.






surgeries.


The Blue Jays traded 7 players away in the
season who would later appear in the



The Marlins didn’t sweep a single series in 2018.



Bryce Harper has 1 season with over 100 RBI’s.

postseason.


The Mariners were 14-1 In extra innings games

He signed a $330m contract this offseason.


in 2018.


The Cubs deployed a defensive shift just 5.1% of

7 Games in a row Kendrys Morales hit a home



White Sox hitters struck out 1,594 times in



The Indians had 4 different pitchers’ strikeout





Jose Ramirez added 12.0 runs of value on the





leaded off in the same game. Joe Mauer & Matt

with 8.9.

Carpenter.

Shin Soo Choo reached based successfully 52



Joey Gallo hit his 50th career HR before he hit his



single.

Carlos Carrasco got opposing hitters to chase

Michael Fulmer has had an ERA of 4.21 the past
two seasons.

Andrew Benintendi makes all three outs in same
inning during an 11 run 7th. Sacrifice, & GIDP.
Aaron Judge struck out 8 times during a double
header.



pitches out of the zone 36.6% of the time.


For the first time in 24 years, two first basemen

base pads in 2018. Brett Gardner was second

50th


The Cardinals gave up 20 errors at first base in
2018. Paul Goldschmidt has 19 since 2015.

straight games. A MLB high since 2007.


The Pirates Corey Dickerson gave up just 1 error
in 263 chances en route to his first Gold Glove.

200+ hitters in 2018. An MLB record.


The Mets batted .147 during a 7 game
homestand.

2018. An MLB record.


The Brewers had 5 players represent them at
the all-star game. A new franchise record.

run. One short of an MLB record


The Reds were 10-29 in one run ball games in
2018. A Major league low.

the time in 2018


The Athletics homered in 27 consecutive road
games

2% higher than any other qualified pitcher.


Jonny Venters, the NL comeback player of the
season has suffered three career Tommy John

Brandon Nimmo was hit by a pitch 22 times in

Blake Snell had an 88% left on base percentage.

28.4% of the time the Twins imposed a shift on
the opposing hitter. A Major League high.

2018. The most in the MLB


Max Scherzer struck out 15 hitters during a 6.1
inning outing.

James Paxton threw 16 scoreless in innings in a
row in May 2018 striking out 23.

The Twins pitchers threw 18 pitches of 98mph+

There were 2,474 stolen bases in 2018. The
lowest for 5 years.



Chris Sale struck out his 200th hitter in just his
136th inning.
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BLAKE SNELL: LIVING UP TO THE HYPE
Back in early April- we predicted Blake Snell was going to have a big year based on a few small tweaks within his
mechanics. Even we didn’t foresee what was to come. Let’s revisit that article:
Ever since being drafted in the first round of the 2011 Major League draft, Blake Snell has often been seen as the future
ace of the Rays rotation. With both past & present bearers of the title including David Price, Chris Archer, James Shields
and Matt Garza to name just but a few, pressure was always likely going to be high for the young southpaw.
Coming into the 2017 season, there was quiet optimism that Snell would breakout and stamp his mark on the Rays 5-man
rotation during a campaign which would hopefully challenge divisional rivals Boston & New York for the AL East crown.
Unfortunately, not all went to plan for Snell as he struggled with both his pitching mechanics and ability to locate regular
good pitches. In his first 8 starts, Snell was unable to work beyond the 6th often
battled inflated pitch counts early in games.
Despite showing clear promise and ability in 2017, Snell also demonstrated his big
league naivetes and experience when struggling with his command for the early
part of the year. After his struggles culminated in a 6 earned run outing with 6 hits
and a further 3 walks in an eventual loss at home to the Boston Red Sox. Snell (04) was optioned to the Rays AAA affiliate, the Durham Bulls on May 13th. During
his time with the Bulls, Snell recognised the Major League deficiencies which were
costing him dearly in the show. That said, recognising a problem and fixing a problem are two totally different skills.
One of the main problems with Snell’s mechanics was the inconsistency of his release point, the product of a misaligned torso causing him to throw across his
body. The result was a pitch by pitch struggle to locate the strike zone, something
which any pitcher regardless of movement, stuff or speed can’t afford to do. The
two charts below (courtesy of MLB Savant) really highlight the change in Snell’s
pitching motion between 2017 and 2018. It’s clear to see that Snell really struggled
to consistently release his pitches from the same spot, regardless of the pitch type.
The outcome? A very sporadic pitch map across the strike zone, a key contributor
to the 15 home runs he gave up in 2017 in just 129 innings.
In stark contrast, when looking at his 2018 release point chart, it’s clear to see that
despite a relatively small sample size, that Snell’s release point is by far more consistent. A real benefit of this as well as providing Snell with a far more repeatable
motion is that, its immediately harder for the opposing hitter to identity what
pitch the Rays pitcher is throwing. For example, when looking at his 2017 map, any
lower, flatter arm action was more than likely to be an off speed change, or a
taller, straighter arm was likely to be a curveball. Now look at his 2018 chart, and
nearly every type of pitch is being thrown from nigh on the same release point.

2017 1

2018 1

Further evidence of Snell’s altered release point is brilliantly
demonstrated with his slider, a pitch responsible for a strikeout
14% of the time he throws it in 2018 (As of April 21st). In the first
example, Snell is throwing a 1-2 slider to Yadier Molina. Snell is
unable to stand up strong, thus sending his torso towards the
third base line. This in turn causes his arm to deliver the pitch
from a far flatter, wider release point, making it increasingly
harder to locate a good pitch.
In contrast, we see Snell pitching out of the stretch to Xander Bogaerts in the Rays opening series. Snell is now able to stand up
strong, plant his front leg and maintain a higher release point on his pitch. Notice the difference in the flex of his left knee.
In 2017 Snell’s left knee is almost touching the dirt on the mound.
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Despite having evidently improved his pitching mechanics, Snell’s development has come in multiple facets of his game.
Something noticed by a follower of mine (@CallumCockerill) when I posed the question to Rays fan’s on twitter was the
fact Blake has become less reliant on his fastball to get back into counts.
When looking at Snell’s pitch maps when behind in the count, it’s
quite telling to see Snell’s desire to a) throw a fastball for a strike
b) throw a fastball. Instead of throwing get me over fastballs over
the heart of the plate in 2017, Snell is now able to locate his pitch
on the corner of the plate when he opts for a fastball. Additionally, should Snell not opt for the heater, which is becoming increasingly common, the ability to not only get back into counts,
but also strikeout hitters.
In 2018, Snell’s K/9 have risen from 8.3 to 11.00, something which
is the product of him reducing his balls in play percentage from
27.2% to 21%. It remains to be seen whether Snell will live up to his top prospect billing, however he has undoubtedly improved 10-fold and provided Rays fans with a very exciting glimpse for the future.
Keep up the good work Blake.

2017 2

2018 2
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